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A 0.00761 scale model of the North American Rockwell
 
Corporation (NAR) Straight Wind Orbiter was tested in the NAR
 
Low Speed Wind Tunnel to determine elevator effectiveness and
 
the effect of nacelle position and a refaired fuselage. This
 
test (Test No. 632) was conducted from 29 September through
 
2,October 1970. The model was tesged at a Mach number of
 
0.26, Reynolds number of 1.85 x I0 per foot, and dynamic
 





MACH NUMBER 1" " _ ' 




(pounds/sq. Ft. ) 
STAGNATION TEMPERATURE 
(degrees Fahrenheit) 
100 800 - 13.100 














The measured force and moment data were initially reduced about the body 
axis system. The forebody axial force coefficient (CAF) was calculated 
by subtracting the base axial force coefficzent (CAB) and sting cavity 
force coefficient from the uncorrected total axial force coefficient.
 









Iref = Body Length ; 15.737 in = 1.311 ft 
b Wing Equivalent Span = 11.339 in = 0.945 ft
 
The body axis data were then converted to stability axis data and the 
stability axis data were corrected for wall interference and tunnel 
blockage effects. Wind tunnel interference corrections were applied to 
angle of attack, forebpdy drag force coefficient (CDF) and pitching moment 
coefficient (CLM) and the final body axis data placed into SADSAC were 
computed from the corrected stability axis data. Lift to drag ratio (L/D) 
is based on the forebody drag force coefficient (CDF). The moment refer­
ence point (MRF) applicable to the reduced data is 9.84 inches aft of the 
model nose, on the model lateral centerlne, and 0.384 inch below the model 







B6 = NR straight wing orbiter basic fuselage
 
B9 = Modified B6
 
N, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6 = Double Nacelles located on fuselage as described
 
on the component sheets for N, N2, N3, N4,aN5,and N6. 
Wi0 = Basic straight wing. 
H12 - Horizontal tail 
E12 - Elevator used on H12 
V5 - Vertical tail 
Refer to the immediately following pages and Figures 2 through 7 for a
 












B6N WIOHI2V5 B6N6WlOH2El2V5 
B6N WIOH12EI2V5 
The above combinations were tested at an angle of attack range of -40 to
 
160 at fixed sideslip angles of 00 and 50, an angle of attach range of -40
 
to 300 at zero sideslip, and an angle of sideslip range of -40 to 80 at
 
fixed angle of attack values of 00, 60, and 120. Tests were also conducted
 
at horizontal stabilizer deflections of -100 0, and 100 and elevator
 
deflection of -300, -200, -100, 00, 100, and 200.
 
MODLL COMPONENT" BU9t - _16 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 22L.",ic et e of straight wing orbiter per XR 
lnes dvg. 993_2-150C. 
DRAWI , Jlclt3ER 3-870-3.-4,-i6,-i8,-26,-3o,-51,-53 
DIMENSIONS FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
LengtLh, fl1.311 
Mdx. Wwctn , in 0.00 2.36 
Max. Deoth in 311.O.3. 2.5 
­










MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B9 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic Fuselage of Straiht Wing Orbiter per NR Lines 
Drawing 9992-130C Modified by Fairing to Remove Discontinuity between 
F.s. 119.18 and F.s. 1773.98 
DRAWING NUMBER: S-870-3, ,1i 8-26, -30, -51, -53 




Max. Width 510.00 2.36
 
Max. Depth 30.3 2.5
 














1 ,L COP3!ENT : BODY - Nacelle - N 
GENERhL DESCRIPTION: Straight Wing Orbiter Body with Double NacellesLocated 
On Lower Surface of Body B-6. PYion'P3 Used, Model Scale is .00761. 




Max. Widtl;, in. 

















Eus. Sta. of L.E.,in. 

















...-19_ 5 .42 


















DODEL CO1.POUENT: BODY - Nacelle - N2 




above FRP on side of body B-6, 50 to vertical centerline, using Pylon-P.. 
Model scale is .00761. 
DR'JWiING VUI'P.: S-870-82, -83,-84 
DIEUSIO,:S : FULL-SCALE MODEL SCA-LE 
Length, Jft. 
-a1667 
MN'x. Width, in. 98.5r453 .75 
Max. DepLh, in. 55.10)54 .42 
,rea 






Sl n(eauiv aent),in. 
Toe-jr AngTh, diegrrcos 
i-'nc.,rle, degrees 
SNee " Thol:. tntiesj degr-ea 
ZLz inz--e 
Tz ai~' -%e 
Chords: 
Lu' Sta. of L.E.,in. 
W.r. of ' (D.P. O.0, 
























MODEL COMPONENT: BODY Ncefle -N3N 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: St1might Ving orbiter body with double neIlpsl g j 
above FRP on side of body B-6, 500 to vertical centerflne*_t aUgfrog. 
Ducts are plugged. Model Scale is .00761. 
DRAWING NUMBER: S-870-82,-84 -8k 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Length, ft. 5 .1 7 
Max. Width, in. 93, 55453 .7 
Max. Depth, in. 55.19054 .42
 
Area 








Area, ft 2 
Planform 38.25214 .00222 
Span (equivalent),in. 38,10773 .290 0
Toe-in Angle, degrees 





Leading Fde 0 0 
Trailing Edge 0 0 
Chords: 




Root, t/c .08182 .08182
 
Tip, t/c .08182 .08182 
tDEL COMPONENT: BODY . N .m.l -. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Straight win orbiter body with double nacelleS_ 
located above FMP on side of body 3-6, 500 to vertical eeterline, using 
Pylon-P2. Modal scale Is .00761. 
DRAWING NUMBER: 870-82.--83,-84 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length, ft. 9 -17 
Max. Width, in. 9.6,5453 .79
 
Max. Depth, In. 55.3.9054 .42 ..
 












Planform 38.25242 .00222 
Span (equivalent),±n. 30,';07.5 29 
Toe-in Angle, degrees 0 0 
Cant Angle, derees 50.0 50.0 
Chords: 
Fus. Sta of L.E.,in. 1542.70696 31.74 
W.P. of t (B.P.0) 0 0 -
Airfoil Section 
Root, t/c .08182 .08182 
Tip, t/c .08182 .08182 
10 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - NaeeLle-NS 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Straight wing orbiter body with double nacelles 
located above FRP on side of body B-6p, 500 to vertical centerline, using 
Pylon-P2. Ducts are pluggea. Model Scale is .00761. 
DRAWfIG NUMBER: S-870-82,-83,-&
 
DIMENISIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Length, ft. 15.33071 .11667 
Max. Width, in. 98.55453 .75 
Max. Depth, in. 55.1.o4 .42 
Area 





ft 2 . Area,' 
Planform 
Span (eqr4valent),in. 
Toe-in Arle, degrees 
Cant Angle, degrees 
Chords:
 
Fus. Sta. of LE.;i. 














MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - Nacelle - N6
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Straight Wing Orbiter Body with Double Nacelles 
Located On Lower Surface of Body B-6. Pylon PR used., Modenl ,qs e j, .00761. 
Ducts are plugged. 
DRAWING NUMBER: S-870-82, -83, -85 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE 
 MODEL SCALE 
Length 
 15.33071 .11667 
Max. Width 98.55433 .75 
Max. Depth 55.19054 .42 
Fineness Ratio 2.39730 2.39730 
Area 















Leading Edge 0.0 
 0.0 
Trailing Edge 0.0 0.0 
Chords: 





Root, t/c 0.08182 0.08182
 
B.L. of Pylon i 72.27332 0.55
 
ip, t/c o.o8182 0.08182 
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MODEL COMPONENT: Win Vin 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION; 1asic straiglht i defined by R Limne dvg. 9992-130C, 
except for poitic. Wing ban be*n sn aft 0. 8 4 inobs (34.1%of N.A.C.). 
Wing position per Ref. 9992-130G lines dug. 
9992-13DG
 
DRAWING NUMBER: 	 6M .- 9 
MODEL SCALE







Planform 	 0-17....8 
Wetted 
Span (equivalent), ft ___1o95 
Aspect Ratio .4.96 
Rate of Taper 0.39 0.39 
Taper Ratio 0.333 0.333 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 7.0 T.0 
Incidence Angle, degrees 0.0 






Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 




0.25 Element Line 	 M______ 
Chords: 	in. 
Root Mi'ng Sta. 0.0) 447,Lo 
Tip, (equivalent) .- Z .,MAC 32.5- . 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1 9.76 
W.P. of .25 MAC 	 a-_.8_ 
B.L. of .25 MAC 	 310.35 2.46
 
Airfoil Section 
Root i ACA 0012-64 
Tip jjMgA o02-64 
EXPOSED DATA
 
Area , ft2 2222. 0.128 
Span, (equivalent), ft 0.748 
Aspect Ratio 4.18..i___
 




Root 	 .... 1 2.93 
Tip (equivalent)
 
MAC -.	 204.4F. 
Fus.- $ta.-of .25 MAC 	 a131.b4 ,__ 
W.P. 9f..25 MAC 	 -g :06 -. o0 
_8 
" 
B.L. oll .25 MAC 	 #06.52 3.09 
Leading Edge Cuf 
Planform A-ea, ft 2 31.79 0:0018 
13 
MODEL CCMO'ENT. Horizcntzl Tall - H12 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Basic horizontal tail as defined by M lines dwg. 9992-130C 
(Straight Wing Orbiter). Panels are fully movable (+30 to -50O and incorporate 
elevators aft of T04 chori. 
9992-130C
 
DRAWING NUMBER: 	 s-8n. s-876-1,-2 






P1 anform 	 11_ 0.11 
Wetted 
Span (equivalet), ft 79.48 o.6o 
Aspect Ratio 3.48 1.48 
Rate of Taper 0.712 
Taper Ratio 0.228 0.228 
Dicnedral Angle, degrees 7.0 . 7.0 
Incidence Angle, degrees 0.0 0.0 




Cant Angle - -

Sweep Back Argles, degrees 
Leading Edge 40.00 4o.oo
 
Trailing Edge 6.90 6.9o
 
0.25 El,.ent.Line 	 33.22 33.22
 
Chords ITn. rz. 
Root M-41, Sta. 0.0) 143.05 9.37 
Tip, (equivalent) 101.02 _ _ 
MAC 397.87 2.34 
Fas. Sta. of .25 MAC 1840.46 14.01 
W.P. of .25 MAC 	 1Tf2 0.03 








Area, ft2 	 967350.056
Span, (equivalent), ft 	 3.24 0.40_ 
Aspect Ratio 	 2.9 2.93 . 
Taper Patio 	 o__ o.34 
Chords , in 
Root 331.84 2.53 
Tip (equivalent) 106.02 _ 0,77 
MAC 236.94 l. .8 
Fus. Sta. of ,25 MAC 	 19o6.37 ---

W.P. of .25 MAC 	 16.26 o.12 
13.L. of .25 MAC 	 287.37 2.19 
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MODEL COMPONENT. Elevator - f212
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Elevator used with E 12
 
DRAWING NUMBER' S-876-5-6 Les w2-i300 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area 150.27 0.0087 
Span (equivalent) 27.15 0.2066 
Inb'd equivalent chord g.7 o.76 
Outb'd equivalent chord 12.96 0.2508 
Ratio irovable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord .3oo8Q 0.30087 
At Outb'd equiv. chord _D16. 0', 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge _18,07_- 18.07 
Tailing Edge 6 6,897 
Hingeline _8..07l-
Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) _9-1 1-7_- o.o04 
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MODEL COMPONENT: Vertical Tall - V5 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic centerline vertical tail of straigbt wrng orbiter 
















Span (equivalentl f29.. 0.24 
Aspect Ratio 1.42 1.9 
'Rate of Taper 0.721 0-121 
Taper Ratio 0.302 
Diehedral Angle, degrees . . 
Incidence Angle, degrees . _ 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees ­
Toe-In Angle 0.0 0.0 
Cant Angle 0.0 0.0 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 	 413.25 43.25
 
Trail ing Eage 	 12.42 12.42
 




Root (=m&. 0.0) W.P. 15J.40 398.03 3.029
 
Tip, (equivalent) 120.19 0.915 
MAC 2.89.9!E 2.161 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1931,90 14.7o_ 
W.P. of .25 MAC 	 312.75 2.18
 
B.L. of .25 MAC 	 0.0 0.0 
Airfoil Section 
Root nACA 00515-64 
















MAC 	 _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 




TEST *** NAAL 632 *** DATA COLLATION SHEET
 
ALPHA SCHED. A = -4,-2,Ot2,4,6,81O, 12,14vl6
 
BETA SCHED. C = -L,-3,-2,-lO,l,2,3,4,6,8 
ALPHA SCHED. D = -4,-2,0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20,25,30 
MACH NO. = .259 FOR ALL RUNS 
COEFFICIENTS = CL CDF CLM CN CAF CLN CSL CY CLM/CNL/D
 
* DATA SET * * SCHEDULE * C1NTROL DEFL. * NO. * 
* IDENTIFIER * CONFIGURATION * * * OF * 
* * * ALPHA BETA * HOR ELEVTR * RUNS * 
*********************************************** *********************** 
RCGOO1 B6 WIO H12 V5 A 0 1
 
RCGOO2 B6 W1O H12 V5 A 5 1
 
RCGO03 B6 WIO H12 VS 0 C I
 
RCGO04 B6 WIO H12 V5 6 C 1
 
R'CGOO5 B6 W1O H12 V5 -12 C I
 
RCGOO6 B6 N2 WiO H12 V5 A 0 1
 
RCGOO7 B6 N2 WIO H12 V5 A 5 1
 
RCGO08 B6 N2 Wi H12 V5 0 C 1
 
RCGOO9 B6 N2 WIO H12 V5 6 C I
 
PCGO1O B6 N2 WiO H12 V5 12 C I
 
RCGOII B6 N3 WIO H12 V5 A 0 1
 
RCGO12 86 N3 W1O H12 V5 A 5 1
 
RCGO13 B6 N3 WIO H12 V5 0 C I
 
RCGO14 B6 N3 W1O H12 V5 6 C I
 
RCGO15 B6 N3 WIO H12 V5 12 C 1
 
RCGO16 B6 N5 WIO H12 V5 A 0 1
 
RCGO17 B6 N5 WIO H12 V5 A 5 1
 
RCGO18 B6 N5 Wi0 H12 V5 0 C I
 
RCGO19 B6 N5 Wi H12 V5 6 C I
 
RCGO20 B6 N5 WIO H12 V5 12 C I
 
RCG023 B6 N4 WIO H12 V5 0 C 1
 
RCG024 B6 N4 WiO H12 V5 6 C I
 
RCG025 B6 N4 WiO H12 V5 12 C I
 
RCG026 B6 N WIO H12 V5 A 0 1
 
RCG027 B6 N WiO H12 V5 A 5 1 
TEST *** NAAL 632 *** DATA COLLATION SHEET
 
ALPHA SCHED. A = -4,-2,02,4,6,8,1012,14.16
 
BETA SCHED, C = -At-3,-2,-1,O,12,3,4,6,8 
ALPHA SCHED. D = -4,-2,Ov2,4,6l8,1O,12,14,16,18,20,25,30 
MACH NO. = .259 FOR ALL RUNS 
COEFFICIENTS = CL CDF CLM CN CAF CLN CSL CY CLM/CNL/D 
*********************************************** ** ******************* 
* DATA SET * 



















RCG028 86 N W1O H12 V5 0 C 1
 
RCG029 B6 N W1O H12 V5 6 C I
 
RCGO3O B6 N WIO H12 V5 12 C I
 
RCG031 B6 WIO H12 A 0 1
 
RCG032 B6 W1O H12 A 5 1
 
RCG033 B6 W1O H12 0 C I
 RCGO34 
 86 W1O H12 6 C 1 
RCGO35 86 W1O H12 12 C I 
RCGO36 B6 WiO N2 H12 A 0 1 
RCG037 B6 N2 WIO H12 A 5 1 
RCG038 B6 N2 WiO H12 0 C I 
RCG039 B6 N2 WIO H12 6 C I 
RCG040 B6 N2 WLO H12 12 C 1 
RCG041 B6 N4 WiO H12 A 0 1 
RCG042 B6 N4 WIO H12 A 5 1
 
RCG043 B6 N4 Wi H12 0 C I
 
RCG044 B6 N4 WiO H12 6 C 1
 
RCG045 B6 N4 WI H12 12 C 1
 
RCGO46 B6 WIO V5 A 0 1
 
RCGO47 B6 WiG V5 A 5 1
 
RCG048 B6 WIO V5 0 C I
 
RCG049 B6 WIO V5 6 C 1
 
RCGOSO B6 WiO V5 12 C I
 
RCGO5I B6 N2 WiG V5 A 0 1
 
RCG052 B6 N2 WIO V5 A 5 1
 
TEST *** NAAL 632 *** DATA COLLATION SHEET 
ALPHA SCHED. A = -4,-2,0,2,4,6,8,1O,1214,16 
BETA SCHED. C = =A,-3,-2,-l,0, t?,3i4,6,8 
ALPHA SCHED. 0 = -4,-2,O,2,4,6,8,1O,12,14,16,18,20,25,30 
MACH NO. = .259 FOR ALL RUNS 
COEFFICIENTS = CL COF CLM CN CAF CLN CSL CY CLM/CNL/D 
* DATA SET * * SCHEDULE * CONTROL DEFL. * NO. *
 
*IDENTIFIER * CnNFIGURATION * * * OF *
 
* * * ALPHA BETA * HOR ELEVTR * RUNS *
 
RCG053 B6 N2 WIO vs 0 C 	 -1
 
RCG054 B6 N2 WIO V5 6 C I
 
RCG055 B6 N2 WiG V5 12 C I
 
RCGO56 B6 N4 W1O V5 -A 0 1
 
RCG057 B6 N4 WIO V5 A 5 1
 
F' 	 RCGO58 B6 N4 WiO V5 0 C 1
 
RCG059 86 N4 WiO V5 6 C 1
 
RCG060 B6 N4 W1O V5 12 C I
 
RCG061 B6 N4 Wi H12 V5 A 0 1
 
RCG062 86 N4 WIO H12 V5 A 5 1
 
RCGO63 B6 N4 W10 H12 V5 A 0 -10 1
 
RCG064 B6 N4 WIO H12 V5 A 5 -10 1
 
RCG065 B6 N2 W10 H12 V5 A 0 -10 1
 
RCGO66 B6 N2 W1O H12 V5 A 5 -10 1
 
RCG067 B9 WIO H12 V5 A 0 1
 
RCG068 B9 WiG H12 V5 A 5 1
 
RCG069 B9 WiO H12 V5 0 C 1
 
RCG070 B9 WiO H12 V5 6 C I
 
RCGO71 B9 WiO HI2 V5 12 C I
 
RCG072 B9 N2 WIO H12 V5 A 0 1
 
RCGO73 B9 N2 Wi H12 V5 A 5 1
 
RCG074 B9 N2 W1O H12 V5 0 C I
 
RCG075 B9 N2 WiG H12 V5 6 C 1
 
RCG076 B9 N2 WIO H12 V5 12 C I
 
RCG077 B9 W1O H12 A 0 1
 
TEST *** NAAL 632 *** DATA COLLATION SHEET
 
ALPHA SCHED. A = -4,-2,O,2,4,6,8,t0,12,14,16
 
BETA SCHED. C = -4,-3,-2,-1,0,12,3,4,6,8
 
ALPHA SCHED. D = -4t-2,Ot2,4,6,8,1Cl2,14,16,l8,20,25,30
 
MACH NO. = .259 FOR ALL RUNS
 
COEFFICIENTS = CL CDF CLM CN CAF CLN CSL CY CLM/CNL/D
 
* DATA SET * * SCHEDULE * CONTROL DEFL. * NO. * 
IDENTIFIER * CONFIGURATION * * * OF * 
** ALPHA BETA * HOR ELEVTR * RUNS * 
RCG078 B9 WIO H12 A 5 1
 
RCGO?9 B9 WI1O H12 0 C I
 
RCGO8O B9 WIO H12 6 C I
 
RCGO81 B9 W1O H12 12 C 1
 
RCG082 B9 WIO A 0 1
 
RCG083 B9 W1O A 5 1
 
RCGO84 B9 W10 0 C 1
 
RCGOB5 B9 W1O 6 C I
 
RCGO86 B9 W1O 12 C 1
 
RCGO8T 89 A 0 1
 
RCGO88 B9 A 5 1
 
RCGO89 B9 0 C 1
 
RCG090 B9 6 C I
 
RCG091 B9 12 C 1
 
RCG092 B6 W1O H12E12 V5 D 0 0 -10 1
 
RCG093 B6 WIO H12E12 V5 D 0 - 0 -20 1
 
RCGO94 B6 W1O H12E12 V5 D 0 0 -30 1
 
RCG096 B6 W1O H12EI2 V5 D 0 0 20 1
 
RCG097 B6 WIO H12E12 V5 D 0 0 10 1
 
RCG098 B6 WIO H12E12 V5 D 0 10 10 1
 
RCG099 B6 W10 H12EI2 V5 D 0 10 -10 1
 
RCGIOO B6 WIO H12EI2 V5 D 0 -10 -10 1
 
RCGO1 B6 WIO H12E12 V5 D 0 -10 10 1
 
RCGI02 B6 N6 Wi H12 VS A 0 1
 
RCGI03 B6 N6 WIO H12 V5 0 C 1
 
TEST *** MAAL 632 *** DATA COLLATION SHEET
 
ALPHA SCHED. A = -4j,-2,O.,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16
 
BETA SCHED. C = -4,-3,-2,-,O,1,2,3,4,6l8
 
ALPHA SCHFD. D = -4,-2 , ,2,46,8,1O,12214,16,18,20,25,30 
MACH NO. = .259 FOR ALL RUNS 
COEFFICIENTS = CL CDF CLM CN CAF CLN CSL CY CLM/CNL/D 
* DATA SET * * SCHEDULE * CONTROL DEFL. * NO. ­
* IDENTIFIER * CONFIGURATION - * * OF * 
* * * ALPHA BETA 4 -HOR ELEVTR * RUNS * 
RCG04 B6 N6 W1O H12 V5 6 C I
 
RCG1O5 B6 N6 W1O H12 V5 12 C I
 
RCG106 B6N6W1OH12E12V5 A 0 0 -10 1
 
RCG107 B6N WIOH12EI215 A 0 0 -10 1
 





The North American Rockwell Aerodynamics Laboratory (NAAL) 7.75 x 11
 
foot Wind Tunnel (located at the International Airport, Los Angeles,
 
California) is a continuous flow, closed circuit single return type
 
tunnel, capable of speeds up to 220 miles per hour. The test section
 
is vented to atmospheric pressure and is 7.75 feet high by 11 feet
 
wide by 12 feet in length. Power is supplied by a 1250 horsepower
 
nacelle mounted synchronous motor driving a 19 foot seven blade lami­
nated birch propeller. The airspeed is controlled by varying the
 
degree of coupling between the motor and propeller by means of a mag­
netic clutch. A damping screen and honeycomb section have been in­
talled in the settling chamber upstream from the contraction cone
 
(ratio 7.53 to 1) to minimize turbulence in the test section. The
 
NAAL Wind Tunnel has been in operation since June 1943 and calibra­
tions are available over a wide range of test conditions.
 
Tests may be conducted using a variety of mounting systems, eog., a
 
single strut, double strut, sting strut, reflection plane, cable sus­
pension, and two dimensional wall. Aerodynamic data may be measured
 
by a planar type external balance system or sting mounted internal
 
balances. Instrumentation is available for recording 24 channels of 
force data on strip chart recorders and for photographically recording 
multiple pressures on manometer boards. These data are rapidly 
reduced and plotted by automatic data processing equipment. Additional 
information about this facility is presented in the Users Manual for
 










Ab base area; in ,t , m 







aspect ratio, b2IS 
wing span or reference span; m, ft, m 
wing chord; in, ft, m 
wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference 




CA C~ b 
CA 
CAB 
center of gravity 
center of pressure 
axial force coefficient, FA/qSref 
base axial force coefficient, [ (p(Ab/SreP -pb) /q] 
0 A CAF forebody axial force coefficient, CA- 0 A 
CD CDTOTL drag force coefficient m the wind axis 









C1 , s CSL 















drag force coefficient in the stability axis 
system, Fj)/q Sref 
lift force coefficient (stability or wind axis) 
FL/q Sref 
rolling moment coefficient m body axis 
system, Mx/q Sref b 
rolling moment coefficient in the stability
axis system, Mx, s/q Sre f b 
rolling moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, Mx, v/q Sref b 
pitching moment coefficient in the body axis 
system, M/q Sref I ref 
pitching moment coefficient in the stability
axis system, C = C 
m,s m 
pitching moment coefficient in the wind axis
system, My, Wq Sref Iref 
normal force coefficient in the body axis 





SYMBOL SYMBOL 	 DEFINITION 
Cn CYN 	 yawing moment coefficient in the body axis
 
system, Mz/q Sref b
 
C CLN 	 yawing moment coefficient in the stability
 
axis system, C = C
n,s n
 
C CLN yawing moment coefficient in the wind axis
 
flw system, Mz'W/q Sref b
 




C CY side force coefficient (body or stability axis
 
y system), F/q Sref
 
C CC side force coefficient (wind axis system),
 
c 	 F/q Sref 
FA axial force; N, lb 
FD drag force in wind axis system; N, lb 
F' drag force in the stabidlty axis system; N, lb 
D 
FL lift force (stability or wind axis system); N, lb 


























aide force; N, lb 
normal to axial force ratio 
reference length; in, ft, a (see a) 
lift-to-drag ratio, CL/CD (stability axis 
system) 
lift-to-drag ratio, CL/CD (wind axis system) 
Mach number 
abbreviation for moment reference point 
abbreviation for moment reference point 
on x-axis 
abbreviation for moment reference point 
on y-axls 
abbreviation for moment reference point 
on z-axis 
rolling moment in the body axis system;N-m, ft-lb 































rolling moment in the wind axis system;
N-m, ft-lb 
pitching moment in the body (or stability) 
axis system; N-m, ft-lb 
pitching moment m the wind axis system;N-m, ft-lb
 
yawing moment in the body axs system;
N-m, ft-lb
 
yawing moment in the wind axis system;
N-m, ft-lb 
static pressure; N/m 2 ; psi 
total pressure; N/m 2 ; psi 
dynamic pressure; N/m 2 , psi, psf 
Reynold's number per unit length; million/ft. 
2wing area; m , ft2 
reference area; m2 , h 2 
temperature; OK, °C, OR, °F 
speed of vehicle relative to surrounding 






SYMBOL SYMBOL 	 DEFINITION 








ALPHA 	 angle of attack, angle between the projection 
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane 
and the body X-axis; deg 
BETA sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axls 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; deg 
'V ratio of specific heats 
r 	 DIHDRL wing dihedral angle; deg 
control surface deflection angle; deg 
positive deflections are: 
AILRON aileron - left aileron trailing edge down 
ELVATR elevator - trailing edge down 
RUDDER rudder - trailing edge to the left 
FLAP flap - trailing edge down 
TAB tab - trailing edge down with respect 
to control surface 







e pitch angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Y-ans, positive when the positive Z-axis is 
rotated toward the positive X-axis; deg 
PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body X­
axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; deg 
4 PSI yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axia, positive when the positive X-axis is 




















elevator or elevon 
flap 
rudder or ruddervator 
stability axis system 
tail, or total conditions 








SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
CAF forebody axial force coefficient,CA - CAb - CAb c 
HOR horizontal tail deflection angle (degrees), 
positive with trailing edge down 
bc axial force 
coefficient due to sting 
cavity - (Psc - p ) (Asc/Sref) 
Psc sting cavity pressure 








1. Positive directions of force coefficients
 




2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
 











Figure 1. Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and 
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DATA PLOT INDEX __.
 
COMPONENT BUILDUP BETA = 0.0 DEG -.
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS LNDEPENDjNT VARIABLFr MULTIPLF DATASETS
 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
NCG046 RCGO31 RCGOOl RCGOo6 
DEPENDENT 14DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE ARLE. BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CN ALFHA -I-- -_--
CLM ALPHA 2 2 
CAF ALPHA - a-- 'A -
CLM/CN ALPHA 1 
c Lm ALPHA- 5_____________ 
CDF ALPHA 6 6 
L/O ALPHA . 7 
DATA PLOT INDEX-----------..... ......
 
COMPONENT BUILDUP BETA = 0.0 DEG
 




RCGOq6 RCG031 RCGOO1 RCGO06
 
DEPENDENT OEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE - VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENPJ_NG 
CN -. CL .__. -
CN CAF 9 9 
cL CLM 0-0--. 
CL cOF 11 11 
41
 
- --- DATA ?LT INDE__ 
EFFECT OF SIDESLIP ON COMPON!EN TBUILDUP 







DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
.VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CN .. .... ... 
_A__L__A12 12 
CLM ALPHA 13 13 
CAF ALPHA 14 1 Ai 
CLM/CN ALPHA 15 IS 
- cL ALPHA 16 16 
CDF ALPHA 17 17 
L/D ALPHA 18 18 
DATA PLOT IND-EXk
 
EFFECT OF SIDESLIP DNCnIQNHENTBJLDPJ __ ....
 































EFFECT OF SIDESLIP ON cOMPONENT BUILDUP
 




DEPENDENT I'NOEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNINGj ENDIN, 
CN ALPHA -- 23 23 
CLM ALPHA 24 24 
CAF ALPHA 25 - _ 25 
(LM/CN ALPHA 26 26 
CL ALPHA 27 Z7 
CDF ALPHA 28 28 
L/D ALPHA 29 .29 
DATA PLOT INDEX
 
EFFECT nF SIDESLIP ON COMPONENT BUILDUP
 





DEPEVDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CN CLM 30 __3f
 
CN CAF 31 31
 
CL CLM 31 32 




DATA PLQLln __ ___ 
EFFECT OF SIDESLIP ON COMPONENT .ULLDUP (CONT) __ _ 





DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
-_CN _ _ALPHA- - 314 3 4 
CLM ALPHA 35 35 
CA-F ____ALPHA 36 36 
CLM/CN ALPHA 37 37 
S-ALPHA 38 38 
CDF ALPHA 39 39 
LID ALPHA '40 'D0 
DATA PL ) _1NKX __ 
EFFECT OF SIDESLIP ON COMPONENT BUILDUP (CONTL 




DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING I ENDING 
CN CAF t2 42
 
_CL -- CLM '43 43 
CL CDF 1444 '4 
44
 
pATA PLOT INDEX . .-. .
 
EFFECT OF SIDESLIP ON COMPONENT BUI DUP ( TONTA ....... .... ..
 






DEPENDENT INOEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
cN ALPHA 5 
CLM ALPHA 46 46 
CAF ALPHA .. .. 4j -7 
CLM/CN ALPHA '8 48 
CL Ak '49 '19 
COF ALPHA 50 50
 




EFFECT OF SIDESLIP ON COMPONENT BUILDUP (CONT) .....
 





DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE -- VARIABLE 
-
BEGINNING / ENDING 
CN CLM. 52 52 
CN CAF 53 S3 
CL CLM 514 5q 
CL CDF 55 5S 
45
 
___ ADAA__P OTI_ .... _ 
EFFECT OF NACELLE LOCATION (UNPLUGGED) BETA a 0.0 DEG 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE. MULTIPLE DATASETS 
DATASETS PLOTTID _.-
RCGo26 RCGOO6 RCGO6I 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 






















L/Q ALPHA 62 62 
DATA PLOT I LDEX _ 
EFFECT OF NACELLE koCAJLPONL(UtflUGGEL_-.fL.. ._ O EG _ 
DEPENDENT yARIWB Ejj_ DEPENDENT VARIABI E, MULTIPi E DATASETS 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
RCGU26 RCGO06 RCG061 
DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 














EFFECT OF NACELLE LOCATION (UNPLUGGED) - BETA = 5.UDEG 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS _IND PENDENT_.VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETs 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
RcG027 RCGOU7 RCGO62 
DEPENDENT IIDEFENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE---- BEGINNING / ENDING--
CN ALPHA 67 a -
CLM ALPHA 68 68 
CAF ALPHA §os.- ­ . .. 
CLM/CN ALPHA 70 70 
CL ALP-HA 71 71 
CDF ALPHA 72 72 
L/D ALPHA 73 73 
DATA PLOT INDEX . .. .-- -
EFFECT oF NACELLE LOCATION (UNPLUGGEDL. .... EQTA _5.._RJL6 
DEPENDENT VARIABLVS DEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS_
 
DATASETS PLOTTED: -- -
RCG027 RCqUQl RCGO62 
DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE_ VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
79 
CN CAF 755 
CL CLM 76 76 
CN CLM 74 







EFFECT OF PLUGGING NACELLES ..... BETA = 0.0 DEG 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS_
 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
C O -- R r 1 -lT-G-T-- RCGO .16 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CN ALPHA 78 78 
CCMg 9-P-T -if 79 
CAF ALPHA 80 80 
. . CLW/-Tl - -P3A A . . . . 81 81 
CL ALPHA 82 82 
CDF ALPHA 83 83 
LID ALPHA 84 81 
DATA PLOT INDEX 
EFFECT OF PLUGGINu NACELLES SETA = 0.0 DEG 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS DEENDENT VAIABLE. MUIIELE DATA.fTa 




DEPENDEN'T- OEPENDENT "--PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDI,4t 
C.14 CLM _ 85 B5 
- --C -_ t9 86 
CL CLM 87 87 





hFFECT OF PLUGGING NACELLES BETA = S,0 DEG 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INOEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE OATASETS 
DATAsETS PLOTTED: 
NCG~o7 RCGOI2 WRCG062 RCGO17 
DEPENQENT I'I4gPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNIN, / ENDING 
C' ALPHA 89 89 
CLM ALPHA 90 90 
CAF ALPHA 91 91 
CLM/CN ALPHA 92 92 
CL ALPHA 93 93 
COF - ALPHA 99 99 
L/D ALPHA 95 95 
DATA PLOT INDEX 
EFFLCT OP PLUGGINU NACELLES BETA = 5,0 DEG 
OEpENDEqr VARIABLE VS DEPENPENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE OATASLfS
 
DATASETS PLOTTEu: 
"FCGO07 --RCGO 2 - RCGO2" RCGO17 
DEPENDENT DEPENOE-NT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CN CLM 96 96 
CN CAF 97 97 
CL CLM 98 98
 






COMPONENT BUILDUP wITHNACELLES IN UPPER FWD, POSITION BLTA = OU DEG 




DEPENDENT INDEPENOENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 








CAF ALPHA 102 102
 
- CLM/CN- - ALPHA 103 103 
CL ALPHA 104 ioq 
CDF ALPHA - 5 1T0g 
L/D ALPHA 106 106 
DATA PLOT INDEX
 
COMPONENT BUILDUP WITH NACELLES IN UPPER FWo. POSITION BETA = U.U DG 




DEPENDfNT OEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CN CLM 107 107
 
- -Cr- -- IO-10U-- 108 
CL CLM 109 109 





COMPONENT BUILnUP kITH NACELLES 
IN UPPER F'D. POSITION BETA = 5.0 DLG 




RCGUOY RCGD37 - RCGoD2
 
DEPENDENT I NOEPENQENT PLOT PAGE 
VAkIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / LNDINt, 
CN ALPHA III II
CLM ALPHA 112 112
 
(AF ALPHA 113 113
 
CLM/CN ALPHA 11 114
 
CL ALPHA 115 115
 
CDF ALPHA 116 116
 




COIPONENT BUILDUP AITH NACELLES IN UPPER 
FOO, POSITION BETA = bed DEG 






DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 





CL CLN 120 120
 






COMPONENT BUILDUP WITH NACELLES IN UPPER AFT POSITION 
 BETA = 0.0 DOtt
 





RCG- e .I0WC-O T --7"Gs-

DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE 
 VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CN ALPHA 122 122
 
CL . . rLYWA ....- 123 123 
LAF ALPHA 1 2qI 1f 
CLII .. ..ALF A --- 125 I2S 
CL ALPHA 126 126
 
-DF 
 ALPHA - 127 --- 127 
LID ALPHA 128 128 
DATA PLOT INDEX
 
COMPONENT BUILDUP RITH NACELLES IN 
UPPERAFT POSITION BETA = 0,0 DEG
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS DEPENDENT VARIABLEL MULTIPLE DATASETS
 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
RCGC6I - RCGU'{F-- RC-GU7 --
DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CN CLH 129 129
 
"- -CA F 130 130
 
CL CLM 131 131
 
-- CL --. 






COMPONENT RUILDUP ITH NACELLES IN UPPER AFT POSITION BETA = boo ULG
 
.EPF'JUENT VARIABLE Vs INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASLTS 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
tiCGO62- RtCGOff- -- 14C'GYs7 -
DEPENDENT INOL ENoCNT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING /ENDING
 
CN ALPHA 133 133
 
CLM ALPHA 134 13q
 
CAF ALPHA 135 135
 
CLM/CN ALPHA 136 136
 
CL ALPHA 137 137
 
COF ALPHA 138 138
 




CoMPONENI BUILDUP wITH NACELLES IN UPPER AFT POSITION BETA = 5.0. DG
 





DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CN CLM 140 19O
 
CN CAF 141 141
 










EFFECT OF NACELLES IN COMPONENT BUILDUP ON STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS bETA=U.O DEG
 





. - . . 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENUIN
 
CN ALPHA 144 1qq 
CLAM..K AE . i4 1146 
CAF ALPHA 146 46 
CL ALPHA 	 11B 14
 
SALPHA 	 . . ..iqv. ... i4i "- -




EFFECT OF NACELLES IN COMPONENT BUILDUP ON STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS bETA=0.O DEG
 




R-CGoQS RtGCOW - ­
--	 DEPENDENT 
-DEPENDENT 
-- PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CN CLM 	 151 151
 
CN-- -- C AF ......	 152 152
 






EFFECT OF NACELLES IN COMPONENT BUILDUP ON STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS dETA=s.o DEG
 




iCGT363 - - RCG061 -

DEPENDENT INDEPENDEriT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CN ALPHA |S
 
CLM ALP-HA 156 156
 
CAF ALPHA 157 157
 
LLtl/CN ALPHA 158 156
 
CL ALPrJA 159 IS9
 
CfF ALPHA" 160 160
 





OF NACELLLS IN COMPONENT PUILBUPON STABILIZER EFFECTIVENES BEIA=U.o DEG
 









VARIABLE VARIAHLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CN CLM 162 162
 
CN CAF 163 163
 









EFFECT OF NACELLES IN COMPONENT BUILDUP ON STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS BETA=5,0 DEG
 




RC6 0 66 RtEGOJ
 
DEPENDENT -- I~NDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CN ALPHA 166 166 
CLM ALPHA 167 161 
CAF ALPHA 168 166 
CLM/CN ALPHA 169 169 
CL ALPHA 170 170 
. -A-P A . 171 
L/D ALPHA 172 172 
DAtA PLOT INDEX
 
EFFECT OF NACELLES IN COMPONENT BUILDUP Ow STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS dETA=bSU DEG
 






DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
C4 CLM 173 173
 
CN CAr 174 174
 
CL ECLM 175 17,
 






EFFECT OF NACELLES 114 COMPONENT BUILDUP ON STARILIZER EFFlECTIVENEsS bETA=bu DEG
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, PARAMETRIC STUDY 
DATAsETS PLOTTED:
 
NCG0 6 RCGO62 -

DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDIiG
 
C4 ALPHA 177 111 
CLM ALPHA 178 178 
CAF ALPHA 179 179 
CLM/CN -ALPHA ISO ia 
CL ALPHA 181 181
 
CDF ALPHA 182 182
 




EFFECT OF NACELLES IN COMPONENT BUILDUP ON STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS bEIA=bO DEG
 






DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CN CLM 184 tA
 
CN CAF 1B5 186
 
CL CLM 186 IB6
 






COMPARISON OF BASIc_FUSELAGE(C6)_TO _FAIRED FUSELAGECBV) BETA = 0.0 bEG
 




- -cr- nD-r - 0 .. .. . .... ---

DEPENDENT IINDEPENDENT- PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CN ALPHA 188 188 
- - C-A -- -A FFT -- - " 189 189 
CAF ALPHA 190 190 
....... CLM/CN. AL HA ­ ... . 191 191 
CL ALPHA 192 192 
C" ALPHA 193. 193 -
L/D ALPHA 194 1941 
DATA PLOT INDEX 
COMPARISONOF BASIC FUSELAGECB6) TOFAIRED _FUSELAGE(B9) BETA = 0.0 DEG 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS DEPENDENT VARIABLE-, MULTI-PLEDA.TASETS 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
RCG Ol I---- RCG67 
D PE N E-NT DE PEN-D-ENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CN CLM 195------ 195 
cN- CF. 196 196
 






CUiPARISON OF BASIC FUiSELAGE(36) TO FAIRED FUSELAGE(B9) BETA 5.0 DEG
 




RCGOO2- RCTG - .
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDIIG 
CN ALPHA 199 199 
CLII ALPHA 200 200 
CAF ALPHA 201 201 
CLM/CN ALPHA 202 202 
CL ALPHA 203 203 
COF 
- ALPHA " 204 204 
L/D ALPHA 205 20S 
DATA PLOT INDEX
 
CUHPARISUN OF BASIc FUSELAGE(sA) TO FAIRED FUSELAGE(K9) BETA = b.0 DEG 






DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CN CLM 206 206 
CN CAF 207 207 
CL CLM 208 208 





ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS BETA = 0.0 PEG 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, PARAMETRIC STUDY 
- DATASETS PLOTTED: 
RCGO9q - WCGOv --w C'Ga9 RCGOO1-" 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CN ALPHA 210 2lu

-. - - - CUM WLPR 
­ " 211 211
 
CAF ALPHA 212 21Z
 
-LPH.A A/N 213 213
 
CL ALPHA 2Iq 21q
 
CDF ALPHA 215 z;2b
 
L/D ALPHA 216 216
 
DATA PLOT INDEX 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS BETA .=_0,0DEG_ 




-R-CGr T 1 - RCGI73" -- CCGOV- -RCGOOI 
DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
EN CLM 217 217
 
.. CN - CTF- 218 218 
CL CLM 219 219
 
- ----- C0F 2 220
 
DATA PLOT INDE) 
ELEVATOR EFFECT[VE,4LSS (CONT.) BETA 0.0 )EG 
DEPENDL4T VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, PARAMETrJIC STUDY 
DATASETS PLOTTED:
 




































DATA PLOT INDEX 




















i)EPENDENT VARIABLE VS UEPENDENT_ VARIABLE, PARAMETRIC STUDY 
OATASETS PLOTTLD:
 
rCGoOI RCGO97 RCG,6 
DEPENDEljT DEPENDErT PLOT PAGE
 
VAPTAbLE VARIAdLE BEGINNING / ENDIlf.(
 
Cl CLMI 228 228 
CN CAF- 229 229 
CL CLM 230 23u 
LL CDOF 231 231 
61
 
DATA PLOT .INDEX .
 
ELFVATOR EFFECTIVLNESS MITH ALL MOVEABLE TAIL DEFLECTION HOR AT I13O DEG 
..... DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, PARAIIETRLC STUDY 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 






































ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ALL MOVCABLE TAIL DEFLECTION HOR AT 10,0 LEG 
DEPENDENT VAR JAdLE VS DEPENDENT .ARA.LE, PARAMETRIC 5TUDI 
DATASETS PLOTTED:
 
RCG-99- - lCGU98 - " -

DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CN CLM 239 239
 
-CN 
 cArF_ 2qO 29Ut 
CL CLM 241 241 





ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS NIrH ALL MOVEABLE TAIL DEFLECTION HOR AT -I.0 0%G
 






DEPENOENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CN ALPHA 243 243
 
CL14 ALPHA 244 244
 
CAF ALPHA 2q5 245
 
CLM/CN ALPHA 246 246
 
CL ALPHA 247 24;
 
CDF ALPHA 248 2q8
 
L/D ALPHA 249 2q9
 
DATA PLOT INDEX 
ELEVATOR EFFECrIVLJESS NITH ALL MOVEABLE TAIL DEFLECTION HOR AT -IO.U OEG
 
OEPENOENT VARIABLE -VS 






DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VAR!ABLF VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CN CLM 250 25Q 
CN "CAF 251 251 
CL CLM 2S2 
 252
 






EFFECT OF PLUGGED NACELLES IN LOWER POSITION BETA x 0.0 DEG 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING /ENDING 
CN ALPHA 254 254
 
CLM.. A[PH- - 255 255 
CAF ALPHA 2S6 266 
- CLM/CN AL-PIhA -- 257 257 
CL ALPHA 258 2S8 
-ALFqA2!;9 259' 
LID ALPHA 260 260
 
DATA PLOT _INDEX 
EFFECT OF PLUGGED NACELLFS IN LOWER POSI.TIoN BETA = 0,0 DEG 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS DEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS 
DAFASETS PLOTTED: 
-
-RCGIC2 RCG Z& -- .. -
DEPENDENT - DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CN CLM 261 261 
- -w 262 262 
CL CLM 263 263 





CUM'PONENT BUILDUP wITH FAIRED FUBLLAGE 89 
 BETA = 0.0 UEC
 
DEPENDEN4T VARIABLE Vs INDEPENDENT VAjIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS
 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
gCGD87 - RC--OS2 - RCGC77 RCG06 7 RCG072 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BLGINNINu / ENDINU
 
CN ALPHA 26S 245 
CLM ... . . ALPRA 266 266 
CAF ALPHA 267 261 
CLM/C .. - PHA-.. .. 268 268 
CL ALPHA 269 269 
WO - ALPHA---------7- 270 
L/D ALPHA 271 271 
DATA PLOT INDEX
 
COMPONENT 3UILLDUP VwITH FAIRED FU5ELAGE B? 
 BETA = 0.0 DEG 
DEPENUDENT VARIABLE VS DEPENDENTVkRJABLE, MULTIPLE DATAS&TS 
DATASETS PLOTIED:
 
RCGOR7 RcGOS2 " WCW077 - RC(fl67 RCGO72
 
DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CN CLM-- 272 272 
CN CAF 273 273 
CL CLM 27q 274 





COIPONENT BUILDUP wITH FAIRED FUSELAGE B9 BETA = S.O DEG 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLEDATASETS 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
.....G88 RCGU07 ---CRG7- - RCG6O8 /RCG073 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CN ALPHA 276 27e 
. . -CLW- WLF .. . 277 277 
CAF ALPHA 278 278 
- CLM/CN- ALPHA 279 279 
CL ALPHA 280 280 
. . -F ALPHA 281 . 281 
L/D ALPHA 282 282 
DATA PLOT INDEX
 
COMPONENT BUILDUP ,,ITH FAIRED FUSELAGE B9_ BETA = 5.0 DEG 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE Vs DEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS 
DATASETS PLUTTED: 
- RCGOB8 -- "RCG-O3 RCGOT -- RCG06& RCG073 
DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CN CLM 283 283
 
.C-N- -CAF 28q 28q 
CL CLM 28S 285 





ELEVATOR LFFECTIVEtjESS WITH NACELLES
 





DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CN ALPHA 287 287 
CLM - ALPHA 288 288 
CAF ALPHA 289 289 
CLM/CN ALPHA 290 290 
CL ALPHA 291 291 
CDF ALPHA 292 292 
L/D ALPHA 293 293 
DATA PLOT INDCX
 
ELEVATON EFFECIIVFlNESS 4ITH NACELLES
 





DEPENDENT D)EPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CN CLM 29q 294s
 
CN CAF 295 295 
CL CLM 296 296 






ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS-WITH_ NACELLES ....
 






DEPENDENT I DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CN ALPHA 298 298 
- CLM -- - -- ALPTA 299- 299 
CAF -- ALPHA 300 300
 
CLM/CN ALPHA 301 301
 





L/D ALPHA 30 304 
DATA PLOT INDEX
 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS _,ITH NACELLES--







DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CN CLM 305 303 
CN CAF 306 306 
CL CLM 307 307 





CO"PONENT BUILD UP ALPHA = 0.0 DEG 




RCGO'48 -- -C603 .. R-O i R-CGO(R 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOI PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE 3LGINNING / ENDING 
CSL BETA 3n19 3019 
CLF4..... -5ETA 31 n 310 
CY META 311 31 1 
DATA PLOT INDJEX
 
Cu"PONENr BUILD UP ALPHA = U.O OEG
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPEwIENT _VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DAT 4 SLTS 
DATASETS PLOTTLD:
 
TCGO'4f TCG033 TCGO3 TCGOD8
 
DEPENDENT IdDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE dEGINNING / ENDING
 









COMPONENT BUILD UP . .ALPHA =.__6.0 DEG-
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABL_ U_LTIPLE DATMSETi_ 
-- DATASETS PLOTTED: 
PCGOO- 7 Ctlb 0 RC60f09c614 

DEPENDENT IMNOEPEIJOENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ELDI4G 
CSL BETA 3p 31 
---.TCN - -rm .1S 315 
CY HETA 316 .16 
DATA PLOT INDEX
 
COMPONENt BUILD Up ALPHA = 6.0 DEG 
DEPENDEN.T VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, M.ULTIPLF DATASETS 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
TCGO49- "TCG034 "-G i T=C(GO09q rcoq 
DEPENDENT INOEPENDENT PLOT PAGL 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CBL BETA 317 317 





Co IPONIJ I BUILD UP ALPHA = 12.-0 D Eu 
DEPENDENTDENT VARIAHLL 2 MULTIPL OATASE S 
DATAsETS PLOTTED: 
RCGO,%O -- RCG035 RCGOD5 R crOjO 
DEPENDNT I-NDEENE-.NjT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDIiNG
 
CSL BETA 319 319
 
-CLS .... 'ET-A 320 320
 
CY "ElWTA 321 321
 
DATA PLOT INDEX 
CuNPOLN BUILD UP ALPHA = 12,] DEG 
DEPLNDFNT VAhIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLEL, MULTIFLE DATASLES 
DATA5riS PLOTTED: 
TCGOBB [CG03, -C bT5 TCGQIO 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PA(L 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / LNOINu 
CRL BETA 322 322 






EFFECT OF NACELLE LOCATION(UNPLUGGED) - ALPHA = 0.0 DEG 




RCGD28 -k RCGIO 8 -C G-0b3-
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CSL BETA 3214 324 
-CLN - ETI- 325 325 
CY BETA 326 326 
DATA OLOT INDEX--
EFFECT OF NACELLE LOCATION(UNPLUGGED) ALPHA z 0.0 DEG 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASLTS 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
TCGG28 TCGOO8 TCU 3 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDLNT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CBL BETA 327 327 





EFFECT Of N4ACELLE LOCATIO PJNFLUGGED_) ALPHA = 6.0 DEG 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDII(C
 
CSL BETA 329 329
 
CLN "E.TA 330 330
 
CY META 331 331
 
DATA PLOT INDEX 
EFFECT OF NACELLE LOCATION(UNPLUGGED) ALPHA = 6.0 DEG 
DEPENDE 4T VAR IABLE VS INDEPENDENr VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS 
DArASETS PLOTTED: 
TCGO29 TCGO09 TCGoq-
DEPENDLNT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLC BEGINNING / ENDING 
CSL BETA 332 332 







EFFECT OF NACELLE LOCATION(UNPLUGGEO)_-_- ALPHA 12,0 DEG
 




- "RCG03-O - +R G-f1 -- C5-; -
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDINb
 
CSL BETA 339 339 
-------- "C N--- - -ETA. 335 335 
CY BETA 336 336
 
DATA PLOT INDEX 
EFFECT OF NACELLE LOCATION(UNPLUGGED) ALPHA = 12.0 DEG 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INJEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATAS-T5 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
TCGO-30 TCGO- -- TC-G(?5 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDIf(, 
CBL BETA 337 337 
.. - -.Y - 3BET-A - 338 338 
74
 
DATA PLOT INDEX 
EFFECT OF PLUGGING NACELLES ALPHA s O. DEG 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASE TS 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
RCGOo8 RCGOI3 RCG023 RCGOi8 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLF VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDI,1 G 
CSL BETA 339 339 
---- 04- -r- --CL--
-- 340 340-
CY BETA 341 31I 
DATA PLOT INDEX 
EFFECT OF PLUGGING NACELLES ALPHA s O.O DEG_ 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE V5 INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
- TcDI8 
T-CU-6W- - TCGO3 -c --Tc 8 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDI4t,
 





EFFECT OF PLUGGING NACELLES _ ALPHA- = 6.0 DEG
 




"CG G- 0-- RcGof-q 
-RCG029 "RCGOI 9 
DEPFNDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CSL 3ETA 344 3 44 
-C-L -.---- 3ET 345 
CY BETA 346 396 
DATA PLOT INDEX 
EFFLCT OF PLUGGING NACELLES ALPHA = 6,0 DEG 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENOENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETs 
DATASETS PLOTTLD: 
TCGO09 TCGO ... TCGO24 - TC1.019 
DEPENDENT 1JDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDIiJG 
CaL BETA 3 4 347
 






EFFECT OF PLUGGING NACELLES ALPHA z 12.0 DEG
 




DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDINvG
 
CSL 3ETA 3q9 39 
CEIi E i A 5TS-_ 3 5O 
CY BETA 353 351
 
DATA PLOT INDEX 
EFFECT OF PLUGGING NACELLES ALPHA a 12.0 DEG 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASEr5 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
.. COT.. n-T GCuT5 TC --TCG 2U.. . 5TU2 

DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDIdG
 








CO':PONENT BUILD UP NITH NACELLES IN UPPER FlD POSITION ALPHA 0,0 JEs
 




RCGOo8 RCGO3-8 --CGOS3 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDI4G 
CSL BETA 354 35'4 
CL N -rET-A 3S55 35S 
CY BETA 356 356 
DATA PLOT INDEX
 
COIPONENT BUILD JP wITA NACELLES IN UPPER FVO POSITION ALPHA =UO OLG
 




TcGoo-- TC7038 TCG" 5-Y
 
DEPENDL4T I '4DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CSL 1BETA 357 357 




COMPONENT 8UILDUP -WITH NACELLES IN UPPER FWD POSITION . . ALPHA 6,0 ULG 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLELMULTIPLE_pATASETS 
OATAsETS PLOTTED: 
RCGO9 - RCG039 RCGO51 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CSL BETA 	 359 359
 
- - .-- . . C	._NW3 '~ 6-0 360
 




COMPONENT BUILD UP 'ITH NACELLE5 IN UPPER F4D POSITION ALPHA 6.0 DEG
 




-fCG0d9 --- V - -T -s. .T 

DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDI 4G
 
CBL BETA 362 362
 





COMPONENI OUILD UP VITH NACELLES IN UPPER FRD POSITION ALPHA = 12.0 JaG 
IEPE-NDEJT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS 
OATASETS PLOTTED:
 
I CGO O RctOqO- RCG0tS
 
DEPENDENT INDFPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDIAG 
CSL BETA 36q 361
 
CLN .. ETA 365 365
 
CY BETA 366 366
 
DATA PLOT INDEX 
CO 1fIONENHI BUILD UP n IiH NACELLES IN UPPFR END POSITION ALPHA =I2.U VLG 
DEPENUENT VARIABLE VS INOEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASEIS 
DArASETS PLOTTEi): 
TCGOI TCGOLO C O 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIA6LE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CBL BETA 367 367
 







COMPONENT BUIL- Up WI.TH NACELLESIN UPPER AFT POSITION ALPHA = U.U jsG 
DEPENDDENT VARIABLE Vs INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASEIS 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
ORlG ...
RC O23r RC q A-
OEPENDENI 14DEPENOENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDIG
 
CSL BETA 369 369 
--cc:rF ... E-'F 370 370 
CY -3ETA 371 371
 
DATA PLOT INDEX 
CuIPONENIT ,UIL3 UP eVITH NACELLES IN UPPER AFI POSITION ALPHA U0.0 UkG 
DEPEIDENT VARIABLE VS INut PE)NDE4T VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
TCG-03 TC-GG43 ICOtR 
DEPENDENT I DEPFNDENJT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CBL BETA 372 372 





COMPONENT BUILD UP J,,ITH NACELLES IN UPPER AFT POSITION ALPHA = 6.0 OEG 
_OEpENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DAThSErts 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
NCGO121f' NCGO'(l RCGOS9 
DEPENDENT INUEPEIDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE ,VARIABLL BEGINNING / LNDIJG 
CSL BETA 3714 37q
CN. r'-ECTXA- 375 375
 
CY BETA 376 376
 
DATA PLOT INDEX 
CuIIPONENT 6UILD UP 1ITH NACELLES iN UPPER AFT POSITION ALPHA 6,t1 OL.(, 
DEPENDENT JARIABLE Vs INUEPENDErT VARIABLL, MULTIPLE DATnSLIS 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
-- -CG024 - CGOqq - rTOV c; 
-DEPENUEiJT I0,L E-P E U EN1T PLOT PAGL 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDIdG 
CBL BETA 377 377 





COMPONENT BUILD UP AITH NACELLES IN UPPER AFT POSITION ALPHA z 12.U UEG
 




.. .... -GRCGOW---~~TR CO-
C-W 

DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDI i 
CSL BETA 379 379 
CEN BFT 380 
CY BETA 381 381 
-- DATA PLOT INDEX
 
COMPONENT BUILD UP .VIT H NACELLES IN UPPER AFT POSITION ALPHA 12.0 UE
 









DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 








EFFECT OF PLUGGED NACELLES IN LO'4ER POSITION ALPHA = 0.0 DEo 
DEpENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
103io3 RCGO0 8 -
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIAdLE BEGINNING / ENOING 
CSL BETA 384 38S 
TL-C I -8RZTW 38S 385 
CY BETA 386 386 
DATA PLOT INDEX 
EFFECT OF PLUGGE) qACELLEz IN LOwER POSITION ALPHA = 0.0 DLI 
-- DEPENDEJT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASErs 
DATASETS PLOTTLD: 
TCGIo3 TCG028 
IjEPENOENT INDEPENOET PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CBL qETA 387 387 





EFFECT OF FAIRED FUSELAGE BI IN COMPONENT BUILD UP _ALPHA a U.O 0EG
 




DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE 
 VARIABLE BEGINNING I ENDIG­
c L BETA 389 389 
5MtQA 3Y. . 39f0-
CY BETA 391 391 -
DATA PLOT INDEX 
EFFECT OF FAIRED FUSELAGE B9 IN COMPONENT RUILD UP ALPHA a 0.0 pEG -
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTPLE DATASETS 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
....-	 C3L BETA 392 392
 






EFFECT OF FAIRED FUSELAGE £39 IN COMPONENT gUILD UP ALPHA = 6.0 DLG
 




RCG90 RCGOSb RCGOBO RCGO70 RCGO75
 
QEPENOENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLL VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CSL 13ETA 394 394 
CLN 3ET A 395 395 
CY BETA 396 396 
DATA PLOT INDEX 
EFFECT OF FAIRED-FUSELAGE 89 IN COMPONENT BUILD UP ALPHA = 6.U uEG 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE Vb INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
TCGO90 'TCGO85 TCGOBO tCG070 TcG07s 
DEPENDLNT INDEPENOENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDIiG 
CBL BETA 397 397 
CYN 3ETA 398 398 
86
 
')ATA PLOT INDEX 
EFFECT OF FAIR&D FUSELAGE 99 IN COMPOLErJT 'WILD JP ALPHA = 12.U DLu 
DEPENDENT VARIAbLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASLTb 
QATASEIS PL )TTEO: 
RCGO9I RCGOb6 RCGORI RCw07 qcGn7A 
DEPFNDENT 1i6DEPE'IOE,IT PLOT P, E 
VARIABLL VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENUIvG 
CSL 6ETA 399 399 
CLN ;3ET% 400 L4if 
CY BETA 4o0 qlo 
IATA PLOT IrDFX
 
EFFECT Of FAI'ED FuSEI.AGE '19 IN COMPONENT 3UILD UP ALPHA = 12.0 UL,
 






DEPENDL JT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIAULL BLGINNING / ENL)iv, 
CBL 11ETA 402 402 





EFFECT OF PLUGGED NACELLFS IN LOV ER POSITION ALPHA = 6.0 DEu
 





DEPFNOEMT I 'JDEPENOENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDIEqG
 
LSL BETA 40L 40' 
CLN - -ETA -­ 5 405 
CY BETA 406 lf06 
DATA PLOT INDEX 
EFFECT O& PLUGGED NACELLES IN LOEA POSITIOJ ALPHA = 6.0 DEG 
DFPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASLrs 
UATASETS PLOTTED: 
TCGIO9 TCGO29 
DEPENDENIT INDEPENDENT PLOT PA(iE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CBL BETA 407 '407 





EFFECT OF PLUGGED NACELLES IN LOWER POSITION _ ALPHA =12.0 DEi 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS_ 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
RCGIO5 RCGO30 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CSL BETA L109 - 09 
CY BETA _ 4_11 411 
DATA PLOT INDEX 
EFFECT OF PLUGGED NACELLES IN LOWER POSITION ALPHA =12.0 DE, 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
. . .. . . . . T 1- T T 0 -
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CBL BETA -12 412 





INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF NACELLES 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE UATASETS 
OATASFTS PLOTTED: 
E CGOoI 6C60d2 BC.603 
DEPENDENT IN')EPENDENT PLOT PA(.E
VARIABLF VARIABLE 51GINNING / EN)I,4a
 
_.DCL - ALPHA '$14 91 9 
DoLM A--. i -- 15 Li I 5 
DODF ALPHA 416 416 
DATA PLOT INDEX
 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF NACELLES
 






DEPENDENT IIDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE 3EGINNING / ENDIIG
 
DCL 
__ ALPHA q17 17 
DCM -ACPA 418 418 
DODF ALPHA 1419 q 19 
90
 
DATA PLOT INDEX 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF NACLLLES 
OEPENOENT VARIABLE VS INDFPENOENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS 
OATA)LTS PLOTTED: 
RCGOO7 BCGO0 - BCG8f9 
i
 
DEPENDENT INIDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENUING
 
DCL ALPHA 420 420 
nou'M ArVflA 421 421 
DODF ALPHA 422 422 
DATA PLOT INDEX
 
I4CREM4ENTAL EFFECT OF NACLLLES
 












DCL ALPHA 423 423 
DCIM ALPHA 1424 424 





INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL AS A FUNCTION OF NACELLE CONFIG. 
OEPEN,ENT VARIABLE VS INOEPENDENT VARIABLL, MULTIPLE DATASETb 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
ICG013 BcGoIq BCGOIS 
OLPE4DEiiT I'DEPENOE7JT PLOT "AGL 
VARIAMLE VARIA5LE dEGINNIN, / ENDIvG 
DCL ALPHA q26 q26 
DCIM A PHA 427 27 
DCDF ALPHA '428 428 
)ATA PLOT INDEX
 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF HOR I ZONTAL STA 3ILIZEq AS A FJJCT ION OF 4ACELL-. CUNF IG. 
OEPENDE4T VARIAPLE Vi INrEPENDENT jARI ABLE, MULTI PLE DATASE I 
DATA5ETS PLOTTED:
 
iCG016 BCG017 BCGOI8 
DEPENOENT I',)0PENDE1NT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIA3LE BEGINNING / ENDIN4G 
DOL ALPHA 429 429 
DCI ALP1fA q30 '30 





Cu IPONLNJT BUILD-UP 
DEPENOE"Jf VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS
 
DATASET5 PLOTTED: 
r3CG.19 iCGd20 BC-Gi-21 dCu022 
- - DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PA,E 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BFGINNING / ENDI4(3 
D)CY/DB1ETA ALPHA 432 '432 
DCSL/DBETA 'At HA- 433 '43 3 
DCBL/DBETA ALPH4A 434# 3 s 
DCLN/DBETA " ACPHA 43S '435 





OLPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DAIASFIS
 
DArASETS PLOTTLD: 
5iCG023 BCGOZ'4 "ICGG1 KCuO26 RC(,O27 
DEP ENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAUE 
VAR-IABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDI,.
 
DCY/DBETA ALPHA 9437 '137 
DOSL/DBETA A PIT 9- 438 438 
DCBL/DBETA ALPHA 439 439 
-- DfLN/DBETA ALPHA " - '40 440 





INCNEMENIAL EFFECT fF NACELLES 






DEPENDENwT INO EP EN DE VT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIAPLE BEGINNING / ENDI,vG 
DEL(DCY/DBETA) ALPHA 2 I q4 j2 
DEL(DCSL/DBETA) ALP H 43 143 
DEL(DCBL/DBETA) ALPHA q 44 '44 
DEL(DCLN/DBETA) ALPHA P 4It'445 
DEL(DOYN/DBETA) ALP14A 4146 4, 
DATA PLOT INDEX 
I'CREMLNIAL EFFECT OF NACELLLS
 





PENDET I NDEPEMDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
DEL(DCY/DBETA) ALPHA 14 7 q1 7 
DEL(DCSL/DBETA LPA 14q 8 
DEL(DOBL/DBETA ALPHA 4 49 q49 
DEL(DOLN/DBETA) ALPHA 54 qsn 
DEL(DYN/DBETA) 






INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF.HORIZONTAL STASILl*ER A5 A FUNCTION OF NACELLE CONk i,
 




DEPENDENT INUEPE-NDENT PLOT PA(,E
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENODiqb
 
DEL(DfY/fA) /- ALPHA '52 462 
DEL( S,/D3EA) tr;LPA "453 '53 
DEL DQBI/nBETA I ALPHA 454 45 
DEL(XIM/BETA A ACP 456 '456 
DEL(DOYN/DBETA) ALPHA 456 466 
DATA PLOT INDEX
 
I'JC$EMENTAL EFFECT _OF VERTICAL TAIL AS A FUNCTION OF NACELLE cONFI . 
DEPENDENT VARIA.LE VS INDEPENOENT VARIABLL, MULTIPLE DATASETS 
(ATASETS PLUTToD: 
c GO36 - 'JC(:G?]7..BC038% 
DEPEND'ENT -I NDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BIL.GINNING / ENDI,,i 
DEL(fDCY/DBETA) ALPHA 467 '57 
DELfDCSL/DBETA) .. WLPH '458 468 
DEL( DCBL/DBETA) ---- ALPHA-- 459 1459 
DEL.T(OL/DTA) ALPHA 460 460 





EFFECT OP 4ACELLE POSITION ON HORNIZOJTAL STABILIZEA EFFECriVENESS
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDEMT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDIHl,
 
DCL - ALPHA q62 $62 
DCIM AL-RHA 463 q63 
DCDF ALPHA '64 464
 
DATA PLOT INDEX 
ELLVATOI, EFFECTIIE'ESS 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INUEPENDENT VARIABLE MULTIPLE DATASET5 
OATASETS PLOTTED: 
8CGO41 t3CGOq2 BCGOq3 
DEPENOE NT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDI.NG 
fOIL ALPHA '465 46S 
)GI' AL7Pi-A 466 466 











DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDIvG 
DCL ALPHA 468 468 
..... DCU . W P . ..--- -- 69 
DCflF ~ 
- -- 'A_470 '470 
--- DATA -PLOT INDEX 
EFFECT OF NACELLE POSITION ON ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS,
 










































-2 a 4 6 a 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA CT SYHBOt CaNPIGURATIc DESCRIPTICN PARAMETRIC VALUES 
(RCG046) 0 NAAL 632 SSV-STR W11G toGCE-NAC 86 wig V, BETA 0.0 
4RC#O31) 0 NAA 632 SSV-STR JING FORLC-Ad 86 WAD H,1t 
(RCG0O1 0 NAAL 032 SSY-STR WING FOqCE-HAC B8 WI HIZ V 
(RICGO06) NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 N2 WI H19 45 
HACH D.259 
12 14 16 18 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 so FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XNRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 DOD INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 00D6 SCALE 
PAGE 1 
U 











* -4 z a 1 4 6 0 to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYN80L CONFIGURATIC1 DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
CRCG046) 0 NAAL 632 SSV-STR W.HG FORE-NAC 86 W10 V5 BETA a 000 
(RcGoul)13 WAAL 632 SSV-STR WIN& FORCE-HAC B6 WIG H12 
IRC0001) 4 NAAL G32 BSV-STR WIN& FORCE-NAC 86 W10 M12 VS IRC0006) a AAL 632 SSV-STR WINO FORCE-HAC B6 N2 WIG HIZ VS 
MACH G.259 
aB 14 16 18 
REFEPENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFB 21 3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YMPF 0o O INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE a. 0 076 SCALE 
PAGE 2 
COMPONENT BUILDUP BETA 0.0 DEG 














. . . . . . I. .. . . . ... , .. .. 
-.30 6 4 - 2 0 2 4 a 8 1o 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL- COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
(AC6O46) 0 NAAL 632 SSY-STR WING FORCE-MAC 86 W10 V5 BETA 0 Goo 
fRCG31 1 NAAL 032 $SV-STR WIN4G FORCE-NAC B6 WID HIE 
CRC*OI' 0 NAAL 63Z SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 WI10 HI V5 
RCGOOG NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-HAC 86 N2 WIG HI V5 
,'ACH 0°0 
12 14 16 18 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
REFL 15 7970 INCHES 
REFB it 3390 INCHES 
XHPP 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRP a 0000 INCHES 
ZNRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 on17 SCALE 
PAGE 3 















4 0 2 4 
6 a to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
ATA ST SYM BO>L C OFIGURATI ONDESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUE S 
P CG 0 4 6) A t Z¢ 5 S - S T P IN G F O R C -N A C 6 W P V S B T A U 00 0 
(R5DJ N AL 5SSV-STR WING F OCE- AC ES 1410H12 
(R ¢ " 5 o 
1 )  
".AL 63 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC.B6 W10 H12 V5 ( C 6O 1 1 ) 1 N A A L 1 2 S5 -S TR W IN G F O C E -MA C 1B6 2 M I D H I Z V5 
AC H 0 .2 9 
12 14 is is 
REFERENCE INFORN TION 
R F S a 17 9 a S O F T 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
X R r 9 84 0 I N C H E S 
YHRP 0 0000 INCHES 














-0.-6 4 2 4 G 1 is is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 





NAAL 6S4Z 5SfrSTF WING eDCE-sC Be W.2 VS 
HAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FOCE-NAC 56 WI0 Hi2 








RC00I) q NAAl 632 $SV-STR WING FQRCE-NAC 86 WI H12 V5 REFB 11 3390 INCHES 
CRCGO06 A WAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FOICE-NAC 86 WE WID H12 VS XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
HACH 0.259 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 5 
I 
COMPONENT BUILDUP BEtA = 0.0 DEG 








a. - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 a 110 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
fRCG046) 0 NAAL- 632 SSV-STR W/ING FORCE-HAC 86 MID VS BETA a aoD 
(RCGO31) I"3 WAAL 632 SSY-STR WING FORCE-MAC 06 W10 M12 
inc:oJDl) 9 WAAL 032 SSY-STP kI NG FORCC-NAC 06 WIGl HIE VS 
C2CGUO0)1 a AAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-MAC 86 WE W10 NIZ V5 
MACH 0.259 
le 14 is is 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 so " 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REPO 12 3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHE4 
YMPP 0 GOODS INCHES 
Z -RF - a 3840 INCHESSCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 









-I 2 4 2 4 6 8 10 19 14 is 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIURATIO'4 OESCRIPTIa PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(PC0046' C 4AA. 532 SS-STR WING FCE-NAC 6 WI V5 89TA 0.000 REFS 0 1790 SQ FT
 
CRCC0311 0 NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FOCE-NAC SC WIO *1H REFL 15 7370 INCHES
 
(RCGOOJ) HAAL 63Z SSV-STR WING FOPCE-NAC 6 W10 H12 VS REF 11 339a INCHES
 
IRC4006 A HAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FaCE-NAC 6 NZ WI0 H1E VS XNRP 9 0400 INCHES
 
YNRP a 0000 INCHES
 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHES
 





COMPONENT BUILDUP BETA 0.0 DEG
 














-0.2 . .5.4. 
. . 0 
.4- 5 . 
.8 .3S .4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -. 1. -.2 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
DATA, SET SYMBOL COFIUATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES (RCGO IEJ C fl.,L 052 SSV-Sfl WINC. F{fCE-NAC 86 WIQ VS BETA 0 000 
(RCG0S) 0 NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FOICE-NAC 96 1410 HZ 
IRCQOO ) NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 WI $12 V5 
CRCGOI) a NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORECE-NAC 6 NZ WIG HZ V5 
NACH a 259 
-. 3 -. 4 .°5 -.6 
REFERENCE INFORMATION' 
REFS 0 1790 SO.FT 
REFL 15 737D INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INC ES 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3840 I NCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 8 
r 
COMPONENi BUILDUP BETA = 0.0 DEG 
1.6 








D f I f I , , i . I , i 0 
"--.3 -. 25 -tan -. 13 -. 10 - 05 .00 05.10 
FOREBODY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CAF 
DATA SE T SYMBO}L COWFIGURATIONJ DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RC41I146 0' RA.IL 632 SBV-BIR WING FORCE-MAC 86 WIO V5 BETA O0.[00 REFS a 1;790 SO FT (RC00}31) CI NAAL 632 SBV-BTR WING FORCE-NAC 0B WID rd12 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
1:RCovallI < NAAL G3Z S;V-TR WING FORCE-NAC S6W1BH12 V5 REFS 11 3390 INCHES I C6606) a NAAL 63Z SSV-SItR WING FORE-NAC SB N2 W10B H12 VS XMRP 9 84010 INCHES 
YMRF a} 0000 INCHES 
0ACH 259 ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHESSCALE 0 0076 SCALE
 
PAGE 9 










iiJ 0.4 _ __ 
0.­
-0.2 
_ _ _ _ 
.5 .4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -. 1 -2 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
(RC0G481 Q NAAL 652 SSV-&TR WING -Ca--4CS.C BE MID VS 0t00 090 
CRCGO31 0 MAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B6 MID HI? 
RC5o00) 9 NAAL 632 $SV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 56 H41 HIZ V5 
ARC4006)a NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FOCE-HAC B6 N2 MID HIE V5 
MACH 0.259 
-.3 -. 4 -5 -. 5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 SQ.FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZN 
0 
P - 0.3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 10 











0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, COF 
0.8 9 i.e 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CRCO46) 0 NP4L 632 SSV-STR UING FORCE-NAC B6 WIG VS 
RCG031 13 NAAL £3? SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 6 WIG HI2 
(R X00 1 NAIL 63 5V-STR WING FOPCE-NAC 6 WI MIZ V5 





VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFB 11 339U INCHES 
XHRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRP a 0000 INCHES 
ZIRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0D76 SCALE 
PAGE 11 
____ 



















-O- 6 --4 -2 a 4 6 la1 12 14 is 1; 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 













REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XNRP 9YMRP 0 .000 8400 INCHESINCHES 
ERRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 532 NA-70-73 SCALE a0076T SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B1 W0 V5 CRC60461 02 NOV 70 PAGE 12
 
EFFECT 	OF SIDESLIP ON COMPONENT BUILDUP
 











.2 .4 0___ 2___ 4 	
_61a_ _4 _2; 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL. BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 og ACK REFS 0 1790 SO FTV.0 V.?59 
C3 5.000 REFL is 7370 INCHES 
REFS 	 11 3390 INCHES 
9 8400 INCHESXMRP 1 0000 N CHES
YH 	 1 

ZNRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 FIA-70-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BG W10 V5 CRC60461 02 NOV 70 PAGE 13
 














-. 0-• -4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 is is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
$y Bst BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATrON 
0.000 94cd 912 9 REFS 0 1790 so 





XMRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRF 
ZMRF -
00 00ago3840 INCHIES INCHES 
REFRENCV FILE NAAL 632 NA-70-U3ESREERNC 0NF6R$ATIO 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B6 W10 V5 CRC0O46) 02 NOY 70 PAGE 
 10 















- . -1 z 40a 	 10 le 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 0 ca RACh 0.21? REFS 0 1790 SQ FT. 
13 	 5.000 REFL 15 7370 IN'CHE; 
REFS 11 339D INCHES 
XNRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRP 0 DODDS INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3 $40 INCHE 5 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 NA-70-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 



















6 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 1? 14 16 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYSa SETA FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.000 MACH 0.250 REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
( 000 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REF8 11 3390 INC ES 
XNRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZNRF - 0 3640 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 NA-70-V3 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 6 WI V5 CRCG046) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 16
 
















0.0 0- --4 L- 13 2 4 6 a la 12 14 i6s1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
yMBCs SETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
C *.000 .&CH 0.149 REFS 0 1790 SO FT
 
o 5.000 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFB I1 3390 INCHES
 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES
 
YNRP 
 0 0000 
 INCHES
 
Z$RP - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE HAAL 03Z NA-70-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE
 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 WiO V5 CRCGO4G) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 17
 
EFFECT OF SIDESLIP ON COMPONENT BUILDUP
 










-4 1 1 i f l t _______J l i ,I l 

a 4 6 a 10 1z 14 16 I8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SyNm BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.000 MACH 0.259 REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
O 5.000 REFL 15 7370 INCHES
REFB 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YXRP 0 000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 3040 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 NA-70-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 W10 V5 CRCGO463 02 NOV 70 'PAGE 18
 















-O.3o .4 o °° - - ,3-4 -5 -. 6 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
SYMBOL.C SETA .go: ¢ PARAMETRIC VALUES g 24 REFERENCE INFORMATION REFS a 1790 SO FT 
13 5 Una REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 840 a INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 NA-70-73 
Y RPQRP -
SCALE 




NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 WIG V5 CRCGO4S) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 19
 
11 
EFFECT OF SIDESLIP ON COMPONENT BUILDUP
 



















0 0 - . 2 5 - 2- . 5- I- 0 5. 00 .0 5 .1 0 
FOREBODY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CAF
 
sfNam SETA FARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATIONa .05 t c- O.Z59 REFS 0 1790 SG FT
 
13 	 5.000 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHESXHRP 9 8400 INCHES
 
YHRP O 0000 INCHES
ZR- - 0 3840 INCHES
REFERENCE FILE FAAL
632 NA-70-73 
 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE
 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B W1 V5 CRCG046) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 20
 
















. .5 .4 .3 2 	 S -. 1 -. 2 -3 .4 -.5 -6 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SYMBL BETA FARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 	 0 000 MACH 0.239 REFS 0 1790 SQ.FT 
REFL 15.7370 INCHES5.000 
 REFS 11 3390 INCHES
 
XNRP 9 8400 INCHES
 
YNRP 0 0000 INCHES
 
ZNRP - 0.3040 INCHES
 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 63Z NA-TO-73
 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B6 WIG V5 CRCG046) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 21
 









.0. 0.2 0.3 .4 .5 a 7 0 	 a a 1 a 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, COF
 
SyMSOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES RLFERENCE INFORMATION_ 
0 00o) AC 0 zig REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
E3 S oo 	 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 5390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 Cluou INCHESZRP - 0 3B40 INCH-3 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 NA-TS-73SAE 	 06 CL
 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BG W10 V5 ERC0046] 02 NOV 70 PAGE 22
 















_ _ _ _ ____ 
0.4 - - R 4 6 8 o 12 14 16 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
5yS- L BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION0 0.000 MACH a 259 REFS 0 1790 $ FT 
$O REFL 15 7370 INCHES13 5cnREFS 11 3390 1INCHES 
XMRP 9 84 00 IN CHES 
YHRP a 00 0 IN CHESZRP O 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 NA-70-73 SCALE E E 076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BR WIO H12 CRCG031E 02 NOV 70 PAGE 23
 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ 













a 1 0 1 2 1 4 I S 1 a . 2 6 - 4 - 2 A 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORATION
SYBOL STA PARAETRIC VALUES 
REF S a 1790 $ FT 
. oc ACH 0. 59 REFL 15 737 " NHESSO 

13 500REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRP a 0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHES 




NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B6 WIO H12 CRCG0313 02 NOV 70 










RE N 7 
__6_7 
La -4 __ 2 _ _ 0 _ _ 2 _ _ 4_ 6 _ _ _ 1_1_1 I 
0 
C 
-e - 4 - 0 2 4 6 10 12 14 16 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
5VNSOt BETA FRAAIETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 9. "AcM 0 ?59 REPS 0 1790 so Fr 
5.090 REFL 15.7370 INCHES 
XNRP 9 0400 INCHES 
YNRP 0 00D0 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
AErCRCUCE FILE SAM. 032 NA-70-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAt 96 W1O H12 CRCGO31) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 25 














6 - 4 - 2 4 a 10 12 14 16 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMSO SETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.0ca ";c" a 259 REFS 0 1790 So r'T 
13 5 Out PEFL 15.737a INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 






REFERENCE FILE NAAL 63Z MA-70-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCA LE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BG WIO H12 CRCG031) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 26
 



















-o- - 4 -2 0 2 4 a 10 12 14 16 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SyMBCL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 0.000 fACH 0.459 REFS 0 1790 $Q FT 
5.000 REFL REFSXMRP 
15 7370 
11 33909 8400 
INCHES 
INCHESINCHES 
YNRP 0 000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 NA-70-73 SCALE a as76 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B6 WIO H12 CRCGO31I 02 NOV 70 PAGE 27
 














O~-6 -4 - 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 is is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SET- PARAMETRIC VALUE$ 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 0. ACH a 259 
_ REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
o 5.o0 REFL 15 7370 INCHES

REFS 11 3390 INCHES
 
XNRP 9 8400 INCHES
 
YMRP 0 OO0 INCHES
 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 PA-70-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B6 WIG H12 CRCG031) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 28 





iil I | | Il B I l II .I .J .~ 

-!a -4 L2 'a . . . 2 4 6 . 8 10 1 2 14 16 la 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAP DEGREES
 
SYMBO BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.0an MAH&E 259 REFS a 1790 90 FT 
0 5O REFL is 7370 IN CHES 
13 5goREFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 8490 'p INCHES_ - ~ ., " ~ w I p.Y RP 0 00 0 INCHES 
ZHRF - a 3840 INCHESRFRENCE FILE NAAL 632 NA-70-3L
 
NAALG32 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B6 WIO H12 CRCG0313 02 NOV 70 PAGE 29
 












PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SYNBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S a HACH 0.2;3 EFS 0. 1 790 So T
 
S 5.000 REFL IS 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
9 84D 1NCHESXHRPIIRP 0 0000 1INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 63Z NA-70-73 SCALE a0 076 SCALE 























-0.0 -. -. 13 -. 15 -o10 -. 0s .D .05 ,10 
FOREBODY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CAF
 
SYNBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a G0v MACH 0 29 REFS 0.1790 SO FT 
O3 3 D00 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES
XmRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRF 0 0OR0 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 NA-T0-?3 SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BS WI H12 CRCG031) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 31
 










I3-	 -. 2 -0. -.4 -.5 -. 6
 
PITCHING M6MENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
sy BM SETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATIOl 
0.0-00 HACH 0. " 	 REPS 0.1700 sQ rT 
0 EFL 15 7370 1 KCHESE3S. 500REFB I1 3390 IMES$
 
XMRF 19 840D I Es
 
YHRP 0 alloo IRMS 
ZHRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 MA-70-73 	 O6 SLICL 

NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 W10 H12 CRCG031) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 32
 











-.1 o.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.0. 9 1 a 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, CDF 
syTisa OTA PARANCTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 00 HACH 259 REFS 0 1790 SQ FTa1 0 
] S REFL 15 7370 INCHESREF 
 11 3390 
 INCHES 
XHRP 9.8400 INCHESYNRP a 0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.3840 INCHES SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 NA-70-73
 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B6 WIO H12 CRCG031) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 33
 













0.8 	 2 24 l _____ 1 1 1 i 
-R0.2 FN 	 7SDC
 
-0.0 
0MR _ ___4_ 	 0_ INCHES__ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SyflBOt. BETA PARAflTRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATIOH 
O .CCD fl.CH 0O25O £LEVTR 0.00RF0D 79 O 3000 REFL 13 7370 INCHEs 
-NoA-63 SS-ST -	 B6 H1 CRCG0 NOV 70
WIN OC-A W1 V5 02 	 REFO '1±PAG3390 I 4jJHES 
XI4RP 9 8400 ± CHES 
YNRF 0 0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 1 0 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 NA-70-73 SAE O07 CL 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 WiG H12 V5 	 CRCGOO1) 02 NOV 70 'PAGE 3
 














- --4 2 a 2 4 6 8 la 12 14 16 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYN&CL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE LNFORHATION ( 0.901) MACH 0.9$9 ELEVT_ .3 REFS a 1790 SQ FT 
9.000 REFL 15 737a INCHES
 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES
 




ZHRP - 0.840 INCHES
 
SCALE a 0076 SCALE
REFERENCE FILE HAAL 632 NA-70-73 

NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B6 WIO H12 V5 [RCGO01) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 35
 
EFFECT OF SIDESLIP ON COMPONENT BUILDUP (CONT)
 
zLI




LL -. 10 
0 
C 
S-.20 2 0_4 6 _ 0 1 1 6 1 
ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
III 
$IMBCL- BTA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATIOR 
O 0.000 MACN 0.239 tL£VTfl 0.000 REPS 0 1790 $9 FT 
5000D REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REVS 1± 3390 It qIES 
XHRP 9 8400 I ciff$ 
YNRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZHRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE VILE HAAL 632 NA-TO-IS SCALE 0 0076 SC&LE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAt 86 WIC H12 V5 CRCGOO1) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 36,
 







"1.54 a 1 1 2 4 1 6 i s 
A 0LE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREE$
 
SyMBol, TA PARAMETRIC VALVE* REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a GO0) AC" a z;; 9LEVTR a Po REFS a 1790 $Q FT 
13 5.000 REFL is 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11,339a INCHES 
XNRP 9.8400 N CH es 
yMRpZHRP - OSoOO03840 INCHESINCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 63Z PA-70-73 SCALE a Gals SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING fORC -N4P BS WIO 12 V5 CRCGO01) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 37 

















-. "- • - 4 --2 2 
 4 10 12 14 1 6 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SMztOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o O.00 NAC" 6.239 EI.= u DE REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
5.000 REFL 15 7370 INCHES
.00REPO 
 11 3390 INCHES 
XNRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRP 0 0000 IHCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 NA-70-7 A
 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 W10 H12 V5 CRCGO012 02 NOV 70 PAGE 39
 








0o -)- 2 4 a 8 213 12 14 16 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
syNm BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C) O.Vuc. M^" 0.2-3 ELEVTR a 'jus REFS 0.1790 so FT 
cl 5.000 REFL 1 5,7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XNRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRP 0 cooo INCHES 
ZN4RP U 3640 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 NA-70-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 WIO H12 V5 CRCGO01) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 
 39 







NB( Cr PAAERI Ae H£IFOHT __ 

a .viio MAC" 0.239 Etc.Tr 9 son Reps 0 1790 SQ.FT
 
REFL is 73TO INCHES 
RfFB 11 3390 mNck 
XMRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP O. 000 INCHES 
13 5.000 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INcw-$
 
REFERENCE FILE NA, 632 NA-O-73 SCALE 0LH6 SCALE
 
NAAL 632 WING FORCE-NAC BS W10 H12 V5 02 NOV 70 PAGE 4C





EFFECT OF SiDESLIP ON COMPONENT BUILDUP (CONT)










.0 .5 .4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -. 1 -. -,3 -. 4 -. 5 -. 6 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 0.000 HACH a 259 CLEVTR 0 goo REFS a 1T90 SQ FT 
13 	 5.000 REFL is 7370 INCHES 
REPO 11 3390 INCHCS 
XNRP 9 $400 INCHES 
THRP a OD120 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 MA-70-73 	 SCALE a U076 SCALE 
NA^L 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BG W10 H12 V5 [RCGOOI) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 41 













.°39 -. 23 -. 20 -. 13 -. 10 -. 03 .00 .05 .;a 
FOREBOOY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CAF
 
5yMOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 0.000 MACH 0.259 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
13 Duo EFL 11 7310 CHES 
REFS
XMRP 11 35909.8400 CHESNCHES 
Y'RP a0 OODO INCHES 
-t-SCALE SYMBt BEA PAAI4ERICALUE ZRRP - a 38400 0076REFRENC INW ACHESI ALERN X 
NAAL R32SSV-STRAWING FORCE-NAC B6 WIO H12 V5 RCGO 0tI 02 NOV 70 PAGE 
















. .4 .5 .2 .1 .0 -. 1 -. -3 -. 4 -. 5 -.S 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
Srm$y MIA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a o.voo 
$o3.00 
MACH 0.259 ELEVTR 0 000 REFSREFL 0.179015.7370 SQ FT.INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9.8400 INCHES 
YNRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.3$40 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 HA-?0-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 WIO H12 VS CRCGO01 02 NOV 70 PAGE 43 










S 01 05 0.3 :4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 







0 259 ELEVTR 0.000 REFERENCE INFORMATIONREPS 0 1790 $d FT 
13 5.000 REFL is 7370 INCHES 
,A REFS 11.3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 $400 INCHES 
YHRPZ-RP - a000SO0 340 INCHESNCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 SCALE IA-70-73ND076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-7AC WIC H12 V5 [RCG01I 02 NOV 70 06PAGE 44 
_ _ _ 
















SIM3L BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENE INFORMATION 
0 0.001) MACH 6 25 NOR 0.09c REFS 0.1790 SQ.FT 
cl 5.00 REFL Is 7370 INCHES 






REFERENHCE FILE NAAL 03Z NA-T0-13 SCAL, 1 0076 SCALE
 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B6 N2 WIO H12 V5 CRCGO06) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 45
 
EFFECT OF SIDESLIP ON COMPONENT ,BUILDUP (CONT)
 
-. 4 










26_ a 2 4 6 a I o 12 1 4 6 i s 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA# DEGREES
 
,y BL VALUESG EFLREFERENCE INPCQHATtON5.370 I 
ITAPARAMETRIC5.09.00- XAC .2 9 H op . 099 REFS 0 1790 Q E 
.00REFS 
 11 3390 INHES
 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHES
 
YMRF 0 0000 INCOES
ZIRp - 0 3840 - _cqk 
SCALE 0 OD76 SCALE
REFERENCE FILE AAL 63Z NA-70-73 

NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BG N2 W10 H12 V5 CRCGOO6) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 46
 






- a - a 2 0 8 lu 12 14 16 le 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
sym C9TA FARANEIRJC VALUES REFERENCE INFO NATI 
Q a a5v MACH 0.259 Maw o'noO -EFS a 1 90 SQ FTU °000 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 




YmRP a a000 INCHES

ZMRP - a 3$-u INCHS
 
REFERENCF FILE NiAL Z32 hA-70-73 SCALE 0 ,0076 SCALE
 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR ilING FORCE-NAC 86 N2 WIQ H12 V5 CRCGOO6) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 47
 
EFFECT OF SIDESLIP ON COMPONENT BUILDUP (CONT)
 
2 * .5 
C 







S2 	 10 1D2 1, Is is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
sr BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
--C3H 9 25- "OR 0 agn REFS 0 1790 SQ FT3 	 5.000 RFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFB 11 3390 ItICHES 
)hRP 9 $400 INCHES 
ymqp 0 Goan INChEs 
ZNRF - 0 3810 INCTIES 
REEINCE FILE NAAL 63Z Ni-T0-73 
 SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BG N2 W10 H12 V5 ERCGOOS) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 48
 









4Ia ai- i 02 ______ ______ 14 ______ a 
-J ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHIA, DEGREES 











REF5 11 3390 1'CHES 
XHRP 
yIJP 
9 84000.0009 INtCHESINCHES 
ZmPF - 0 3840 INCHES 
R FR /CL63ZH FIL N,/t]73SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 $ V-STR ING FORCE-NAC 86 N2 WIG8 H!2 V5 CRCG0063 02 NOV 70 PACE 49
 
EFFECT OF SIDESLIP ON COMPONENT BUILDUP (CONT)
 
.7U 






O 0.4 - 6 a 12 14 isC 
a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYBO BEA PA0A.ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MACH NO a9o 000o PEFS 0 1790 SQ'Fl. 
REFL 15 13.0 INCHE, 
RErBFS 33 0 jNchC$ 
XMRP 9 34D0 INCHESY-RF 0 Doug INHEtlS 
24RP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALEFEFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 UA-71-t3 
NAAL 832 SSv-STR WING FORCE-NAC 6 N2 WIO H12 V5 CRCGOOS) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 50
 
EFFECT OF SIDESLIP ON COMPONENT BUILDUP (CONT)
 
4I 




0 P59 H_ _ 
REFERENCE [NFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 S FT 
O REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REF8 it 3390 INCHES 
"HRp 9 8400 INCHES 
114RP 0 , 0OO INCHES 
ZMFF - a 3840 INCHES 
REEEMC IL HAL6ZA-0-3SC E 0 0076 SCXLE 
NAAL 632 SSV-$TR WING FORCE-NAC BS N2 W10 HIZ V5 CRCGOOG) 02 NaV 70 PAGE 
 51 















 I 0.4 
0.2 
z 
Li . G. AU
- I 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
Si.80L. VETA PARAETRIC VPLUES REFEPENCE INFORMATION
 
0.000 AAC 0.259 "m 0 Lao rEFS 0 1790 SQ Fi 
E !I000 EFL 15 737., INC4 S
PEFS I! 3W9 14c-;S.
 
XNfRF 9 8400 INCHES
 
YHRP 0 D00D INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3840 IICHC. 
SCALE 9 0076 SCALE 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 .A-70-73E
 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC S N2 W10 H12 V5 CRCGO06) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 5?
 
EFFECT OF SIDESLIP ON COIPONENT BUILDUP (CONT)
 









,s 2.f -0 0as .00 us 
FOREEGOY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CAF
 
Sr,480 BETA PAflANETIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
O 900 MACH r 253 H U UnV PEFS C 1790 SQ FT 
s.ooo REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
PEFE 11 3390 INCHES 
XmqF 0 8400 INCHES 
YNgP a (000 INCHES 
ZHRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALEPFERNCE FILE PAAL 63Z NA-70-73 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 N2 WIO H12 V5 CRCGOO6) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 53
 
EFFECT OF SIDESLIP ON COMPONENT BUILDUP (CONT)
 
1. 2 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
- *o -1--T-,-
--r,--- . ,- -- r °- rr7 -1--I-i-r -- fl 
- , --, - - r - 3 f -
- 5­-
PITCHING MJOMENT COEFFICIEfNT. CLM
 
s7M O $ETA PARA14ETRIC VALUES REFZIRNCE FOATO 
9.00f HACH 0 259 HO q 000 REFS 0 1790 So Fr 
5 0OREFL 15 7 70 1 H 
XHRF 9 8400UPH 
YPRP a 000aP I4cHES 
ZxRP a 3"a 11NCHES 
REFERENCE: FILE NAAL 632 "A-70-13SCL 0 ¢L
 
NAAL 632 SSV-$TR WING FORCE-NAC BG N2 W10 H12 V5 (RCOOOG) 02 NOV 70 PAGE b4
 













0 1 90 SG F 
5. 0.1 6.0 RE.4 155737ne INCHES 
















NAAL 632 SSV-STR W1ING FORCE-NAG 66 N2 W10 H12 V5 (RCGOOS) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 55 














ANGLE OF ATIACM ALPHA, DEGREES
 
R A T i
DATA SET Z-1h8 C crij lc nec-' c P4RiMTRIC VALUES rEFEFENCE INFORMATION
 
.. h Wig HIZ V5 BETA 0 out) REFS 0 179U SQ FT 
IRCGSDZJ CI HAAL 03 S$4-STR WING FCRCE-MAC 86 N3 U10 HIZ V5 REFL 15 7370 INCHE6 
fRC&QGl) 0 HAAL 632 SSV-STR WJ 4G FCRE-N C 86 N4 WIG HIS V.7 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
I MGO02) C) NAAL 632 $V-STR WING FCC-?'AC 
YMRF 0a on rNCHES 
Z-'p - 0 3840 INCH 
NACH 01259 SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
PACE 56 
____ 
















__ _ _ _ 
ELa la 12 ___ 4___ 




.e0 - 4 - 2 

ANGLE OF ATTACK , ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET Srfla C-IbtT- O~~! EANEPFIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
NAAL S$V-STR W1 0 REFS 179a
R vRCO; 655 WIN' FORCE-AC 86  hi V5 BETA oo 0 $Q FT 
RC0V06) HA L 032 Sby-3Tq WING FORCE-MAC 26 N? WIG H12 V5 REFL 1 73/0 INCHES 
CPCGVOPS 0 NAAL 632 SSV-SIR WiG FORCE-AC 668 4 WIG HI V5 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XNRF 9 3400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
S3ACH 0.259 
PAGE 57 








- . Zo 	 4_ 14 X, L 
-J 
0 -. 20 
W .6010 *___ NAL62_S___IN OC-ACS 4W1 I 5RES 	 1 JC _1a 
-	 ZHR 340 INHE 
ANGLE OF ATTAC 9 ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SV1130I C frIGURATIcN D£sCRIFTIGfl FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE FNFORHATIQN 
CRCGOID) C *JAAt. 2 $SV-S7S HIND po(ce-NAC 06 fl HO $12 VS OSLA 0 000 NEFS 0 ±790 's FT 
(flCOD6 L NAA4 S3t 3SV-3T 0 WING FOSCE-NAC OS N? wi HI? Vi REFL 15 79-70 TNHFS (flCGOOS: 0 NAA - 032 334-SIR WING FORCE-NAC 98 $4 $410 HI? .'S 	 REFS 11 3420 INCHIS 
XNNF 3 3400 INCHES 
XMPP 0 0000 INHHS 
781W - 0 3840 INCHES 
o 	 SA;CALE 0 0075 SCALE 
PAGE 58
 





















:;' ANGLE OF" ATTACK, 
NAL HD 12V$ B 






REFs ri 1790 so FTNE F L 13 7370 INCHES 
REFS, 11 3390 INCHES
XHR? 9 ano3 INCHES 
Y H Rr O n INQ0CHe s
- OSCAL INCHES 
PAGE 59 









L)LL 0. R 0.4 
- 0.2 
-0.4 
-4 0 4 6 8 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SY;1l80 CCItW1PATJ DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
(RCGO02O 0 HAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-MAC 86 4 10 H12 V5 BETA 0 000 
0RCovo)3 NAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NIC 06 HE Wig HI V5 
(RCGGIfl 0 NAAL 632 SSV-ST9 WING FONCC-NAC B6 N4 WIG 12 V5 
WACH 
12 14 1& I8 
REFERENCE INFORNATION 
PEFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHEs 
XHRF 9 8400 INCHEs 
YHRP 0 000a INCMis 
ZHP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCILE 
PAGE 60 









a - s - 2 ai 2 4 c a; IQ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
le 14 16 toJ 
I RC4-za)I'CD1 
4CG IOno 
0 HAAL 02 SV-STR0 AA-L 653 SSV. STR 




FORCE-HAC 6iB h ID H12 VS BETA FMCE-SIC 06 NZ IG W1]12V'5 



























iSa - r - i , - - ar r--2- - - - -- - r - - I C~r 	 f 12 ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ NL OF ATAK= ALHA i DEGREESf tp J 
-J 
I­
(ncooDzo) 0' NAAL 632 SSV-STR WIN FORCE-MAC US N NIS %$I" V5 BETA a goo REFS 0 1790 SQ,FT 
(pC ovas) 13 NAAf 63 ¢' SSY-STR WI$NO FORCE-91AC 66 HZ W10 HIZ V5 REFL 15 7, 70 IN4CHES 
(RC4061) 0 HA. L 632 SSV-$TR WIING FCRCE-4AC S M4 9410 HIZ V5 	 REFS 11 3390 INCPFS 
XIIRI 9 840UJ INCH-S 
Ylqpp a 09 INCHESgo
zHaP - 0 35,0 INCHES 
N H 0 9SCALE a C076 SCALE 
PAGE '32 














PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
DqTA SET SYXBO CCUFJOURATION DESCRIPTION FARAAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOR4ATION 
fncGnza) NAAL 032 SSV-$Iq LIM FORCE-NA d6 14 WI PIZ V3 BETA a 000 REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 









XMPP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 DeoG INCHES 
Z"RF - 0 3B40 INlCHES 
HIACH a 259 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PACE G3 
















.0-.R3 -. 20.5 .1 -. 05 CO as .10 
FOREBODY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIEN 4 CAF
 
CONFIGVRATION PARAMETRICDATA s T S -M0L DESCRIFTION VALUES P FERENCE INFORMATIO 
LOC4OO2S 0 HJAL 632 SS-SIR WING FORLKC-NAC a6 H W10 H22 V5 Sa a 00 RES3 0 1790 SQ FT 
CRC6880) 1 UAAL 832 SSV-STP WING FORCE-NAC S6 N2 WID HI V5 REFL 15 7470 INCHES 
RCGS2I * ,AAL632 SSY-7TR WJHG FORCZ-NiC 86 R4 WU. Hl? U5 PEF 11 3390 INCHES 
x P 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRP a 0o0 INCHES 
Z RP - 0 3840 INC4E& 
MAC1 9.259 SCALE 0 007G SCALE 
PAGE G4
 










_ _ _ _ _ _ 
-0. 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
047A SET SYMS _ CCNFIGURA'TIC DESCRIFTION FARAMETRIC VALUES PEFERENCE INFOPPATION 
Mh5I OC9U)r 63d Sv-S7? AlG SeC-AP6r u HiO 2r-T 9 o0ES 019 oFJAHIAL 62SS&-ST? 
I Recas1; o HAAL 632 SSV-STR WINO FORCE-NC B6 HA WIG 112 V5 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
OR40lE WIN' FaICE-NAC 96 k2 UIO E112 V5 EL I730 NCS 
XHF 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRF a Boa0 INCH6S 
ZNRF - 0 3840 INC 'ES 
IAA 0 219 SCALE 0 00Q6 SCAIC 
PAGE 65 







L- 02 	 _ __ 
0.0 	 _____ 
-0.2 	 L__ _ 
-. . 0.3 	 0.4 0... . a . . 
FOREBOOY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF 
































X$PF 9 G400 INCHES 
YNRF 
ZHPP -
a0 0000 3640 INCHES INCHES 
MACH 0 239 SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 610 









' XH.p 40 ICE 
(RCDDT jG 
/s 
I .'OR ' AC 
HSC595ALE 
5J-3TR41 P / PF 
ZNRF 
15 ;007 







EFFECT OF NACELLE LOCATION (UNPLUGGED) BETA 5.0 DEG
 











a -4 pa 4 0I 4 1: 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA S4ET SNSO CCFI0UjA7IVI DEiCRPTIN ARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORVATION 
IRC&02z7 0 HAAL 632 SSV-S WIflNGF0ACE4AC SS N WIC 412 V5 BETA 5 000 REFS o 1790 So FT 
IRC004) 3 NAAL 3Z SoV-STR WItN FCqCE-'AC 86 NZ WII H12 V5 PEFL 15 7370 INCHES 
eftc&g024 0 NAAL 53Z SSV-3TR WIN* FO4CE'-.MC 86 N W10 H22 VS REFB 11 3390 INCHES 
Hpp 9 84D INCHES 
YHRF 0 0000 INCHES 
ZARF - 0 38;0 INCHES 
NACb LI ?9 SCALE 0 Go76 SCALE 
PAGE 66
 











001 ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 



























facpaOz) 0 "AAL 2 SV-aTC WIN FCE-,dAC A, P34 P 10 HIZ VS REFS 11 339U INCHES 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
yHRF a O000 INCHES 
ZNRP - D.3 840 INCHES 
D239 SCALE 0 OM7 SCALE 
PAGE 69 
















-2°0 	 46 ________1 _4 1_ 1_ 
-
-0. 
a 	 8 10 le 14 16 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACt( ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET S?*490 CMFIGUPATICU DESCRIPTION FARANETPIC VALUES PEFERENCE INFOHATON 
(nCO2a' 0 NAL 035 SS4-STT WINO FC -NAC SS 9 = P:2 V! SZEA 5 00 REFS a 1790 SQ FT 
cCGV07I1 3 NAAL 632 SSV-STP WING FMCE-NAC 85 NZ WI0 H1 VS REFL 15.7610 INCHES 
(RCOG) 0 WAAL 032 55V-TR WING FCNCE-NAC 86 N4 WIG H2 V5 	 REFS 11 3390 INCIHS 
XMRF 9 8400 IhCHS 
Y14RP 0 DO00 INCdES 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SACHLE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 70
 







L. 4 6 b 10 12 14 16 le 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA ST SYS*BOL CCF!OUP4TION OESCRIPTIO CARANETRIC VALUES
'RCG27) 0 HA4L 632 5SYV-7P WING FW'CE-NAC B6 . WU10HI2 V3 BETA 5 ageVC$'COD7 0 HAAL G32 SS3-STP HIG FCRE-NAC 00 82 W10 HI VS1RCG 62) * NAAL C3 ssV-STR wING PcGCE-HAC B6 H4 WI N12 V3 
MACH DZ59 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS a 1790 SQ FT 
REFL 15.7370 INCHES 
REF8 11 3390 INCHES 
XNRP 9 3400 INCHES 
YHPP O.OO0 INCHES 
ZNPP - 0 340 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 71 










0.6 - 4 2aa_1_ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
D TA SET SYMS-A CCUFFOURATION DESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IN/FORMATION
I RC 027) 0 NAAL 63Z SSV-STR WING F02CE-MAC 85 u W10 HIE VS BETA 5 ago REFS a 1790 SQ FT(RC:007) Ol NAAL 63Z SSV-STR WINO FORCE-NAC B6 NZ W10 HIZ V5 REFL 15 7370 INCHES(cqcDvoz 0 HAAL 632 S$Y-STA L4NG FORCE-NAC 86 N4 W10 HIB V5 REFa 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 $400 INCHES 
YMRP 0 Doac INCHES
 
0AC. 0.259 ZMRF 0 3840 INCHESSCALE 5 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 72 
EFFECI ,OF NACELLE LOCATION..(UNPLUGGED)... BETA 5.0 DEG.
+..[  ......
 
10 4 6 10 2 14 I i 
S0 
DATA SZT d____ CFIUPAT_ DES___TI_ 
ANGLE OF ATTACNw ALPHA, DEGREES 







WAAL 632 SSV-Strc WjhU FCC-hC 
WAAL 03e SSY-STR WING FCTCE-NAC 
WAAL 63Z 5SY-aTR 911PIOFOCE-NAC 
ffN 0S5 
66 h Vl1 
6NZ 1410 





































DATA SET SYMBOL 
,OCGOZT) C)(R 6907 r 
txcGpozl * 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
CCXFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
63Z SSV-STR H G FORCE-NAC 06 N WID Hl- BETA 5.00"AAL 2 Y-  WIN6 CE Hi  8 HZ 10 1i V5 
NAAL 632 SSV-3TR WINO FORCE-NAC 06 P14 WID HllZ V5 
2EFEPENCE INFORMATION 
REFS a 1790 SO FTL 15 737D INHfES 
REF8 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRF 9 8400 1INCRES 
YmPP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHESSCALE a 00s o76 SCALE 
jPAGE 74 
-











-. 39 1 
FORESODY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CAF
 
DATA SET Sy.Wct CONFIOU7ATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IRC;027) ( NAAL 632 5SY-STR WING cOXCE-AC 86 n Nb 11.2 V5 BETA 5 000 REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
IRCGO07) 1 NAAL 032 S5Y-STR WIND FaCE-MAC B6 Ng WID 112 V5 REFL is 7370 INCHES 
CRC*052J 0 lAAL 632 SSY-STR WIN& FQMCE-NAC 86 NS WIG H12 VS REFB 11 3590 INCHES 
XNRP 9 04DO INCHES 
YHRP a 0OO INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
MfACH 0.59 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 75
 







wL 0.4 ________ __ 
-0.2 
. .4 - 3 -4 -- 6 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 



















06 N WIg 112 VS 
85 N2 11O H12 V5 
B6 H4 W10 H12 VS 












XNRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YmPP 0 0000 INCHES 















? a a a69 1 a 
-0. 0.6020_0.3 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, CDF
 
J 	 PEF EBE tCE INFORMA T ION

.TA E-Er S S D' Cc -"Z¢, T o n D CR ITFTT AP A E TRIC VA L ES 
000 REFS 0 17903 SO FT 
IRCO027 Cl NAAL 632 S5i-STF WINO FORCE-MAC 86 k WID HIZ"V5 BEtA 5 	 INCH SRCcIovr) 13 A L 63 2 SSV-STR IN C OR CE-"A C 6 N Z U10 12 V3 	 PEFL 15 737(3 
tRc oazzJ * NAAL 632 SV-STR WIN 5 F C-NAC 06 N4 W ODH 12 V5 	 REF D 11 339 0 INCH S 
XNRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YHBP 0 B{uou0 3840 INCHESZ1RF -
SCALE 0 011?6 SCALE M ACH 0.°B9 

PAGE 77 
EFFECT OF PLUGGING NACELLES BETA 0.0 DEG
 
























-4 - 2I 4 61 I 0 I 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
Z C.FICURATICN DZSC9IPTIO PAPAYET 0 IC VALUES 
NfAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FCRCE-NAC 8s N, Wil H12 VS BETA 0.000 HOR0 4AAL 632 SSV-STR WING FMCE-NAC 86 N3 HIO H2 V5 
NAAL 032 SSV-STR WIHG FORCE-NAC SS N4 WIG Hi2 V5 




14 1s i 
RE ERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
REFL is 7370 INCHES 
REFB 11 3390 INCAIS 
XNRP 9 0400 INCHES' 
YMRF 0 0000 INCHES 
ZHRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 78 









*- -4 -a g 4 6 0 10 12 14 16 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA Sc- 5S"SOL ¢C'NFIGJ- ATtQN VnE6CRI, ICH PA RAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORM4ATION 
VS BETA M100D NOR a 00D REFS 0 1790 SQ.FTI RCGODS) Q t14L 632 SSY-STi WIN& FORE-NAC 86 hZ WID' M12 IRC0011)I C3 NAAL 05Z SSV-STR 1WIV FOnCC-HAC 06 "J3 WIO Hl2 V3 REEL 15 7'370 INCHES 
IRC'OZJ) 9 NAAL 632 S$V-STR W€)N6 FORCE-NAC 86 V4 1410}H12 VS REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
14E.DI10) a AAL 632 S5V-ST4 tWIMa FORCE-NAC 06 N5 1410 HIE VS XNAP 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRP a Doug INCHESZH-F - 0 .841 INCHES 









(JI -. 0 I___ I__ 
- a1 2 4 a 10 12 4 1 i 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBCL CO-NFIOURATICN D $CRPIFTC PAPAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IN OPMATION 
(RCOU06) 0 NAAL 63Z SSV-STR WN G FOPCE-MAC 66 NZ W10 Hl2 V5 BETA 0 Goo NOR 0 000 REFS a 1790 SO FT 
fRcooll) 0 NAAL 63? SSV-S7F? WING FOCEC-NAC 96 N3 HIS H12 VS REFL is 7370 INCHES 
IRCOO61) 0 HAAL 632 SSY-STR WHO FC-NAC 86 N4 1410 M12 V3 REFS 11 3320 INCHES
 
YHRF 0 0000 INCHES
 
ZHPF - 3840 INCHES
 
MAC" a 259 S CALE a 0076 SCALE 
PAGE so 















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DA=TA SET"eY- ,O ¢, FIS62A"'ON CESCrIPTIC 
[RCOODD) 0 NAAL 63255SSV-STR WING PCV-MAC CI ,E W/10 H12 VS2.1vil31  ,A.L 63 SSV-$TR WIN' FORCE--.C B6 H3 WIO H12 V5 
CR G6]5.i 9 MAA- 63Z $S¥-STO = WINO FORCE-NAC 96 N4 VID 1112 V5 




a 000 NOR 0 Due 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
PEFS a 1790 SG FTREFL 15 7570 INCHES 
REFB 11 3 90 INCHES 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRP 0. 0000 INCHES 
ZmRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 a076 $CAL 
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Li i i _____ __ __ 
a 4 - 0 2 4 6 0 10 12 14 id is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA OCT SY CI CCO7GURTICt oSCRIPTION 
IfidOtGOO 0 WAAL 632 sOY-nTR WHIt FOPCE-NAC S6 M2 WD H2 V5 
ROCO01I) [ fAAL 532 5SV-5?Rf WIND FRCE-NAC SO H3 WIO HIE VS 
1t1C0eJ) g MAIL 032 SY-STR WINS FORCE-NA tJ4140 112 V5 
4acovial NAAL 032 SSV-STR WING F'*OCE-AAC DO US W10 HIE V$ 
HACH a Z39 
BETA 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 000 NOR 0 000 
REFERENCE INrCR9ATICN 
REFS 0.1790 SQ FT 
REFL 15 737r INCHES 
REFB 11 3390 INCHES 
xRIaP 9.8400 INCHES 
YNRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3340 INCHES 
SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 82 










- 4 6 0 10 i is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
'
 DAYA SET SYVI L C.'FICU'fTaI DESCRIPTION FARANMETRIC VALUES REFEPENCE INFONATION 
(ICGOOS) 1J tAAL 05 SS'-STR WING FORCE-HAC a6 ,.4 WI 12 VS BETA 0 000 HOR 0 000 REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
(pECGoli 03 HAAL 63t S5Y-STR WING FORCE -nic 8$ U3 HI "12 V5 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
(RCG01I 0 HAAL 652 SSV-$fi 6100 F0RCE:AC as N4 410 22 V5 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
nicoole, 1 UAAL 532 SsY-STR UING FORCE-NAC as H5 W10 012 V5 XXRF 9 4400 INCHES 
YHPP 0 G0O0 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
HACHA 0.29 
PAGE 83 





4 ". 	 ,,122416 
I-I
 
DaTA SET Sy,4BO-l CON I UATION DESCRIPTIONI PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE: INFORMATION 
CRCG-DD) 0 HAAL 63Z SSY-37R WNGH FORCE-NiC 86 '12 WIG0 HIE V5 BETA 0,000 NOR 0 000 REFS a 1790 SQ.FT 
REFL is /31U INCHESIRecoil) [3l NAAL 639 SSV-STP UlMa FORCE-NAC 86 US WaID H12 VS IRc¢,oall 9 NAAL 632 $SV-37R WIN; FOCE-NAC B6 N4 WIG MIZ V5 	 REFS Il 339{0 INCHc s 
IRCO010) z NAAL 63- SSV-STR WIN6 FOTCE-NAC 06 NS W/IG HIE V5 	 XMRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRP a 0O00 INCHES 
ZNRP - a 30;0 INCHES 
MACHf 0 Z59 
 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
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0 0 •0. 5 .* . . 9 . 1 . 0 - . 1 -
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT CLM
 
D TA S ET" *- ' CONq'r "RATI CV:DE S C' - I'=T C -l 	 Pe AR AET RI CVA LUESA F 
"12 V5 BETA 03 000 NORW41PGFORCE-WAC 86 HE WIGI RC&Vuzl C) AAL 632 $54-$;rR 
R C,01 1) 3 E A AL 32 S SV- S TR I NG FOR C - AC 6 3 WI G0 112 V 5 

(€G0 0) q. AL SSE53-STP INGFCCE-AC 6 4 WI$G M2 5 

(R Govi) A HAL 63E SS-TR WIN/GFORC-AC 6 III WIGJH12VS 





- . 3 - 4 - 5 
R EFEREN CE I NFO 
0 0030 	 REFS a 1790 
R FL 1 5 7 3 7 0 
REFS 11 3390 
XRF 9 8400 
yVRP a ODD 

ZHRP 




A TI ON 
S@ FT. 































-0.2I 1 I _ __ __ _ I __ __ _ ___/ 
.30 .25 -. 20 -. 23 -. 10 - Is 
FOREBODY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CAF
 
DATA SET 5rn.t LWFURATI="OESCPI-TIO FPO4IETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCOOO)S WAALV-ST2321 ING FORCE-NAC B6 N2 W1 H12 V5 B0.TA 0.100 NOR 0000 PEFS a 1790 FT 
09coall)WAAL 632 SS/-STR WING FORCEflAC B6 n13 W410 HI? VS 15 7370 I1CHESH3 REFL 
4 NnCO061) V5 11 INCHESWAAL 632 S9V-STR WING FORCEAAC B6 M4 WIG RI PFB 3390 
(Rc11isI a AAL 63? SaY-STR WING FPCE-N4C 06 M5 WIG H12 V5 XRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YMR- Q 0000 I NCHES 
/MRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALEMACH 0 259 
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.0o a 0MV 
L.5 .4. ________ -. 4___ -. 5__ 
-. 6 .4 . 2 . 0 -1 . 3 -4-5 -
PITCHING MOMENT COEPFICIENT. CLN 
CAJTA'F * 5(es5. C 4FL0U IcI( Q cIPr'Ioa :ARAHETRIC VALUI S 
{RC'06 0/ NAAL 632 5SV-STiI ;/It FC CE-flAC 90 ,n2 WIG5Nl vs EETA 0 005 NOn 0 
(QCG'is' 0 UAAL 052 SSV-Sfll U nt FO CE.-NAC 80 F3 WIG15 12 VS; 
(flCGpS1) ' HNA 03;2 SS'VSSiR WZ FORCE-UAC 88 Ff4 WIG HIZ VS 
{C,O4300, tFAA.. 6)?g 5SY-S1,R U4JflOFQ Cf-NAC 86 Ff3 WII] HIE VS 
,CH 0o?.59 
0050 
REFS NCE INFORNATION' 
REFS 0 1790 SQ Fr 
REFL 15 1370 INCHES 
REFBS IX 330 INCHES 
XMRP 9 8400 ItNCHES 
YMRp a OnO INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 3640 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 87 
__ __ 






LL-LU o°e____U- 0.4 
-0.2 
_03asa__ 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, COF
DATA SET $71150I CCHFIOURATIC* DFSCRIPTIOM PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONIOC60057 Q "AE 632 554-STE WIG(CGD1) [3 NAAL 03Z SSV-SR F(-CE-t-C 06 Z Wl IZ 5 OET D.000 NOR U 000 PEFSMING FORE-MAC 86 F43 WIG HIZ V5 0 1790 6QFT(PCO61 0 NAAL 032 SSI-STO WIN F04CE-NAC 05 W PEFL 15 7370 INCHESWIG H12 VS
RcO
10 6 da AAL 632 SSY-STP Wln FOPCE-NAC 86 NS WIGOH12 V5 REFS 11 3390 INCHES XMRP 9 840aMAH INCH SaS9 TuppZ-R. - a GOODO INCHES





DATASETSrfl~t 0U~&URAIGI DrCRIPlONPARAETRC VLUESREFRENE PAGE CE
INORHTIO
 












0.0V 0. 4___ 1 1 _____a11 1 i 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SZT SY, SOL CCHFIOUIATION DESCRIPTI(CH 	 PAPAHETRLC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I RC&DO}) 	 C3 NAAL 63? SSY-570 0I1, FCIRC.E-,A 66 P2 W90 HIE2 VS BETA 5"000 HOP 0 000 REFS 0 1790 sa FT IR :&CIZI 	 13 HAAL 63? SSV-STR VINr FCC-HC 96 N3 10 HIE V3 REFL is 7370 INCHES 
Qg',S+J¢ NAAL 632 .53-3TR W ING Fa.TCE- AC 66 H'4 WlD HI,2 VS PEFS 11 3390 INCHES 
(RC17) a N4AL 632 SSV-519 J.4 FOMCE-NAC 86 NS W10 '412 V5 	 XHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRP a 0000 INCHE.S 
Z1tRF - 0 364U IM]CMES 
N.C D29SCALE 	 I Dan6 SCALE
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-. 2 2 4 6a 0 2 1 i 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET Sy"Bt CONFIGL)RATION DESCRIPTI PAPAMTRIC VALUks REFEFENCE INFORMATION 
IRC cial NAAL 63Z SSV-n WING F qCZ-tNC 8C N 3 WI0 W 2 VS PEFL is 7370 INCHES 
(RC00323 4 HAAL 632 SSV-$TR WIN G FORCE-NAC 86 N4 Wig HJZ V5 REFB 11 3390 INCHES 
IRCG017) NAAL 03Z VSY-$TR WIN FCCE-SAC 06 N5 W10 HIZ V5 XNRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YURF a co0D INCHES 
ZNRP - 0,"40d INCHES 




EFFECT OF PLUGGING NACELLES BETA 5.0 DEG 








___ ___ ___ 
LL 
.3 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SC,T SYMBOL. CONFIGb'RTIO-I DEI (IOI FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
lacoviz) N, 632 SSV-STR DS -3 WIGO H12 V3 REFL 15 7370 INCHEStAL HIM& FDCE¢-HAC 
(RECUE6) 0 HAAL 6352 SSV-STR WING FORCE-1 AC 06 144 WIG H12 V5 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
iRc~fly{7 A MAAL 63Z SSW-$TR W/HG FCPaCE-HAC 06 NO WI1112I VS XMRF 9 8400 INCHES 
yHfRF o DODD INCHES 
ZNRF - G 3840 INCHES 
D H f E9SCALE 0 0076 SCA LE 
PAGE 91 
EFFECT 'OF PLUGGING NACELLES 
4 0 















0 2 4 6 a _to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
OL CCIFL':URATIC.4 DESCRIPTIONI PARAMETRIC VALUES 
HAAL 632 SSV-3TR bMN0G FORCC-M AC Bb NZ WlfD M12 V3 aB. 5000 HO 
P 
H AAL 632.$SV-STR WIHG FORE-MAC 86 M3 W/ 9 H,2 V5 W'AAL 63Z S$V-S7P WIN FO.,RCE-NAC 06 N4 WAD0 "12 VS 
HAAL 632 SSV-3TR WlIND FM CE-NAC B6 MS MID H12 V5 
le 
0 U00 
14 16 Is 
REFERENCE INFOPMATION 
REFS 0 17903 SQ FT 
REFL 15 73710 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XnaP 9 SIDI(} INCHES 
YMRP 0 GOOD INCHES 
ZO RP - 3640 INCHESSCALE 0 076 SCALE 
PAGE 92 
--
EFFECT OF PLUGGING NACELLES BETA 5o0 DEG








0.13 -6___ p 0 __ z aa 1 1 _i 
-D, * i t I _ _e__ i_t i ii i 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DOAA SET syrot CONF!GLIRATIOC DESCRIPTICII FARA.4FTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C4o007) 8AAL 632 SSV-STR lING FV'CE-NAC E6 V2 IJIO H1±2 VS BETA 5 000 NOR 0 [00 REFS 0.1790 SQ FT 
CRCGOIZ) 0 FAAL 632 SSV-STR 4MO40FORCE-NAC 86 NJ3 WID HIE V5 REFL '5 7370 INCHES 
(RCG0621 0 NAiL 032 SSV-S5T WINH&-FORCE-NAC 86 N4 511) H0 V3 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
iWCooIT aA 4AL 63? SSVSTR WINO FO CE-NAC B6 V5 WIG HIE VS XRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP U 00 0 INCHES 
ZHRF - 0 3840 INCHES 





EFFECT OF PLUGGING NACELLES 
0.9 
a 











2 4 6 IS 12 14 16 1a 
ANGLE OP ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA O-T STMWX COFIGURA¥IBN DESCPIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRCGDD?) 0 HAAL 632 33V-37 WING FORCE-N AC 86 H2 WIG H12 V5 BETA 5l GooOR 0.000D REFS a 1790 SO FT 
o 
IRCO012) NAAL 632 $V-STR WINO FO CE-MAC SO N3 1410 HIE VS REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
,RCGDSZI NAAL 032 SSV-STR WIHg F"CE-MAC 58 H4 WIG H12 V5 REF5 11 6390 INCHES (RCOCIF) NAAL OS2 SSV-3TR WING FORCE-MAC 06 NS WIG HIE VS XPRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 DODO INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3640 INCHES 
MACH 0.259 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE
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ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SC SYNSO COM IOATICM DESCRIPTION FARANCTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CGOUV) 10 W L 03Z OSY-3fR WIN& FOR -IIA 06 nt WO "Z V5 SEIA 5 000 Hcf U 000 REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
1=C912) 0 WAAL 632 $Y-STR WIG FCC-NAC 56 H3 WID H12 V5 REFL 15 7370 INCHES(RC- 023 p NAAL 632 SV-SIR WING F0 -MAC 04 H4 V0 H12 V3 	 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
(RC0017 HAAL 632 SOY-S(R WIHg FORCE-NAC 86 N5 W10 H12 VS 	 XHRP 9.8400 INCHES 
YHRP D OOD INCHES 
Emqp - 0 384D INHESMCH 0 250 SCALE 	 0 GUTS SCALE
 
PAGE S5 



























 ___4___ ....._ .... . .. ... 4L ..4. .
.... __.  .... ...] .... .....AL...Z L  ..L  
.6 45 . . .1 .0 .1 -.- 3.4 -. 5 -. 6 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 





NAAL 632 5SV-STR WU)N FOCA-NAC BO n44 110 H12 
AAL 3 SSV-ST NINO FORCF-NAC 86 N3 WIG HI 
VS 
V5 






tPCCV02z , HAAL 632 SS-5TR WING FORCE-NPC 86 N4 NWI NfI V5 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
4RCG017) HAAL 33 S8V-STR W1N FCE-,AC 06 HS WG 142 VS XHFA 9 0400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 V0D0 INCHES 
Z14RP - a 38-0 INCHES 
MACH {0.29 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
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FOREBODY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT0 CAF
 
DATA 3EI 5Y90t CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION PARAMETPIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
PCS307, C 4.AL 032 SSV-STR JUA,FCI;C-AC 10 g WI0 HNf V5 BETA 5 000 NOR 0,00 REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
c CGOr2) E HAAL 63Z SS'-STR FORCE-NAC N3 10 H8Z REFL 15.7370 INCHESWINS 56 W VS 
(RCG0SJ 9 NAAL 632 SSJ-STR WIPG FORCE-NAC 06 N4 tfl H12 VS REFD 1I 3390 INCHES 
ItCG31?3 a HAAL S32 S$V5-TR WIh FORCE-I4C 36 N5 1710 MI V5 XNRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRP 0 G00 INCHES 
ZHqP - 0 3840 INCHES 
NAC*I 0.9 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
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.4 t 1 -. 
- 2 a . .2 *$ .0 -. 1 -. 2 - .4 -5 -E 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
OATA SET SYMBOL CQnF1GlJIz DESCRIWTI PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREpIa INPORHA7ION 
CflCGO?. ,AM 632 ss-VST rx±W'c OOCE£ C 86 P2 b/SO 4J? 95 ezrA 5.000 Hl 0 000 REVS 0 ±790 30 FT 
ncG:2) 0 HAM. 632 fly-SIP WING FCE-NAC 8G v.3 110 nsa vs PEFL 15 7370 VNChES (RCSGZ)2 0 HAM. 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-MAC 86 114WIG H12 VS REVS ii 350 r NEs 
(RCG0Q7I A .AAL 632 SSV-S!R W'JG FRCE-MAC S6 5 /ID H1Z V5 XHRP 9 8,90 INCHES 
THRP a 0000 TNCHEs 
ZNRF - 0 3040 INChES 




















0.1 0. 0.3 0.4 0.5 9,6 0. 0.8 0.9 10 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, COF
 





NAAL 632 StV-STR WING FORCE-UAC E6 N2 WIG H12 V5 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-MAC 66 M3 WIG H12 V5 






(ECGGSQj 9 NAiL 632 SSV-STR WIN FCRCE-'AC 66 N4 WIG H12 V3 REFS 11.3390 INCHES 
4RCGoIT ) A NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-MAC 56 N3 W1 H12 V1 XNRP 9.8400 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0G0 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.3840 INCHES 
MACH a 259 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 99 
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-0. 6 a 4 2 2 4 8 &a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
VATA SET SYMBOL CGM'IGURATION DESCRIF1IId PARAAETRIC VALUES 
jRCGUQO 0 NAAL 63Z SSV-STR WIN; FMCE-NAC 85 N2 WIG H12 V5 BETA 0.001 NOR 
IRCS030) 0 NAAL 032 SSV-STR WING FORCE-MAC 6 MIS N2H22 





14 I1S is 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS a 1790 SQ.FT 
REFL 15 7370 3MHES 
REFB 11 3390 ICHES 
XNRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YRP 00000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3$40 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SEALE 
PAGE 109 
COMPONENT BUILDUP WI H NACELLES INUPPER FWD. POSITION BETA 0.0 DEG 
-. 4 
C) 
iiA - .1 








.F ANGL ATTCK APH. EGEE 
.9 L 07 ______._$ __. 




F ATTCK, APH .EEGREE 
PAGE 01 
COMPONENT BUILDUP WIfH NACELLES INUPPER FWD. POSITION BETA 0.0 PEG
 
.05 F I I I 
____ 
I I I 





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFfOWITIO DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(PC4906) QJ NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FOCE-MAC 06 -2 IG d.' V5 31:- 0 QD NOR 0 900 REFS a 1790 So FT 
(RC*0367 NAAL 632 SSV-S TR WING F aCE-HAC 06 MID ME "12 RE f is 7370 INCHES 
CRCG051 NAAL 63Z SSV-$TR WING FORCE-NAC 86 NZ W11 V5 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 $400 INCHtES 
YHRP 0 Dona INCHESZwRP - 1 3s4v INCHES 















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 




C3 NAAL 63Z SSV-STR LR% G FOCEC-N|AC 86 NZ HID R12 VS 
r'1 HA/AL 632 SSV-ST4 ING FORC9-HAC 86 NIS N2 h12 
0' HJAL 632 S3*V-STP WVING FORCE-NAC 06l HE2 LUI V5 
WACN ().259 



































-0 .0- G 94 - 2 a 2 4 0 a I 
ANGLE OF ATTAC, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SGT SYNfB). CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
cRC0ooo) 0 AAL 632 SSY-STR WINO FCOCE-.lAC 6$ N2 W10 H12 VS BETA 0 DG H, 
CRCGO3G) 0 NAAL 632 SSV-STR WI O FCRCE-AC 06 WIG NZ HIt 




14 is 1 ; 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 so FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES -
REFS 11 3390 INCPES -
X$RF 9 0400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 OO INCHES -
ZtRP - 0 3040 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 104 













6. 4 -2 1 2 4 6 a21 12 14 1.6 1L8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYNSOL- CONIXGURATION DESCRIPTION 
( RCGO5 0 NAAL 63 a SSY _STR WIN' FWFCE-HAC 
CPC 030) E3 HAAL 632 SS J_ TR W.'RNOFORCE-NAC 
(R¢ausll 0 N AA 03Z SSY-3TR WIN& FO CE-NAC 
HfACh 259 
B6 FZ WIO HIE 
36 HID Ng H12 
B6 NP WID V5 
VS SETA 
PARAPETRIC VALUES 
0 aOO NOR 0.000 
REFERENCE INFCRHATI04 
REFS 0 1790 $R FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XmpF 9 aloo INCHES 
YHRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZHpF - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PA6E 1 05 




4 aa 14 16 IS 
ANGLE OF ATTACKv ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA BY SVNBOL C FJI ATICN =CRIPTIC-- PAPAKETRIC VALUES REFEPENCE INMORHATION 
'"CGass) 0 WAAL 632 S5V-STR WINa FORCE-NAC 00 NZ VIC H12 V5 BETA 0.200 Hoq 0 000 REFS 0.1790 SQ,FT. 
( .5sj CI WAAL 032 SSV-STP Wjh FCC-NAC8 0 I H2 H12 RFFL 16,7370 IncCa 
IRCCOI J 0 WAAL 632 SSV-STR WIN& FCQCE-HAC 80 NZ W10O V5 REPS 1|,33)0 INCHES 
XH]RP 9 8400 I NCAES 
YplRp a 0000 INCHES 
ZORP - 0.3840 INCHES 




COIPONENT BUILDUP WITH NACELLES INUPPER FWD. POSITION 




z 0 . ,__ 












PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
DATA V SYMBO CCNFWRGATI0M EESCRIPTICN PARAMETRIC VALUES 
1 MCGO051) HAAL 632 SS-STP UING FOCEC-NAC B6 ME WIG HIE VS BETA D.OG NOR a InCC113V) E3 NAAL 63Z 53V-STR WINQ FCC-UAC aO WIG H2 HIE 




REFS 0.1790 SO FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFB 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP a 0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.3840 INCHES 
SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 107 
COMPONENT BUILDUP WITH NACELLES INUPPER FWD. POSITION BETA 0.0 DEG
 












-. -1is5-L -. 10 -. 03; .00 05 .10 
FOREBODY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CAF
 
ATA SET SYMBO CONFIGURATION OCSCF21PTION P AAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHtT[ON 
RC600 6) 0 NAAL Z32 SSV-STR WING FORCE-HAC 06 If? W;JU HIE VS BETA 0]Gun NOR a 000 REFS aI1790 SQ FT 
RC*036) rl MAAL 632 SSV-ST:Z WING FORCE-MAC 06 WID ME2H12 PEFL 15 7370 INCHES 
ac"D52 J * HAAL 632 SSV-STP WING F02RCE-MlAC 86; ME W0 Vt5 REFS 11 339C ,INCHES 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRP 0 0000 INCdES 
ZMRP - 0 384 0 INCHESMACH 0.259 SCALE a07-6 SCALE
 
PAGE 108 
COHPONENT BUILDUP WITH NACELLES INUPPER FWD. POSITION BETA 0.0 DEG
 








PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLN
 
OATA SET 5--S% ICPFZ'U-'AnI DESCIPTIO FAVAIE R!C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4RC~ovol 0 NbA;L 632 SSV-STR NINO P0E-NAC US N2 V10 H12 VS BETA 0 00 NOR a coo nrzF 0 1790 34.FT 
(RCG036) 13 "AAL 132 35 -$TR WIMS FORCE-NC 86 U10 NZ M12 REFL 15 73T0 INCHES 
(RCGOSI) 0 HAAL 632 SSV-3,R NINO FORCE- AC 66 NZ NIO V5 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
9 8400 INCHESX14RF
YHFPp 0000O INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHESMA.H 0.59 SCALE 0 076 SCALE
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U.14 6. 03 0.4 0.5 6 	 0.8. 0 91.0 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF
 
DATA SET S7MBOL C2FI&URATIC ESR!-T!C 	 PAOAflETDIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOPHATION 
(RCS0061 	 0 NAAL 62 SSV-STR SINS FORCE-fAy o Ne WIG HIS V5 BETA 0.000 HO 0 000 REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
0acot36)NAAL 632 WIVG B6 WIEl H12 15 ICHESE SSl-STR r0CE'-AC NZ 	 REFL 7370 
(RC0O511 * HAAL 632 SSY-STR WING FOI'CE-lAC 86 n WI0 V5 	 REFS 11 3390 INCHZS 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE a 0016 SCALEMACH 0 259 
PAGE 	 110
 














- 0 - 4 -2 4 6 a 1 1-4 16 la 
ANGLE O3F ATTACK., ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET S-S-. cGLu'IOo'I" -nCRjFTICw P/AP, FTPIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
"CGova 
) 
NAAL 632 $SV-STR I NG rORCE-MAC S6 NZ W11 H12 VS BETA 5 000 HOR D00D0 REFS 0 179D SQ FT 
,.CG0{37) [ NAAL 032 SS-STR WJI fG FORCE-MAC D NZ WID12M REFL 15 7370 INCH-ES 
tac"0521 0 NAAL 63Z SSV-3TR WING FOAC-MAC 06 Me WIIY V5 REFS :11 3390 INCHES 
X24RP 9 8409 INCHESY1.1 0 0.4G INCHES 
=
 
ZMR E - 0 3$4D INCHES
 
HACH V.Z59 
 SCAL 0 0076 S CALE
 
PAGE ill 
COMPONENT BUILDUP WITH NACELLES INUPPER FWD. POSITION BETA 5.0 DEG
 
u 







0 2 4 6 a 111 12 14 16 is,i_ 0 - - 2 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET S 390 - --OF.CDATIC OCSCRIPTICH PARAMETRIC VALUES R FERENCE INFORMATION 
IRC0007) 0 "AAL 632 SSV-STF WIN&G F aCE-HAC SS NZ MID HIE V5 BETA 5.000 "OR 0 000 REFS 0 1790 So FT 
{RC"ZI) D NAAL 632 S5d-STR WIN FCC-NAC 65 ME U10 WE FEFL is 737U INCHES 




ZMPF - 0 , 840 INCHES 
SCALE a 0076 SCALEMACH a 259 
PAGE 112 








x 0 6 2 4 $ a 10 12 14 is is 
ANGLE OF ATTAMK ALPHA, DEGREES 




0 HAALE3 NAAL 
0 NA4L 
MACH 
G32 SSV-STR W106 FCPCE-MAC032 SSY-STR WING FORC£-HAC 
03Z SSV-379 WING FORE-NAC 
259 
aC V W10 HIZ VS 06 NZ W10 W12 
36 MR WIG V5 























COMPONENT BUILDUP WITH NACELLES INUPPER FWD. POSITION 












- 2 4 a a 12 14 is Ta 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
OATA SET SY.A CONFIGURATIC VESCPIFTIM PARAMETPIC VALUES 
IRCO007) 0 HAAL G3Z SSV-STP WIN& FORCE-AC 96 NZ W HIZ V5 BETA 5 000 Hog (RCs237) 13 HAAL 63Z SSV-STR WINS rORCE-MAC E6 NZ WI(Y H12 
CCOOS) 0 NAAL 632 SSV-STR WIN T-rC-NAC B6 ME HIS V5 











0 1790 SO FT 
15 7370 IZNCHES 
11 3390 INCHES 
9 9400 INCHEs 
a 0D00 INCHiS 
0 3840 INCHES 
a U076 SCALE 
PAGE 114 








ii-_ _ _ _ _ _ __- __ __ 
_ _ 
- 0.-4 -2 2 Ii 14 16 le 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYI ICQFIlATI EOSCRPTIC$ 
IRC007) NAAL 032 SSV-STR WING FC4CE-NAC0CGB371 NAAL 631 SSV-STR WING rOaCE-VAC 
(RCGGSZi 0 MAAL 63Z SSV-STR WING FORCE-IAC 
MACH 0.9 
86 Z NAB H12 V5 
BG N2 WIO HIS 
B6 NZ Wig Y5 
BETA 
FARAMETRIC VALUES 
5 000 NOR 0 000 
REFERENCE INFOMATION 
REFS 0 1790 80 FT 
RCFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XNRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZmRp - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 115 
0.3 















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA' GET SY'BO't CO ,FIGUftATjCN DESCRIrTIMP PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATTON 
IRCGO37) 
tac,0521 
W AAL 632 SSV-STR W/ING 
OANAL 63Z S5V-STR WIM4, 
0ACH 0..59 
FCRCE-WAC Do HE, WID H12 




























- 2 C1 4 6 a 1 2 14 _ 16 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCUIGURATION DESCRI-TI@lf 
(RCSCH7) 0 NAA, 63Z S* -S72 UI,4 FOIC-%.C 6' '2 H,D 112 0 
IRC*0571 13 HAA G3J ZZV-STR WING FORCE-NAC Ou N2 W10 H12 
(RC&DSZJ * 4AA 632 S$V-STR HIC FORC-MAC 06 NZ MID VS 
BET, 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
a coo ho 0 000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFB 11 339G INCHES 
XNRF 9 8400 INCHES























-D6°. . . 2 t . -. 1 2 
PITCHING MOmENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFI URATICM DESCRIPTICN PARAMETRIC VALUES 
IRCG037: E3 HAAL 365 w)S-3 ING FOREE-NA EN2 0H 
(fC&05zl * HAAL 03Z SSY-SM 141% FRCE-JIAC 55 NZ WIG V5 
0.E 
-. 3 -4 -5 -
REFERENCE INFOPMATION 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFa 11 3390 INCHFS 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP a O000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 380 1N CHE$0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 118 













FOREBODY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CAP
 
DATA SET S MOOL COA07GURATICH DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORM]ATION
 
5 DOD HOR a DOD REIS a 1790 SO FT 
.6a ) NAAL 03 55V STRf WING FORCE-NA¢ 00 M4 WIG MIZ REFL 15*T3TO INCHES 
(Rc s0!1 0 NAAL 63E SIJ:-5 WIN F qCE-NAC 862 WlO V5 REFS 11 5390 INCHES 
I acGo?) NAAL 632 OSV-STP WIM FCC-riC 06 nZ WIG H12 V5 BETA 
XLRP 9 0400 INCHES
 
YMRF a GOOD INCHES 
zm p - 0 3840 INICHES 
M H 9SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 119 

















.9 .4 .$ .2 .2 .0 - -. -° 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
CCNFIGURATICH DESCRIPTION FARANETRIC VALUES 
HAAL G3Z SSV-STR WING FMCE-NAC 86 NZ 010 HIZ VS OLTA 5 DOS H 0 000 
HAAL 632 551-s win, FORCE-ZAC 6S NZ WIC H12 
NAAL 632 SS=STR HIM; FOCE-NAC 96 NZ HIS VS 
9 59 -076 
=4 -5 -
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
REFL 15.7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INC IE 
XRP 9 8400 INCHEStRRP 0 000 INCHES 
ZHPP - 0 .040 INCHE 
SCALE a . SCALE 
PAGE 120 










u .s 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.7 0.8 0 9 1U 
FOREODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
 
DATA SET U51180.LCCNFI Uf ATIOU DESCRIPTION FARAMETPIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCODOT) C) NiAL 6O2 SSV5SR VI FRoCE-AC RF N? 112IN,1 V5 1ETS 5.000 HOR 0 {000 OEFS a 1790 SO FT 
(C60371 13 NAAL 032 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 06 N- WIO H12 	 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
(£c&O52I 0 WAAL 032 SSV-7TR W NG FORCE-AC 8S N2 WI10 V3 	 REFB 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHPP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 5840 INCHES 
HACH 259 SCALE 	 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 121
 











-0.6 1- 4 6 a 10 la 14 16 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 




"ANAL 63Z SSV-3TRNAAL 632 SSV-SIR 
Idt FC CF-.C B6: 4 WING FOPE-NAC 85 N4WIG FCR-NAC B6 N4 
44 M1 
WID H12WIO V3 








XHRP 9 8400 IN CHES -
YHRP D ODD INCHES 
ZHpp - 0 384U INCHES 
0. CH 0._ 9 SCALE 0 oD7G SCALE 
PAGE 122 
COMPONENT BUILDUP WITH NACELLES INUPPER AFT POSITION BETA 0.0 DEG
 






-4__ -2__ a 	 0__14ISl 
_4_a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO CO rIOURTIO DECRIPTION 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
I Rcoos) HAAL 632 SSY-STR WIM& FORCE-NAC 86 Nd4110l H12 V5 BETA 0.000 NOR 0 130 	 REFS 0.1790 SQ FT IRCOU411 HAAL 63Z SSV-STR W100 FORCE-MAC 00 H4 WIG HIS 	 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
JRCGGOr6} MAAL 03Z 5SV-STR WINO FORCE-NAC B6 N4 WIG V5 	 REFS 11 3398 INCHES 
XMRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRF 0 0000 INCHES 
zMRP - 0.3a40 INCHES 



















a-$- - 4 -- 0 a 4 10 12 14 16 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACKo ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYNM 
1acG03 a 
IRC004 ) (3 
incoass) * 
CONCIGUgATION DESCRIPTION 
WaiL 632 SV-STR JING FMCC-nAC a6 K4 WIG HtZ V3 NIAL OaZ S$V-STq WING FCR -NAC BS H4 WIG M12 




0 00 NOR 
REFERENCE INFONRHATION 
OXUSB REFS a 1790 $0 FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XARP 9 8400 INCHES 
y"Rp n 0oo0 ThCH ES 
ZmRF a 3a4a INCHES 
a 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 124 
___ 









I-- )30 -4_ _Z 0____aS 
ANGLE OF ATTACX, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET STA-OL CGNFIOVRATICM DESCRIPTIO-N PARAMNETRIC: VALUES 
CRCG061) I] MAAL 652 SSV-STR UMIN FOfiCE-NIC H6 N1 6,.0 H12 VS BETA a Doo "OR 
,
C 041 ) 13 NAAL 63Z SSO'-STR WItHr FORCE-nAC 88 N4 WigO fi12 

CRCG0503 0' HAASL63Z 53.V-,qTflWZAIG FORE-MAC 06 V4 WID VS5 

MAC:P 0 .29 





0 000 REFS 0 1790 
REFL 15 7370 





ZMRP - o 38)40 



























IRcGooll QIRCGU411 13 
fo¢GD561 * 
MACH 
-4 - 2 0 2 4 G r 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
VEII SCRIPTICW PARA~eTRIC VALUES 
NAAL 632 SSY-STR WING FORCE-NAC 6; ., HID H12 V5 BETA a 000 Holz HAAL 03 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 50 N4 W10 HIZ 




14 16 La 
REFEHENCE INFOPMATION 
REFS a 1790 SQ FT 
PEFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XmRP 9 8400 INCHES 
ymRp o 0000o INCHFS 
ZHRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 126 







0.* -4 2 2 4 6 a .tO 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DAA DIT Sygfl- C0-ICL-ATICW 0ECRI-TtQ9 /PRAMETRIC VALUES 
fRC0001) 0 HAAL G3Z SSV-STR WIN& FORCE-NAC 1B6hI d10 H12 V/5 BETA 0.000 HOR 
JRCG043) M NAAL. 632 SS-S n WING FCQCE-NAC 06 N4 W1I0 HIZ 
fmcoo ol 0 MAIL 03E SV-319 WINS FOqCE-dAC 06 H4 W10 V5 
WACH a 259 
12 
0 000 
1.4 16 is 
REFERENCE INFOR14ATION 
REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFB 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRp 0o.0ou INCHECS 
ZmRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 127 
01 








ANGLE OF ATTACtK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET S NB CCNFIGRATION DEZCPI°I -C 'ARAgETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFO 
19C&OGI) Q HAIL 632 S5V-STP WINO r0RCf-NAC 06 N4 WI0 H12 V3 BETA U0 00 H0q 0 00 REFS 0 1790 ( c 1341) Q HAAL W2Z 55V-5YR WINS FMCE-NIAC a6 H4 WIU HIZ REFL is 7370 
lgcGoaSe 0 PAAL 632 ag -STR WIN; FOQCE-NAC 86 H4 WIO V3 REFB 11 5390 
XmRp 9 $400ANGLE-~~~AG LK, ERE YMRF 0 0000 

ZMRF U 38540
SCALE 0 0076 


























PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
DATA SET SY 31 CCNI RA'10 DFCRIPTTM 
I RCGDGJI C NAAL 63Z SY-STR VI r FORCE-NAC B. M4 WIG HIE IRCaV41; J3 NAAL 032 SSI-STR WNO FORLE-NAC S0 H WI 2Z 




a Goo "OR 0 000 
REFERENCE INFOPHATION 
REFS a 1790 S0 FT 
REFL 15.r370 INHEHS 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRF 9 8400 INCHESYH P 0 00nO INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 a3840 INCHESSCALE 0 076 SCALE 
PAGE 129 















- 0.4 	 . . . . ... 
-. -.	 us to.30 - -. 25 -. 20.o-,Z 10 03 	 0 
FOREBODY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CAF
 
DA TA SET S-"5 C -'= U_-ATIC DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES PE EREMCE INFORMATION 
ffQC oDI ) C) NAAL 632 BSS-STR WINGBFOCE-HAC DO .44 WIO H12 V! BETA a00B0 NOR V.000 REFS a 1790 So FT 
REFL 15 737D INCHES1QC&041) CI tAAL 032 SSV-STR WHOG FOCEC-MAC 06 N4 WJIO HlZ IRC005G, 0 NAAL 632 SSV-STR WIB6 FCRCC-MAC SO N4 W/LD VS 	 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
Y14RP I BOOS INCHES 
ZM' P - , , B40 INCHES 
MAH (]29SCALE 	 0 0076 SCALE
 
,PAGE 130 
COMPONENT BUILDUP 1ITH NACELLES INUPPER AFT POSITION BETA =00 DEG





Ia] 0.9 '4__NCE 
lTMR
m l ic iall l I lf a1 o ll INCHE
 
0.4 WLii STAE_ OD6 SCLE 
PAGE 131 








L0. 2 0.3 0.4 0.5 a a 0.7 0.0 0.9 1 0 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF
 
DATA SET SIXI C FI@tF TJ OE$¢CWTION PARAMETRIC VALUE$ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SETA a BOB HOR a Oua REFS a 2790 so Ff 
IMC041) E3 HAAL 632 SV-STR WINO FORCE-PAC 06 N4 W10 HIZ REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
(RC6vO) * NAAL 63Z 5SV-frP WINO FOR¢E-NAC 86 N4 WIG V5 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRP 0 0000 IMcHKs 
ZMRP - a 3640 INCHES 
.AC" 0.59 
"Coo s ; MAAL *SZ 5O-ST9 WIM FMCE-"AC 05N4 WIG "IZ V5 
SCALE 5 0076 SCALE
 
PAGE 132 







1.0 ____ ____ 
1o2 
-4 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET aywO C001140RATICW DZSCRIFTZON PARAMETRIC VALUE$ REFEFENCE INFORMATION 
(caccGez 0 HAAL 632 SSV-374 WIWHr FCCNAC 06 N4 BID H12 V5 BETA 5 000 No,, 0.000 REFS a 1790 so FT 
(RCG942) 0 "AAL 032 SSV-STR WING FCC-NAC So H4 V110 H12 PEFL is 7370 INCHES 
fffcfiv ) 0 HAAL 632 SVSY-F WING FCQ;-SAC 86 PIS W10 VS REFO 11 3390 INCHES 
XqRp 9 0400 INCHES 
YHRF a 000u INCHES 

















.±_G -±L 2 
DATA S ST rFGl84AXr 
(qCG06v' 0 fAAL 632 $'-5TR 
CRCO42AJ E 3 AiL 632 SSV-STR 
tRC 05? 0 NAAL 032 SSV-5TR 
MACH 9259 
a 2 4 ta Is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
ECIPT!04 FA4?ETRIC UALUES 
WINs F0CC-NAC 06 4 WIG HIE VS OETA S OaU Hm 
WlftG FORCE-NAC 86 F4 WID HI 




14 16 is 
REFERENCE INFORHATJON 
REFS 0 17D se FrT 
REFL I5 7370 INCHES 
REFE 11 3390 INCHES 
XHPP 9 8400 INCHES
YNRP 0 0000 INCHES 
Z9RF - 0 38.0 INCHES 
SCiLE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 334 
____ 
COMPONENT BUILDUP WITH NACELLES INUPPER AFT POSITION 










. 4 6 g 12 	 14 16 le1 
ANSLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET srmnn. C F1 Tl 0 $¢aiFTJ PARAMETRIC VALUESCPCGoQCz 0 	 REFERENCE INFORHATIONMIAALG32 S3V-STR WING FO3CE-AC BS wi0 H12 V5 sErANRCGP4Z) U 5 000 NOR 1100 	REFS 
REFL 15 73'0 INC1 Es 
*IAAL 639 SSV-STP WING FORCE-NAC E6 P1410 11 	 0 790 S0.PT 
01C007) NAAL 032 S$V-STA WING FCQCE-14AC BS N4 WIG VS REF 11 5390 INCHES 
XHRP 
 9 84nO INCHES 
YHRP 0 000D INCHES 
ZHPP ­ 0 394a INCHES 
MACH .259 
 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 135
 
COMPONENT BUILDUP WITH NACELLES INUPPER AFT POSITION BETA = 5.0 DEG 









4 21 0 60 1 14 16 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA BET SY1.5062)0 Cg FTGURATICW DESCRIPTION HAAL 632 SSV-STR WHO FOCE-WAC e V4 WJ12 V5 BETA PAPAHETRIC VALUES 500 NOR 0CCU REFERENCE REFS a INFORMATION 1790 So FT 
IICGOAZJ 
(RC00 7 t 
HAAL 632 SSV-STR 
N"L 03Z SSV-STR 
WING 
WING 
FCM C-FAC 96 N4 

















a oon0 3 40 INCHESIN C E S 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
MACH 0.259 
PAGE 136 






L 0.6 j .,, 
LL. j~j 0.4 ___ 
___ ___ 
-z - 14 16 is8 





_ C  HIGU-ATION 07MCIPTION 
NPAAL 632 SSV-STR t INC FORCE-NAC 86 N4 ID H1Z VS 
[31 NAAL 032 SSV-3TR WINOG FOCEC-'JAC 86 84 Will0H22 
* NAAL 03Z S5V-STR WIHOPJrORCE- A 50-M4 KID V5 
HACK 0.39 
B3ETA 
PARAM TRIC VALUES 
5 0001 NOR 0.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 SO FT. 
1EFL 15 T3703 INCHES 
REFt8 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRF- 9 $4001 INCHES 
YMRF 0.000133 INCHES 
ZHPP - 03 840 INCHESSCALE 130076 SCALE 
PAGE 137 
_ __ __ 













a -4 -2 1 12 ill is is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 







63Z $SS-STH O.NG FC CE- A 86 h. 145 H12 
632 5SV-STR WING FCC-NAC DO N4 W10 HIZ 







INCHES (R¢6057) 0 NAAL 632 $SV-STR WM FORCE-NAC 06 N4 VJO VS REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XqPP 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRF 0 DODO0 INCHES 
ZmRP - a 3840 INCHES 
MACH a 239 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 138 
COMPONENT BUILDUP WITH NACELLES INUPPER AFT POSITION 
















&- 12 14 16 1
IRATIOREIEC I 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
C O F J U RAT I CM D SCRf PT I O H PA R A1E TR I C VAL UESR E R N C I F O M T N 
hAAL 532 oS;-STR r.N FO 'E-N9A 06 N4 WAS m-2 vi DETI 5 00 NOR D000 REFS 0 1790 s FTNAAL 032 SSV-STq WING FRCE-AC 86 N 010 HJZ REFL is 7370 INCHES
NAML 632 SSV-STR WING FOCE-NAC B6 N4 wIa VS REFS 11 3390 INCHES
 
X'RP 9 8400 INCHES
 
YNRP 0 0O0 INCHES
 
ZNRF - 0 3840 INCHES
 
hMACH 0 239 
 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 139
 











cp0oz)0 5M 1 I 3 BT "AL02SVSRWN-FRf-AO 0 ES OFO 919 

-RCCoST 0 NAA5 032 SSVST lljl1 FC A B6 M4 W1 VS REF 11 -39 INCHES 
(RCO57 N&F0 C-NA 5 W10V5RPF INCHES
NAA B H 5V-SR a1GOOD 
XMRP - 0 8400 INCHES 
HACH a 259 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE
 
PAGE 140 




















-.-. 25 . -. 15 -1-. .00 .03 .10 
FORE8O0Y AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CAF
 
DATA SET SYM-U CCVFIGVRATIQR DESCRIPTION PARAME TRIC VALES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RcGvzk C) NAAL 032 SSV-STR W1i f FORCE-NAC S5 -4 WIG hIZ VS BETA 5 ou Ha a 000 REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
(p¢oo 2) 13 HAL 032 SSV-STR WINr F=L -NAC GO N4 W10 H12- REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
(RCG9171 0 HAAL 652 3V-STR W)WO FOCE-RAC 06 14 W10 V5 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRF 0 0400 INCHCZ
FOREBOOY~~~AG AXA1ORECEFIINT1A
YMRF a 0000 INCHES
 
ZHRP - 0 3340 INCHES

















-ii0. O . --- _4--
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
DATA SET STASMO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
1CGSZ) 0 NAAL 6325 ¥V-STR WING FC-NAC86 M4 WIG 12 VS BETA 5 goo HR 1 COD42) C3 NAAL 032 5SV-STR WIP0 FCCE-NAC 06 H4 141H12(MCGO571 0 &AAL 632 SSV-STR WINS FCE-NAC SS N4 W1U V5 
OU000 
REFEPENE INFORMAT10N 
REFS 0 1790 SO FT 



















-0. 	 0. 0.3 0.4 0.5 as 0.7 0.8 a 9 
FORESCDY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF" 
DATA SET SYRflAO- CCMFIGURATIJ DESCRIPTICJ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATIOn 
(RC0052) 0 NAAL 632 SV-SIR WZN FOPCE-dAC Or 44 WID HIE VS BETA 5 000 H0O 0 000 REFS a 1790 SO FT 
tRCo1z2 E NAAL 632 SSV-STR NINO FORE-VAC 86 N4 WIU HI REFL 15 737D INCHES (RC7CS * NAiL 63? SSV-STR WINS FOqCE,-AC 86 N4 WIG VS 	 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRF 9 0400 INCHES 
YTRF a 00C0 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
RICS 0.2" SCALE 0 C076 SCALE 
PAGE 143 












- a6- 4 - 0 2 4 a a 10 12 14 16 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
T F ARAVETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOPHATION 
0L' - 10.005 HACH a 259 LETA 000 REFSRErL 015 17907370 so FT INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 6400 INCHES 
YNRF 000 4CHES 
ZNPP - 0 3640 14CHES 
REFERENCE FILE SAAL 632 NA-70-73 SCALE a00D76 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 N2 W10 H12 V5 CRCGO65) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 144
 
EFFECT OF NACELLES INCOMPONENT BUILDUP ON STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS BETAzO 0 DEG 
-. 4 
-aan___ 
is %a a o 12 14 2 4 a2 0
u - _ -
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAq DEGREES
 
15 7370 NCH ESREFS_RFFL a 1 90 SOFTQ lo Oaf M0 0.59 ao,ciaACHJ BTAIL . 
0.03REFS 11 3390 1 ,CHES 
XNRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP a OUG INCHESN
-
a 340




nre PE ncrF LE NAAL 632 N 

NAAL S:2 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B6 N2 W10H2 V5 RCG065) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 15 
EFFECT OF NACELLES INCOMPONENT BUILDUP ON STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS BEIA=O.O DEC
 






LU -. 10 
u12­
< 
-- 2 0 24 10 12 14 16 

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 













REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 6400 INCHES 
YNRP a 600a INCHES 











EFFECT OF NACELLES INCOMPONENT BUILDUP ON STABILIZER EFFECrIVENESS BETA=O0O DEG
 








REFS 11_ 39 INHE 
"i P GOD INHE 
jHR -
-. 3__40_ INH_3 
I- - F . I-If£JA HA t -38:LE 34 
3 0 ? 
N€E 
C L 
NA2L$J8-FR W N F R EN1 G N ,OH1 5 C C O 5 02 NOV 
_ 
_0 PAG I 
CtI-C 
REE" HC FL M A02NA-LE 7 AOI'TQI6 ASCAALEG E SCAL 
6 W BN5O YUL 33 147 












- 4 O2-	 6 2 2 14 16 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYLB H 	 PARA I VALUES REFERENCE INFO-NATION10- 9O HA G.Z59 BETA a0 00fCH 
 REFS 0.1790 SO FT 
0 o 	 REFL 15 ?370 INCHES 
REFS 1 3390 INCHES
X4RP 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRF a 0000 INCHESZNRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
RCFEREWCE FILE NAAL 632 HA-70-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 N2 WiO H12 V5 CRCGOG5) '02 NOV 70 PAGE 148 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 
2 
EFFECT OF NACELLES INCOMPONENT BUILDUP ON STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS BETA=O.O DEG
 







CA SCL 0076__ SCALE 
- 0 2 4 a_- 10 __ 12 14 _6 1 
~ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBO FAPRAIIETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 0.900 MACH a 259 BETA a Co~g REFS 0 1790 SQ.FTa Ono R0FL 15 7370 INCHES
 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XNRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP a a goo NCHESZNRF - 0 3840 ;NCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 PJA-70-73 SAE 007 CL 
NAAL G32 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 N2 W10 A12 V5 (RCG065) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 149
 








'CAETJ VAVE EFRNC NFRATO 
-4 4_4 
- 0 INCHES 
O ATTACK. ALPHA0 SCETAANGLE SCA
 
C FL H ALUEREFERENCE I3AFOR7ATION
 
NAAL 632 SSo-ST WIN BEA
S0 FORC REPS 0 1790 0 FTREPL 15 7370 INCHES 
FEFB ±1 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 0000 INCHES 
Zt4RP - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFERE1JCE FILE HAAL 632 NA-70-iSSAE 06 C 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAt es N2 W10 H12 VS CRCGOSS) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 150 






2	 I. I5 II I I I I . . . F 
S0 2 
Li. 
90 .2C	 XOt 9 
YHR a____000 INCHE 
CMP-	 0380 ICE 
zrEEC IE HA 3 A-07 	 SAE a07 CL
 
NAo 63 	 6N2W0H2 5CC06)0 NV7 __SRWNGFRENA 5
PG 

CPTHN _ 	 C-A _ _FFICENT 
F ESA
ALC f409N ___RC 	 REFEREN E 151 
-.3 P -. 4 54 IC£ 













FOREBODY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CAF
 
SYMBOL mm PARAWTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-10.000 NACH O 259 BETA v Don REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
oO 





XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRP a DODO INCHES 
-SCALE ZMRP - a , a400 076 INCHESSCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B6 N2 W10 H12 V5 CRCGO65) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 152 










.6 .9 .4 .3 .2 .2 .8 - -. 2 - -. 4 5 -. 0 
PI1CHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
srSt hm FARA$ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
a i go HA¢H 0 259 BETA 0 a0g REFS 0 1790 So FTO 0000 REFL 15 7310 INCHES 
REFB ii 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRP 0.000D INCHES 
ZNRP - 9 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAiL 6532 NA-7?0/3 SCALE 0 San SCA E 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B6 N2 W10 H12 V5 CRCG065) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 153
 






FEIRE1300Y DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF
 
symtHX- HCS FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - a.voo HACH 0 239 BETA IN;:3 REFS 0 1790 50 FT 
S 0-000 REFL 15 7370 INCHES
 
REFS 11 339o INCHES 
ImRP 9 0400 INCHES 
YHRP a 0000 INCHES
ZRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE a0U 076 SCALE
REFEPENCE FILE NAAL 632 MA-70-73 

NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-14AC BG N2 WIO H12 V5 CRCGO65) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 154
 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 
C 





















0.0 9 6400 INCHES46 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
• PflA tETPIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
o - 20.000 H;ACK 0 259 BETA 0,000 REFS 0.1700 SO FT 
O°oou REFL IS ?7O7 INCHES 
XI4RP 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRF 0 OOR INCHES 
ZkRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAiL 632 NA-70-73 SCALE 0 0016 SCALL 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 6 N4 1410 H12 V5 CRCGOE3) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 155 
EFECT OF NACELLES INCOIPONENT BUILDUP ON STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS BETA=O8O DEG 
-. 3 	 _ _ _ 
.2 -. 2 	 _ _ _u
z 







2 	 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 la 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SMOL ARA ETnIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- N.0CR 01, BETA O 	 REFS a 1790 SO FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHESa oo 	 ANGLESAL ATAC.CALE
P DGRE	 REFB 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRr 9 8400 INCHES 
Ympp ; 0000 1 N CHES 
ZFF - - 584a INCHES 
REFERECE F7LE NAAL 3 NA-70- 0 ICE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BG N4 W10 H12 V5 CRCGOG3) 02 	NOV 70 PAGE 156
 
EFFECT OF NACELLES INCOMPONENT BUILDUP ON STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS BETA=O.O DEG
 
Ld.z 
-jU -. 0 







- -4 	 a 10 12 14 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
, Fy,ARAHEMIC V4LUf~b 	 REFERENCE I NFORMATION 




XHRP 9 8400 INCHES
 
YHRP 0 0000 INCHES

zmRp - 384U I HCHES 
REFERENE FILE NAAL 052 NA-70-73 	 SCALE a0 078 SCALE
 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BG N4 WIG H12 V5 CRC43 02 NOV 70 PAGE 157
 
EFFECT OF NACELLES INCOMPONENT BUILDUP ON STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS BTAZOO DEG
 
S 3.5 







-tO- -20 2 4 G 12 it 16 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 













REFe 11 3390 INCHES 
x... 9 84UG I'CHES 
YHRPZR - 0 0000 a 384. INCHESINCHES 
REFERE4CE FILE HAAL 632 NA-7O-73 SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
NAAL G32 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B6 N4 W10 H12 V5 ERC00633 02 NOV 70 PAGE 158
 








z 0.00-''L---7.0 ICHE 
C,/
 
£ 00 OACH_ a_ 25 001)RFS 
__ _T 0_ 70 SO 
-1 - 4 -4 
___4 _ 8__ 4 1 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK0 ALPHA, DEGREES
 
Srt180l .$f PFAgETPIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORNATION
 
o - 100O NACI4 0 259 BETA 0.000 REFS 0 1790 SQ PT 
a 0.000 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFB 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRP a 0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 NA-70-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE
 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 8S N4 W10 H12 V5 CRCGOS32 02 NOV 70 PAGE 159
 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 



















4111 51 1 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
syfl MOIR PARAMETRIC VAtLUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a - in 0OD H4ACH4 0.250 BETA" 0 000 REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 










Z14RF 0 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAA:L 632 .MA-70-73 SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 N4 W10 H12 V5 CRCGO633 02 NOV 70 PAGE 160 







2 4 0 _ __ o 12 14 16 

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
sypj PO PARA-lTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFC NA7ION 
=a1000D MACH 0.259 BETA goo0 REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
0.009 REFL 15.7370 INCHES 









Zmqp - a 38 4 INCHES 
RtPZ2EMCE FILE NAAL G52 NA-70-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 

























. .5 .4 .5 .2 .1 0 -.1 -.2 -. 3 -.4 -. 5 -
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ELM
 
SYMBO NO FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - 10 000 MACH a 239 BETA 0 nag REFS a 1790 SQ FT 
E3 0.000 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 $400 INCHESYMRP 0 Ga.4 INCHES
 
ZN4RP - 0 384U INCHESREFERENCE FILE .AAL 632 NA-70-73 SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B6 N4 WlO H12 V5 CRCSO63) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 162
 












t.2 -. 1 _ _ _-. 5__ 
FOREBODY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CAF
 
Dy 9m NOR PAnRET¥PIC VALUES REFERLPCE INFORMATION 
13 - IID O MAH O.Z59 89TA 0.000 REFS 0.1790 Sd FT 
13 D.Caa REFL is 7370 INHES 
REFS 11.3390 INCHES 
xmppYRP . 9 8400D ODO INCHESNCHES 
ZRP - 03840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE N FALe O2 AXA-7A-73 CCALE E IEN6 SCALE 
NAAL 32 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 8 N4 WIO H12 V5 CRCS33 02 NOV 70 PAGE 163
 
















- . .5 .4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -1 -. 2 -. 3 -. 4 -.5 -. 6 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SvMBOL H0 PARA&TPIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O - 10.tiO U4ACH 0.S39 SZTn 0.000 REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
o o000 REFL 15 7570 INCHES11REF339D 
 INCHES 
XHRp 9 6400 INCHES 
YHRP 00000 INCHES 
ZH'P - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE MAL 632 NA-70-75 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 N4 WIO H12 V5 CRCGO63) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 184
 
_ _ _ 
_____ 
EFFECT OF NALELLES INCOMPONENT BUILDUP ON STABILIZER-EFFECTIVENESS BETA=O.O DEG 












LU13.0. *906 08 _________ 
0.. 0.3 C .'s 0.5 0.6 UT7 .8 aV ?
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
 
SV OL V PARA$erfIC VALUES REFERENCE tNFOHATION 
a - ±0.00 flCH 0 29 BETA mou REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
0:10 REFL 15 7370 INCHESREFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9.8400 INCHES 
YNRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - a 3840 INCHES 
PEFVRENCE FILE HAAL 632 NA-70-73 SCALE 0 0070 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 N4 WI HI2 V5 CRCGOS3) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 165
 





















_ _ _ ___ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
____e_
-0.3 
- - - 12 14 16
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
AnMs n PARANCTRIC VALUES PEFERENCE INrORNATION 
- "o~oPACN 0.259 BETA 51009 REFS 0 1790 so FT 
V.0DB REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
PEFO 11 3390 I NC'ES 
XHRP 9 8400 111CHES 
YHRP a 0000 NCHES 
ZNRP - D 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 NA-707 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC ES N2 WI H12 V5 CRCGOG63 02 NOV 70 PAGE 166 
EFFECT OF NACELLES INCOMPONENT BUILDUP ON STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS BETA=5.0 DEG
 
S 




2! __ _ ___ _ __ ____ ____ ____ __ _ _l I_ 0 1 
s U 2 4 a 1 0 12 14 16 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES
 
T t L PARANEWPIC VALUVS REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 0.011 RACH 0.259 BETA 5.0ps REFS 0 179a SQ FTl .0 .000 REFL 1 7370 INCHES 
REFB 11 3390 INCHES 
XmRp 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRF 0 Quua INCHES 
zHqp - 0 3849 INCHES 
REFEREMCC FILE NAAL 632 HA-7D-73 SAE OQ7 CL
 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 N2 W1 0 H12 V5 CRC60663 02 NOV 70 PAGE 167 





L_) -.05 ______ 
IL 





-.20 _ _ _ 
-0 -4 -2 0 4 6 8 10 1a 14 16 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
jv.40 s FARHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 10.000 HACH 0.59 BETA 5OO REFS 0 1790 SO FT 




XmRF 9 6400 INCHES 
YNRP 0 a000 1NCHES -
ZNRp - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFEREACE FILE NAAL 632 NA-70-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE -
REFS 

NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 96 N2 W10 H12 V5 CRCG066) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 168
 
EFFECT OF NACELLES INCOMPONENT BUILDUP ON STABILrZER EFFECTIVENESS BETA=5. 0 DEG 







°--g -2 z 4 6 0 in 22 14 1 6 is 
ANGLE OF AITACK., ALPHA. DEGREES 
E3 0.000 REFL 15 T37 0 INCHES REFS _ _9 a INCHES 
X2RF 9 84.0 INCH-IS 
YHRF 0 000 u INCHES 
ZRP - 0 3840 INCHES
 
SCALE 0 9076 SCALEREFERENCE FILE MAJI Gaz MA-TU-73 

NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B6 N2 WIO H12 V5 IRCGOGG) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 169
 
0 




-J 0 . 8 
-







__ __ _ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
sr"SOL naR PARAGEThIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o - 10.000 MACH 6.a39 BETA 5.11D REFS 0 1790 SO F To oo REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XIPP 9 8400 INCHES 
YIRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFEREACE FILE NAAL 632 NA-70-73 SCLE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BG N2 WI H12 V5 CRCGO6E) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 170
 
0.1 






ANSLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBO rpm; PARA-ETHIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOPHATION 
- a.via Cm 01?19 vrrA $.ago REFS a 1790 SO FT 
S 0.0pEFB D .0 EFL 1511 7370390 INCHESINCHES 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRP a 0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFEREnCE FILE HIAL 632 NA-TD-73 SCALE 0 0070 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-MAC 86 N2 WIO H12 V5 (RCGOGG) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 171 











- -2 4- 10 12 14 16 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL NOR FARANETfIC VALUES REFERENCE INFO-MATION 
a - 10 Oro MACH a 25a BETA 5 0o REFS 0 179D sQ FT 
3 0.000 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 







ZARF - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 tJA-7O-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 8S N2 Wi0 H12 V5 CRCGOSS) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 172 




















PITCHING MOENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
R EFER E N CE INFO IA T IO 4
 
AMTRIC VAL E S INCH S
 
RE PS 0 1790
sy nBO VC2 
PA R RE L 15 7370 3 FT
 






XMIP 9 8 400 iNCHES
 
YHRF 1 1000o INCHES
 
ZVRP - S C A LE
013840 INCH S
SC AL E aO 0r 6 

R FE R E C rF L E 
 N AL 63 2 N A-7 -7 11 

NAAL 62 SSV-STR ING FORCE-NAC BGNZW10H2 V5 RCGOS) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 173
 
_____ ___ __ 























.- o -40 -. 15 -.. 1 
FOREBODY AXIAL FORCE COEFFrCIEN, CAF
 
SyoSCa Ron FPAMAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIOH 
a - 10 00 HACH 0.a59 5EIA 5 O0 REFS a 1790 SO PT 
O 0 000 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFB 13 390 INCHES. 
XNRP 9 8400 ,NCHES 
YMRP 0 0ODO INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE
RE rEPCCE FILE NAAL 632 tA-70-73 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BS N2 W10 H12 V5 CRCGOSS) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 174
 
- -
_ _ _ _ 










0.0 ,,, - . - ... _ | 1 _ _ _t i_ _ _ _ _ 1 [__ _ _ _ _ _ 
.9 .4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -. 1 -. 2 ~ -. 3 -. 4 -5 a0 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT CLM
 













XNRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 OO INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFe"NCE FILE NAAL 03a NA-7D-73 SCALE 0,0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 N2 WI H12 V5 CRCGOSG) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 175 













FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, COF
 
snwL Y.sc PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INrOR}ATION
 
0 -10.000 MACH 0 259 BETA 5.000 REFS 0.1790 SQ.FT
og 
 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
O 0.000 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
MRF 0 0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
REFERENCE FILE HAAL 632 MA-70-73 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B8 N2 WI H12 V5 CRCGOGS) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 176
 
1.4 









- 4 -4 a i 12 14 a IS 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
5ytH PARAmeTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 









XHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YNXP 0 DlODO INCHLS 
7SCALE ZmflP - 0 36400076 INCHESSCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE--NAC BG N4 WIO H12 V5 CRCGO643 02 NOV 70 PAGE 177
 
EFFECT OF NACELLES INCOMPONENE BUILDUP ON STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS BETA=50O DES
 





. - a 2 4 6 	 12 __- 14___ 16__10 is 
ANGLE Cc ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
T ~t. ARAHTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFO gATION 
1-00 M~OG a Z59 5 REFS 1790ACH SET. Zvi; 	 0 SO FT 
vovOa 	 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
PEFB 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRF 9 84DO INCHES 
YMRF a000D0 NCHESZmRp - 0 3640 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALEREFERCUCE FILE HAAL 632 MA-70-73 

NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BS N4 W10 H12 V5 CRCGO64] 02 NOV 70 PAGE 178
 










-5 6 4 -2 (1 2 4 6 a1 12 14 16 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYNSCL NOR FARA ITRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C) - kDOuACN 33 09 REFS a 1790 SQ FT. 
El 00 PEFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REF8 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZmRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFEREP'C9 FILE: NAAI_ 632 "A-70-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 8 N4 WIO H12 V5 CRCGO64) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 179
 








a 4 2 0 a 4 a a I 1 2 14 16 2e 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
$-OBL HCR PARAKSTPIC 4ALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 10. a',.5 0 .'C. 0.2" BETA 5.000 REFS RErL a .11 1 790 7370 SQ FT.INCHES 
REFS 11 533- IHCHw$ 
XmRp 9 8400 INCHES 
YmRpZIR- - O 0000 a 3840 INCHESINCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 HA-70-73 SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 N4 W10 H12 V5 CRCG084) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 180
 
1.2 




-00 a 4 - i3D 2 4 0 a la 12 14 16 IS 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYA mm PARAUETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOPHATION 
10l.900 MACH 0 259 BETA 5 BOB REFS u 1790 Sa FT 
0 0 







XHRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRP 0 0O00 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3840 IPCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 6"Z NA-M -73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR V ING FORCE-NAC BS N4 W10 H12 V5 CRCGO643 02 NOV 70 PAGE 181
 








a° - 4 In1 12 14 21 11 





- I.G o5 $ .0nu REPS 0 1790 SQ F
1000 MC 023 B, 
 REFL -15 7370 INCHES
 
13 000REFS 11 3390 INCHES
 
XmRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 Gana INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE ZURP - 0 3840 1INCHESNAAL 632 NA-7-737
 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 96 N4 WII0 H12 V5 [RCGO643 02 NOV 70 PAGE 182
 





4-_ _ _ 
- a/ 
-G- - 4 - 4.8 QI 4 i s l a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
S _PAPAMTPIC VALUES 
ODD.0 MC H 0 2 5 9 B E . 9 0 0 R E FS 0 1 7 9 6 S o FT 
Due0 REEL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XNRF 9 $400 INCHES 
YmPP 0 SDODO INCHES 
ZMRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE HAAL 632 NA-7D-73 SCALE 0 0016 SCALE 
NAAL 32 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 88 N4 WIO H2 V5 RC60843 02 NOV 70 PAGE 183 
_ _ 






zEB 1 30 ZCE
 
IdP 9800 fCE 
__ __ _ _ ___ _ __ __ __ __ _ __Y_ [ rPP_ _ __OOO INE 
ILP - B38D ICEI- 4U.L I076 SAL
 
LiiEC FL AA 3 H-0?
oAA 
 _3_S_-T _ IN_ F__-NB N I H1_5 RGO4 Q2NO 0 AE 
13 0.00 t0 RES 1 ICE 
$7 ~ EFREC FIL NAARI 632RNC INFA-70T7OP ALUE 

NAAL O T WING FOC-AN8 4WO 1 5ERG6) G2NV7 R632 15V
PG 8
 


















FOREBOOY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CAF 
SYMBO. HER P&AAETR IC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- ;009 AGcm 0.. 9 LETA 5 DOE REFS 0 1790 So FT 
G O REEL 15 7370 INCHES 
REF8 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 6409 INCHES 
OAA G3200 *S-ACH WINS BOREAC 







NVT N7FC-ALILE 032 N REFERENCE1A-70-G3 
___ 












_ _ _ _ I I 1 1 l i t I I ) I i a 11__I l 
.6 .5 .4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -. 1 -. 2 -. 3 4 5 -. 6 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYMBOL 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFO HATION 
a - I--o0 hNCN O.259 BETA S000 	 REFS a 1790 SO FT 
o 	 0.00 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XNRF 9 8,00 INCHES 
YHRF a a000 INCHES 
ZNPP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALEREFEREPCE FILE HAAL 632 *A-7O-73 	 SCALE 0 0076 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B6 N4 W10 H12 V5 CRCGOS4) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 186
 
I-I 
EFFECT OF NACELLES INCOMPONENT BUILDUP ON STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS BETA=5.0 DEG
 







0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 a.7 09 1.0 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF
 
SYMBOL NO FARANET IC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - i0.vOo MACH r 259 SEt 5.302 PEFS 0 1790 S FT 
o o.ao0 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YMPp 0 0000 INCHES 
Z7RP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE U 00/ 6 SCALEREFERENCE FILE HAAL 632 HA-7f l0 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B6 N4 WIO H12 V5 CRCGO642 02 NOV 70 PAGE 187
 



















__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
-6 -4 -2 0 4 a 111 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SY f . CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
CrCGOQ:, 0 nAn. 032 53.-STR YING FCOCE--l a$ V10 Hl? V5 BETA V.900 ELEVTR 





14 16 is 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
REFL 15 7570 INCHES 
REFD I1 3390 INCHES
XNRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 00o0 INCHES 
ZNPF - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
'PAGE 188 








-O -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10i I 14 16 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
UATA SET SYMBOL4 CCNNF1GURiTI'CI DESCRIPTIONl PARAMETIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
'1C00,A QC) 4AzLC 03 2 srr WIN CE.&c Be via #2 V5 e-1A %000E LVT a0 go0 REFS R 1790R FT (ACGDSI) 3 WAAL 632 SSY-STR W41.14 FCRCE-AC r; 1410HI V5 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YIRP 0 0ooo INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHES 















a- 0 2 4 8a 10 1a 14 16 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OTA SET SY"RaL COCF1CUPATI1M DESCRIPTI&J PARAMETRIC VALUES RE E9ENCC IhFORHATION 
2cgo0I) J30 AAL 632 5SV-ST WING FORCE-n.AC 6 n,0 n2 VS BETA 0 .60 ELEVT 0.000 REAS 0 1790 SQ FT 
I.CRosyl 1 NAAL 032 SSV-STl WIG FOrCE-NAC 89 WId HIE V5 REFL 15 71370 INCHES 
RCFB 11 33q0 INCHES 
X'F 9 O40 INC Hcs
YNRF 0 0000 INCHES 
ZNRF - 0 3840 INCHES 














-1.0 I I II I1 ' 1 I i rt 
l 
-'-G -4 -2 a 2 4 6 a la 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAo DEGREES 
DATA SET StHZCL CCNFIGUPATICJ DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIEC VALUES 




14 16 Is 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS u 1790 SQ FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
"Pp 9 8400 INCHES YHRP a OODO INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 53"0 INCHES 
SCALE a Dan5 SCALE 
PAGE 191 










W0. 4 6a 0 _____2 1 1 l 
-v 4 
- -I__ 
_ _ _ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 




CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
I 2c000*) 0 WAAL 632 SOY-SIP WIN& FC~eC-NAC 86 wiO $12 VS BETA 0 000 ELEVTR 




REPS 0 1790 Se FT 
REEL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3590 INCHES 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHE$ 
YNRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 192 









2 . 2 468101 4 ___ 6 i 
0.0M. 21 9 840002461 HCH 

















C Is 6 a1 12 14 16 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SyA0 CO01FIGURATIM DESCRIPTICN PPRAMETRIC VALUES REFEPENCE INFORMATION 
IRcoua1y WAAL 632 SS -SIR WZhO 91.WIC H12 V5 SET' 0 000 ELEVIR 0 009 REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
mcgvsk WAAL 032 $BY-SYR WN G FORCC-NAC 09 W3C; 112 VS RFFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRF a DOODO INCHES 
ZHRP - 3840 INCHES-
NACH a 259 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 194 
COMPARISON OF BASIC FUSELAGE(BS) TO FAIRED FUS[LAGECBS) BETA 0.0 DEG
 













.4 -.1 -2 -.3 -.4 .5 -6 
PITCHING hOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
DATA SET S -Ba CO1FI&URATIC* DESCRIPTICO PARIETPIC VILUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
(RC&DI05 ( NAAL 652 SSV-STR WIU& FCRCE-NC A6 kI HE12 V5 BETA 0 003 EtEVTR 0 000 REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 






XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 




0 36400 00I6 INCHES SCALE 
PAGE 195 


















-. w1 -. 20 .15 -. 10 -05 .00 03 10 
FOREBODY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CAF
 
DATA SET SMvnB CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IRCoPv1 C NAA- 63C SSV-STP 4IFl FIaCE-NAC 86 W4Q H12 V5 BETA 0,000 ELEVTR QO00 REFS 0 1790 SO FT 












YMRF 0 0000 INCHES 
ZNPP - 0 3840 INCHES 
MACH 0 259 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 196
 






PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
OATA SET S'X6CL COIFI0URA7IOSt DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES IWFCPENCE INFORMATION 
;CoOoii 
(RCOBS?1 0 
NAAL 652 SSrS3Tq WING FORCE-At 86 WO HIE VS 
rAAL 032 SSy-SIR WING FROCE-NAC B9 1110HIZ VS 









XHRP 9.0400 INCHES 
INN? 0.000a INCHES 
lumP - 0,3840 INCHES 
ElI~t 0 S~SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 197 















0 0.2 0 3 
CORFIL'fATIN DESCRIPTION 
NAA. 032 S3V-5' wINf FCrE-N4C 




0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 




0.8 0.9 1.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFa 11 3390 INCHCS 
XNRP 9 0400 INCHES 
YNRF 0 000 INCHES 
ZHRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 198 
COMPARISON OF BASIC FUSELAGE(B6) [0 FAIRED FUSELAGECBS) BETA = 5.0 DEG 




















.. t.. I . 2 
.­t. ..,. .4. .4-. -JL. 
0 
.L,...-.L.X-J.±.4 




14 Is 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 





4A4L 632 SSV-SR WING FORCE-MAC U6 WIa It VS 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FOiCE-NAC 19 WIG Hi2 VS 








REFS 11 3590 INCHES 
XMRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
MAH 0.2 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 199
 








4 2a 0a V 214leI 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. EGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DZ3CRIPTICN 
I RCGD0al 0 hAAL 632 53V-STR INCGFMC-A 6 WIC IRCGDes) 13 NAAL 632 SSV-$TRt WING FORCE-MAC Bv W P12 VS HIP VS BETA 
PARAMETRIC 
5 000 
VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 179a SO FT 























- 4 4I a 10 1;2 14 16 is8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DAiTA GET SY"MBOL CaJFIrU7ATZOa4 DESCRIPTI[ON PARAMETRIC VALUE:S REFERENCE INFOPMATI;ON 
1 QC6002)
IR¢G6006 i0 E'1 HAAL 632. SSV-S.'P VIM 
4 
FWCC-',AC 96 MIR HIZ6 V5 
NAAL 052 S'V-STR WING FORCE-NiC 89 WO6 HlZ V5 






REFS 11.*3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 8400 INCAES 
ymRP olDocao INCHES 
ZNRI - D 3840 INCHES 
MAH f 259 SCALE a a] [076 SCALE 
PAGE 201 
COMPARISON OF BASIC FUSELAGEUBSY TO FAIRED FUSELAGE(89) BETA 5,0 DE
 










- -1.0 1 a 113 1L 14 is saa2 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET StN&L CCH IOURATZN DESCRIPTION 
 PARAVETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RC 002) WAAL 632 S€-ST-, WIN. FCR.- =C SS V12 45 2EIA 5 000 REFS 0 1790 so FT
 
(RC0000) HANAL 632 SSV-STR WIt* FORCE-SAC 09 -$0 H12 V5 
 REFL is 7370 INCHICS
 
REF S 11 3 9 a INCHE S
 
XHR0 9 8400 INCHES
 
YMRP 0 0000 INCHESZ-RP - 0 3840 ICHES
 
NACG 0.OT9 SCALE 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 202
 









-a.6 a0461 22 6i 
DATA SET 57MBOL CCtUFIGURATICN 07SCRIPTION PARAMETRIC V.LUE$ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 L790 SO FTI RCq oozl.12 a " L 0326 Z SSV-SAY- T MNG FOCE-NAC 89 W-0o dia VSV3 PEFL 15 7370LI 1 MAAL HOH RCE-.Ac 66 SE7. 5.000 INCHES 





Z(RF - C 580 INCHES 
NACH O.259 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 203
 












S 0.! iANGL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
REFS 11 3390 INHES' 
XHRF 9 8400 INCHES 
Y*IRP 0 Doug INCHES 
AA9ASCALE a 0116 SCALE 
PAGE 204 




- 2 0 4 1_0 12 is16 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
UA¥i SETancGoozi SYNSOC CMFIGL ATZCR VSCRITINHAAL 632 SSY TR HIM FMCE-MAC Of WID -!a V5 btiA PA'HETRIC5.000 VALUES REFERENCE INFOPHATIONREFS a 1790 SQ FT 
(rcGooa [3 HAAL 032 S5V-STR WINS FORCE-1AC B9 W10 1412 V5 PEFL is 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 




























DATA SET S 
I RcvaOz(acGooo) 
° °6 .g . °5 .° .0 -. 1 -. 2 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
NA;OL CO FlURTIC DESC4PTIO PARANETPZC VALUES 
0 NAAL 632 SSV-TR WING, FORCE-NAC kt* WI 1? VS BEIA _ 5UoDE3 HAAL 032 SSV-SfR WING FORCE-MAC 89 WID HIE V5 
HACH a 239 
-. 3 -4 -. -. 
PEFERENCE INFORMATION 
R FS 0.1790 SO FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XNRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRF O oo INCHES 
viRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 206 
















-. 00 -5 .S-10-0 
.05 .10 
FOREBOOY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENTo CAF
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCFIrU2TICN DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEPENCE INFORMATION 







REFB 11 3390 INCHES 






























.5 .4 .3 .2 1 .0 -.1 -2 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
SYMBOIL COFIGURATIaJ DESCRIPTIOh PARAMETRIC VALUES 
C e -- SSV-5TR WINC FCCE-lAC 26 WIQ H12 VS BETA 5 000 
13 HAAL 63a SSy-STR HIM& F017CE-NAC 29 WIG H 2 V5 
HACH 0.259 
-. 3 -4 -. 5 -. 6 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 SG FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFB 11 3390 INCHESXHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRp 0 0000 INCHES 
ZRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 208 













13.2 D.3 0.4 0.5 0 03 0.7 0.8 a 9 1 o 
FORESODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COP
 
DATA SET SYsrnct CO'FICWZ7ATIO'J DEbCRUPTIaI 	 PARAThETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 30 FT 
ncCG00SJ 0 I&AAL 052 SSV-STk WINS FORCC-JAC a9 -1O9 Ha VS 	 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
IiEFE 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRP S 840 INCHES 
Ymp 0 0000 INCHES 
I coz t.A,. S32 SSV-STR 111,M FQRCC-N4C 66 tflQ HIZ V5 PETA 5-000 
ZNRFp - 0 3840 INCHES 

















aO 4 9 2 4 6 6 10 12 1 -$6 18 20 22 24 26 20 aD 3z 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYM!.XX, ELEVTR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
30 uvG MAC. 0.259 BE" 0 O REFS 1790 SO FT 0 

-
 000 Ho*oz 000 	 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFB 11 5 90 INCHES10 .000 XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
Z14RF - O 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 NA-10-73 SCALE I aaf6 SCA LE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 WI0 HI2EI2 V5 CRCG094) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 210 







- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.3 
a• 4 -2 a a 4 0 6 so 12 14 141 is 20 22 24 28 28 in 3z 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHAo DEGREES
 
SYNC CLEMI PARA ZTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INF09MATION 
a - U.Uaa HAC¢H U.Z59 6ETA a Go REFS 0.1790 SU FT 
- zo.00 NOR 0.000 REFL is 7370 INCHES 
1000REFS 11.3390 INCHES 
- 0.00XNRP 9.8400 INCHES 
YNRp 0 ODDO INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHlES 
ReF2Rcaic FILE! NAAL 032 NlA-70-73 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC S6 WIO H12E12 V5 CRCG094) 02 NOV 70 PACE 211 
O.000 













ALPHA DEGRHES XOF 9TAK
DNL 

t REFS 3390 INCHES 
A 652 N4-7-73 o9 NC 




ELEVAlOR EFFECTIVENESS BETA 0.0 DEG 
-JJ 






NAC a, co RES 019 oF 
C-
I- - - -- -- - - -- - - -
I­
.4- ANGL3 AjiJArDEGRE; iF 
RF-RE.000HAC E FILE EL 0 O0 SCAL 0 076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR VING RCE-NAC wiF H12E12 V5 CRCGO4) R602 NOV 70 PAGE 213 












°G - 4 - 2 a 2 i a 10 12 14 6 i s 2A 2 24 26 28 30 32 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL ELEVTR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0-=2 FAPCH a gig BETA a BD REFS a 1790 SO FT 
-0 Ga°g P02 0.000 FEFL 15 737a INCHES 
S°10:000 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
DO D00XHR PYIRP 90 84000000 
INCHESINC¢HES 
Z14RF - 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE HAAL 052 NA-70-73 SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BG W10 H12EI2 V5 CRCG094) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 2 14
 








4 f -2 0[ 1 l i f so 12 141 2op la1 2t 22 24 2630 
ANGLE OF ATrACKo ALPHA, DEGREES
 
YOS CEVTP PARA; R. IC VALUES REFERENCE INFORRATION 
,x 

- 0. 0 P ErL Is 7370 INCHES
 
V-uv MCI0 V25 BETA a agk ReFa 0 1790 so FT 
0OD
E3 - 10.000 g! RCffa 11 3390 INCHES
 
Li .L0 - 000XHRP YmRp 9a 840000  INCHES 
Z-Rp - 0 3840 INCHES 
PEFERENCE FILE HAAL 13E HA-70-r3 SCALE a aa76 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 410O H12E12 V5 ERCGO943 02 NOV 70 PAGE 215 






C - 2-- -- 7fiL7<I I 
LL 
-- 4 ----- - -- - - -- - - -- -­/ 
-4 
-G I - s- JI .. S±.L. SL±. .. Lti- S&i 4JL J.. -. .. ...I I.
-G -4 - 0 2 4 0 a ID 12 14 tO is 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
Sy'tS0 aEVY9 PARAfETRIC VALUES REFEREN4CE INFORMATION 
C-3c.=s NAC 0.250 BETA 0 Wgll REFS 0 1790 SU FT 
0- Nc REFL 15 7370 INCHESc.o0 .00 REFS 11 3390 INCHES
o -i ooQ XNRP 9 84DO INCHES
 
A cDo YNRP a 0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE
REFE ENCE FILE NAAL 632 4A-70-73 

NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC E8 WI0 H12E12 V5 CRCGOS4J 02 NOV 70 PAGE 216 












" I PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. OLM
 
StHSCL ELEVTR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0- 30 "10 -ACH 0 PSS BETA 0 gas REPS 0 1790 SO FT 
Cl - Z0.000 MOR 0°000 REFL 15.7370 INCHES 
1 0 GOPJ REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRP S' 8400 INCHES
agaO YMRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZNRF 6 O 3840 INCHES 
REFCRENCE FILE NAAL 632 NA-70-73 SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-SIR WING FORCE-NAC BG WIG HI2EI2 V5 (RC6O94) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 217 
1.4 







I ­- 0.0 






_.35 -.25 -. 20 -. 5 -. 10 -. 05
 
FOREBODY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CAF
 
$yR50 ELEVTR PARAMETRIC VALUES PEFERENCE INFORMATION 
sp-.V*D -ICH a B59 BETA 0.000 REFS a 1790 SO FT 
-zo.oua MOR 000Q REFL is 7370 INCHES 
1000REFS 11 3390 INCHES 0 Oa0XIIRP 9 8400 INCHES 
0.000 YARP a 0000 INCHES 
ZMRF - 0 3a40 INCHES 
REFERENCE rIL£ HAAL 032 "A-70-?3 SCALE 0 007& SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 8G WIO H12EI2 V5 CRCGO94) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 218 








O 0. 0 
 EB 1 5B ICE
 
S7"BP CLVTI VAUSRFRNEIFRAIONCE 8400E 
0 000 XMRF 9 8400 INCHE S 
ZHRF - 3840 NCHES 
RSEF-NCE FILE NAIL 63;Z 0A-10-73 SCALE a 013;6 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-N",AC 96 W1'0 NI2EI2 V5 [RCGO94) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 21S
 




0.1 0.2 3 0.4 0.5 0.6 07 0a DS Ia 
FOREBOOY DRAG COEFFICIENT, COF
 
5y ETRFARAkETIC YALf S REFERENCE INFOPMATION 
-30.009 MACH 0 259 SETA 0 U03 REFS 0 1790 so FT 
-20.000 NO 0 goo REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFSF 11 3390 INCHES 10.000 X' 9 8400 INCHES 
0.000 YMRP a 0000 INCHES
ZRP - 0.5640 INCHES
 
RZFEPENCE FILE NAAL 032 NA-70-73 SCALE 0 U076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 WIO H12E12 V5 (RCG0943 02 NOV 70 PAGE 22P 
12 










-0 a 4 a 1 '2 14 16 18 20 RE 24 26 2 30 3a1a4 

ANGLE OF ATTACK0 ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYM ELEVTR FARA4CTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
a a G0 IAAC. 0 2n 8ETA 00 n REFS 0 170 SQ FT 
10.000 REFL 15 73r( INCHES REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
20.000 XNRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRP a 0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE a 0076 SCALEREFEPENCE FhLL NAAL 032 NA-70-73 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 6 WI1 H12 V5 CRCGO01) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 221
 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS (CONT.) BETA 000 DEG 
-. 4
 







" - 04 a 0 a 4 6 a 1 1 1 2 1 4 I S i s 20 2 2 4 2 6 2 8 a u 2 
' 	 ANGLE OF ATT6CK. ALPHA) DEGREES
 
SykBqm ELEVTR ,PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0-c" 41c" 91249 BETA 0.000 	 REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
10.000 	 REFL is 7370 INCHES 
S 20.000 	 REFS 11 3390 INCHEs 
XMPP 9 $400 INCHES 
YM-P a 01300 INCHES 
ZMFP - 0 3640 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE HAAL 632 NA-70-73 	 SCALE a 5676 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BG WIO H12 V5 [RCGO01) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 222 













-- -g -2 D 4 a 0 12 14 is IS 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHIA, DEGREES
 
SYM3" ELEVR PARAM4ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOR4ATION 
a a cav VAC4 01039 BETA a Ong REFS 0 179D SQ FT. 
1000 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
0 
REFB 







YHRF a ocou INCHES 
ZmRF - 0 3840 IC H E S 
REFERENCE FILE HAAL 032 NA-70-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BG W10 H12 V5 CRCGO01) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 223 








a - a 2 4 0 a 10 32 14 is Is 20 Z 24 B e 8 3 0 32 
ANGLE OF ATTACK.' ALPHA DEGREES
 
5-1 - ELEYTR FARARETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFOR4ATION
 
0 00V5 ','P 0 m BETA 0.000 
 REFS 0 1790 5Q FT
E3 10.000 REFL 1 5 7370 IN CHES
Z0.000 
 REFS 11 33 13 INCHES 
XgSr 9 840 , INCHES 
YHR Pp 0 0 00 
 IN CHE 5
7,41, - 0 314, INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 NA-70-73 
 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FJURCE-NAC 86 WIO H12 V5 CRC6O01) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 224 
f
 
ELEVArGR EFFECTIVENESS (CONTO) BETA 0.0 DEG
 
Z 
1. 	 -9 0__ 2- 0 2 4 1 8 a 2 2 6 2 0 B 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
WRUC ELEYTR PARANETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFL 	 is 7370 INCHES 
11 5390 INCHES
zaaoREFB 
 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRF uoO INCHES 
ZMPF - O 3840 INCHES 
2000XHP 

SCALE a0 076 6CALEREFERENCE FILE NIAAL 632 NA-70-73 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BG W10 H12 V5 CRCGO011 02 NOV 70 PAGE 225 
10.000 










a 13 2 4 0 a l 1 2 1 4 le is 20 22 24 26 28 so 32 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
51"04L ELEVTP FARAXERIC VALLES REFERENCE INFORMATION 










Y'RP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZMRF a 3840 INCHES 
REFERCNCE FILE NAAL 63Z HA-70-?3 SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B6 WIO H12 V5 CRCGO01] 02 NOV 70 PAGE 226 
C 




- 2 4 16 le 2 28 30 








NACHl 0.25s SEIA a Dun 
O OO0XmRP 
REFERENCE FILE HAAL 63a PA-70-13 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 $0 FT 
REFj- 15 7370 INCHES 11 3390 INCHES 
9 6400 INCHES 
yppf 0Z00 ICHES 
ZMRF - a 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 OD76 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B6 W10 H12 V5 CRCG001) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 227 







PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
57voo ELEVIR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEPiNCE !"FORMATION 
- .OU0 MACH 0.259 arTA r Duo REFS a 1790 SQ FT 
19.0au REFL is 7370 INCHES.' 
C REPS 11 3390 INCHES2 0 .0 0 X PP 9 8400 I CHES 
YMRP a 0000 INCHJESZwF - 0 384_ INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE MAAL 63Z NA-70-73 SCALE 1 0076 SCALE 
















FOREBODY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CAF
 
S745-, ELEVTa PAROJETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOR14ATION 
c) 000 MACH v Z39 BETA 11.00 REFS 0.1790 SQ FT 
13 10.00 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 













REFERENCE FLE NAL 032AA-70-73 SCALE 0.0176 SCALE 
NAAL S32 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 8ACIH H12 V5 [RCGO01 02 NOV 70 PAGE 22s 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS (CONT.) BETA 0.0 DEG













srf 6 .5 .4.o .0 -. 1 -. 2 -3 -4 -5 -6 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
sy LVT? PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C 0.000 
0 000 
MACH 0.25 BETA 0.0c0 REFS 
REFELIIv0 
0 1790 




o 20.000 XmRP 9 8400 INChES 
YNPP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL'632 NA-70-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR IIING FORCE-NAC B6 WiO H12 V5 CRCGO01J 02 NOV 70 PAGE 230 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS (CONT.) BETA 0.0 DEG
 
I 






0% 0.2 0.3 0.4 05 06 0 7 	 0.8 0.9 1.0 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, COF
 
SYMSCt ELEVTR FARA'IETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
o O.oo IIACH 0 Z59 BET. 0 O0U 	 REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
3 10.500 	 REFL 15 ?570 INCHES 
o 	 ago REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
HX1RP 9 0400 INCHES
YMRF a GOOD INCHES 
ZNR? - 0 3440 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 NA-70-73 

NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B8 W10 H12 V5 CRCGGOI) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 231
 
















-0~ - 0 -2 - 2 02a 2a :1~.~4.4 6 a 10 12 14 is is 20 22 .424 26 28 aO 32 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYNECL ELEVTR PAPAKETR1C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - ±0.w0 HACH can59 SETA 0000 REFS 0 1790 S FT 
o3 10.000 1REFL REFS 5 737911 3390 INHSINCHES 
XHRF 9 8400 INCHES 
y4RP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFEPENCE FILE HAAL 632 NA-70-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 6 W1O H12EI2 V5 CRCGQSS) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 232
 


















ANGLE OF ATTACK9 ALPHA. DEGREES
 
avm CL E.YTR FARANEF-RtC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a - 10.0sa HACH 0.2 BETA 0.650 REFS 0 1790 So FT 
13 10.000 nO 10.000 REFL 15 r370 INCHES 
REFS 11 339D INCHES 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YNPP 0 aaaa INCHES 
ZN P - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAiL 039 "A-70-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE
 














-. - O 2 4 a a to 12 14 16 is RD 22 24 26 28 so 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPFIA, DEGREES
 
SYBO ELEVTR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IN FORMATION 
(3 - Xa-GV m c 0.2" BETA 0 Boo REFS 0 1790 Se FT 












ZHRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE HAAL 632 NA-70-73 SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BS WIO H12E12 V5 CRCG0991 02 NOV 70 PAGE 234
 
32 














F-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
6 - 4 -2 2 4 6 a in 12 i4 Is is 20 22 24 as 28 30 32 
ANGLE OF ATrTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SyN2,C. C£ VTR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 0 009 MACH 0 250 BET. G 051 R FS 0 79 F 
13 is On NO I.00 REFL 15 7ZI70 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 IN CHES 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRF 0 0000a IN CHES 
ZMRP - 3840 IN CHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 63Z "A-70-13 SAE O07 CL 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BG WIO H12E12 V5 [RCGO99) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 235
 
-0.2 









-0 -4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 1 14 10 10 20 22 24 26 28 s0 32 















REF 0 1790 SQ FT 









ZmRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFCRENCE FILE NAAL 032 MA-70-73 SCALE 0 076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 W10 H12E12 V5 CRCG0S9) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 238
 








bi 0.?--- i 
mU 
0.6 
2 0. a 4...... 	 . .6 Is 2 2 4 6 6 30 3 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAo DEGREES
 
5YMBO ELEVTR PA9ANETR;C VALUES REFEREN CE INFORMATION 
-o ~ t 023 TA 5*5 0 1790 $ FT 
13 10.000 NO IIIOng 	 REFL 157379 " INCHES 
REFB 12 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 84UC INCHES 
Y Pp 0 O000a INCHES 
LF N FLE N 	 SCALE SCALE
32NATO? 	 0 0076 

NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 96 WIO H12E12 V5 (RCGOS 02 NOV 70 PAGE 237
 






-4 - 0 2 4 6 9 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 20 28 30 32 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SrIJL ELEVTR PARaSETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
C - :0.0cu bAc$ 0.15s BETA O"nO REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES
10.000 NOR 10.000 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XNRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRF 0 0000 INCHES 
ZNRp - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE a 0076 SCALE REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 NA-70-73 

NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC SE W10 H12E12 V5 CRCGO99) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 238 










- 0- 0__ __ ______ _____ RFS 0 79 $ F 
C.3 o Go!)__ pl__ussRFSQF 
.EF .4 .39. .2-3S. IN1.0-1 
SY ELVRAAMXNC LVSRFE NC9 8400 TIONCE 










NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 W10 H12E-12 V5 ERC13099) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 239 
--

















- .36D -. 25 -2-.-10-.05 .0O 1 
FOREBODY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENTe CAF
 
SYMBO ELEVTR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 _ 19.010 PACK 0.259 BETA 0 000 REFS 0 1790 $0 FT 
13 1a 0go R 10 900 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFB 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 0400 INCHES 
YMRr 0 Quou INCHES 
REFRENCE FILE NAAL 632 NA-70-?3 ZHRp -SCALE 0 38400 B076 INCHESSCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC W A6 AH12E2 V5 RCGO991 02 NOV 70 PAGE 240 
_ _ 
_ _ 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ALL MOVEABLE TAIL DEFLECTION HOR AT 10.0 DEG
 





a. ,_ __ _ _ __ _ __ _' 





_ _ _ _ _ _ _'__ _ _ 
o t. L L.tt L.L ... L4..J.A. ...... .4.J...- .. L J .. 0. -- L.-. 1..~ -t. -L..L t-, -L. -..L.L . 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT CLM
0 

S BtAS. ELCTP FARfAPETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
.- "A CH BETA a 008 REFS a 1790 SQ FT.00 0.239 
r 10.000 0 10.000 	 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZlRp - 0 3a40 INCHES 
REFEREHCE FILE NAAL 632 NA-7-/3 SCALE 0 0070 SCALE 
NAAL 32 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B6 WIO HI12EI2 V5 (RCG09S 02 NOV 70 PAGE 241 
ELEVATOR EFFECU1VENESS WITH ALL MOVEABLE TAIL DEFLECTION HOR AT 10.0 DEG









.. 0.4 50.0 0.7
 
FOREBOOY ORAG COEFFICIENT. COF
 
SYMBOL ELEVIR FAA1TRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION10.2- ACH 0.239 BETA 0.000 REFS a 1790 SO FT 0.0 O P 10 Ga 15 7370 _rEFLINCHES
 
REFS 11 3n9a INCHES 
XRR 9 8400 INCHES 
YRRp O 0000 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE . ZRRF - 0 , S40 INCHESAL 632 A-70-73 
. SCAL.E 076 SCALE
 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 8 WIO H2EI2 V5 RCGO9) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 242
 











-- 0- -2 0 2 4 0 S 10 12 14 16 10 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 
ANGLE OP ATTAC~t ALPHA0 DEGREES 
SYNZOL ELEVIR PqRANETRIC VALUES REFE 1NF0RNRENCE ATIO 








YHRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
ftEF nEN FILE NAAL 032 NA-70-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAG 26 WIG H12212 V5 CRCG103 02 NOV 70 PAGE 243
 















.2 - 4 p 0 2 4 6 a to 12 14 16 is 20 22 24 26 20 30 32 
ANGLE OF AfTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 





















XHRf 9 8400 1 NCHES 
YMRPZz-P - 0 DODO± 38- - INCHESINCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 6Z N-7-70 CL D7 CL 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 W10 H12E12 V5 CRCGIO0) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 244
 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ALL MOVEABLE TAIL DEFLECTION HOR AT -1000 DEG
 










 0: -. 0C 
LL 
-o 0 4 - 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 4 is i s 20 22 4 26 28 an 3 z 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. CEGREES 

















SO F T 
INCHES 
REFS 11 339G INCHES 
XHRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRP a 0000 INCH 5 
ZHRP - 0 3840 114CHE$ 
REFEREtUCE FILE N.AL 03Z NA-10-73 SCALE a Dole SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B6 W10 H12E12 V5 [RCGIO0) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 245
 










a - 4 6-4 0 19 12 14 is - 20 2- 24 2 - 28 30 32 
0.5 -5ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
Syma ELEVIR PARAOETRIC VALUES REFEREN|CE INFORMATION 
16 MACH BETA a000O REFS 0 179D FTI.0n, 0.259 SQ 
'EFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS It 3390 INCHES 
XMRF 9 8400 INCHES 
ymPP a Dooo INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 3840 IAKHE$S 
REFERENCE FILE HAAL 632 HA-70-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
13 1.000 NOR - 10.000 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BS WIO H12EI2 V5 CRCGO0o) 02 NOV 70 PAGE -246
 
1.4 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ALL MOVEABLE TAIL DEFLECTION HOR AT -10.0 DEG
 
I-. 
U 0 4 
- / 
-0.2 
-0 - - 0 2 4 0 8 IS 22 14 10 18 20 22 24 20 28 30 3z 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELEYT? FARAVETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a - L0.000 NACH 0.259 BETA U000 REFS 0 1790 SG FT 
3 10.000 HO - 10.0O REFL 15.7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES
XNRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YNPP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZNPP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0076 SCALE
REFERENCE FILE HAAL 632 fA-70-73 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BE WIO Ht2E12 V5 (RCG100) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 247
 















0.5 -4 2 a 2 4 6 - 8 10 12 14 1 i E 2- as 2& 30 32 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL EL'R FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - 20.000 HACH a 239 BETA a con REFS a 1790 SQ FT 
13 10.000 H#OR - I009 15 7370 INChE$u 	 REFL 

PEFB 11 339D INCHTES
XHR. 9 6400 INHHE
 
YHRP a.ao0o INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
PEFERENCE FILE MAIL 632 NA-7-7 SCALE 0 O07 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 W10 H12E12 V5 ERCGIO0) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 248
 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WUH ALL MOVEABLE TAIL DEFLECTION HOR AT -10O0 DEG
 
~~ __ illl~ I4j~ Ia III  ; I~ It1 I=I 1 l 
o -­
- a 4 0 ID 4 16 18 20 22 24 -26 ?a 30 32 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
STMOOL ELEYTR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IN ORHATION 
0 -10.000 MACH 0.2 9 BE T. v I= RE s 0 1790 so FT 
13 10.00 10J.00 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
RL -a 11 3390 INCHES 
XNRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YUPP 0 000a INCHES 
ZMRP - 384a INCHES 
RFERCCE FILE NAAL 632 A-70-73 SCALE a 60016 SCALE 
NAAL 632 5SV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B& W10 H12E12 V5 CRCGIO0] 02 NOV 70 PAGE 249
 

















..	 2 -.2 -13 -.4 -

PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
RAPFRIC VALUES 	 INFOP14ATIONsvxs A.i 	 REFERENCE 
13 inD000 OR - 10.000 	 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHESXRp 9 8400 ICHES
 
YHRP u 0000 INCHESZHRF - a 34- INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE VAAL 632 NA-70-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B WI0 H12E12 V5 [RCGIO0) 02 NOV 70 0AGE250 





















-03 .5-.20 -. 15 -. 10 -. 05 00 05 *10 
FOREBODY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CAR
 
SV48t. ELCVrR PAQAUETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o - 0. 00 n CH o°a5s META a REFS C i790 SO FT 
a :o.ooo nc - ±0.000 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
XMRF 9 8400 INCHES
 
YHRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZDRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 NA-70-?3 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B WIO H12E12 V5 CRCGIO0) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 251
 





__ _ 	 _ _ _ _ 
0.0
 
-0 0 ° 4 .5 .2 .T .0 -1 -'2 -. 3 -4 -5 -6 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
57" ELEVTQ FARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION Q 10.00 HACH 0.259 BETA c 	 _OD REFS a 179D S FT 
18.0°90 HOR -o VagO 	 REEL 15 7370 INCHE5 
REFB 11 3390 INCHES 
xmqP 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRF a Doug INCHES 
ZMRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 PIA-70-73 	 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BG W10 H12EI2 V5 CRCGIO00 02 NOV 70 PAGE 25ic 










j 0 . 1, 0.4 0 5 0 6 a 7 S_ a 0 9_ 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF 
5TNaL eLEVIR PARAAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 -10.000 MACH Ga59 BETA ffonv REFS 0 1790 $a FT 
10o.0 N - 10.00D PEFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP I Gana INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE N4AL $32 NA-70-7A ZMRP -SCALE a0 " 400076 INCHESSCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BG WIO H12E12 V5 [RCGIO0] 02 NOV 70 PAGE 253
 



















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 







632 SSV-STR WING 
32 $SV-STR WING 
FORCE-NAC 
FORCC-NAC 
Bb NO WIU 1412 
US N 410 NI 
V5 
VS 






REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRE 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRP 0 000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 3Sa INCES 
"ACH 0 59 SCALE a DO6 SCALE 
RAGE 254
 















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
OTA SET $112L CnrIURATI0N 0ESCPIP7IO1 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
CRCGIOZ) AAL 632 SSV-STR WIND FORCE-PlAC 0 Nf WIG 112 V5 BETA a 0oo REFS 0 1790 so FT 
IRCGGZ6) 13 HAL 632 SSV-STA WIN' FORCE-NAC 86 11 WIG HI V5 REFL 15 73T0 INCHES 
REFB 12 3390 [ItCnES 
XHRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP a 0000 INCHES 
71RP - G 3840 INCHES 
MACH o.as SCALE 0 0075 SCALE 
PAGE 255
 






-A05 ANL APDGE 
U
 





-Cg0 NA 3 3-T N F 3-^ Z I B A QRF 
 1 0 Q T
 
xR;2) NA 3 S-T aGF ENA 6N WOHBV EL 1 30 CE
 
-. 20 ZHP NCE 
PAE 256
 
-- oBO~p 0 21 0 384 6 IN N-ES 

ANGLE OP ATTACK, ALPHA7 DEGREE SCALE~ 0076REESL
 
DATASETSY"Bt C~4FG~qA~aIDESRIPTON ARAETRI VAUESPEFAEE 253kATO
 
0.2F A H H 

______ 








0 i 8_ l 11 1 n is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 






6 2 SSV-STR 
WING FORCE-HAC 0 
UNq FORCE-MAC 86 
N6 WIG H12 V5 
14 WIG H12 V5 












XHPR 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZMRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
HACH a 259 SCALE D 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 257 
___ 






-DG-6- -2 0 2 4 6 a la la 24 1rc i 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA ST STMI; C Fj nAvI04 VF$ PTl( PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCGIDZI 0 NAAL 632 SSV-STR WINO rORCC-NAC 06 sD WIU HIZ VS BETA O.O00 REFS 0 1790 SO' FT 
(RC6026) 13 NAAL 032 SS¥-STR WIHa FORCE-MAC86 M MID HIZ VS REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
wp a aaaa INCHES
 
ZHPF - 0 3840 INCHES












 4 la 21I 14 'L' 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
D-TA SET S-MSC CON 4 -TIC DESCRIPTION ARAdETRIC VALUES(Rc lval 0 NAAL 033 REFERENCE INFORMATION5V-STR WIN* FOR-AC (RC006) E3 BG NS W10 HIE VS BETA 0.000 REFS a 1790HAAL 632 SSV-STR WZN FCRCE-HAC 86 N W10 H12 VS SQ FT REFL 15 7370 INCHES
REFS 
 11 339D INCHES
 
XHRP 
 9 840D INCHESyOR0
MACH 0 29 0 0000 INCHES
 







EFFECT OF PLUGGED NACELLES INLOWER POSITION BETA O.o DEG 












ANGLE OF 'ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
CMFIOURATION DESCRIFTIOM FARAHETRIC VALUES 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FO~tE-fAt 56 N6.12S H12 V SEZ. 0 000 




REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFB 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES-
YNRF 0 0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 260 
EFFECT OF PLUGGED NACELLES INLOWER POSITION BETA = 0O0 DEG 
1.6 














. .5 .4 oo o,0 - -2- -4 - 6 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
VATA SET SINOL CONFICURATICH DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(Rcaluzy a "AAL 032 SSV-STr WINO FOR ~- Bs NS aw Hiz vs CEIt 0 ago REFS a 179a SQ FT 
(RC0026) 13 M AA OS? SSV-3TR WING FORCE-NiC 06 N IO MIR V5 REFL is 7370 INCHES 
REF8 11,3390 INCHES 
XH 9 8400 INCHEPITCHING~PAG MOETC61IIET
L
 Yt4RF O GooOa INCHES
 
ZHRF - 0 3840 INCHES
SALE 0 006 SCALE 
- ACK 2.1
 













-0.0 =._____-_____ -. 2 -_____5 -o__-____0 0_.1_ 
-. %2O-. 3as 
FOREBODY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CAF
 
DATA SET SYNtSO CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTIO FARANETREC VALUES REFEPENCE INFORMATION 
chC4a21z C NAAL 632 5SV-STA ULP DO -5 WO HIE3 5 BETA 0 000 REFS 0 1790 SO FT. 
LRCGO024 E HAAL 63Z SSV-STR WING FORCC_-AC 66 A Win H12 VS REFL 15 7570 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRF 9 800 INCHES 
YHRP 0 Do0 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCnLE 0 0076 SCALE 
59 PACHE 
PAGE 282 











-0. -- _______II~ -l I i__ _1___I ;r I ___ ___ ~ l 
-- .5 .4 .3 .. .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.3 4 -. 5
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SYUOa CONFIGURATION DSCRIFTIaJ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOR1ATI04 
CRCG1Dzj 0 NAAL 632 SSV-STR 14IN0FOQC9-vAC BO Wa l HI VS SET. coo REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
(RC402) 1 NAAL 43? SSV-ST' WIM FORCE-NAC 86 H WIG HIZ VS PEFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS Ii 3390 ItICHES 
YmRP 9 8400 INCHES 
Y RP 0 0D0 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
MACH G.59 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 263
 
EFFECT OF PLUGGED NACELLES INLOWER POSITION BETA 0.0 DEG
 
16 










. 0. a 0.3 0.4 0.5 6 0 7 0 0 9 1 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, COP 
DiTA SET SY OCt. CJFIGURATI3W DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRCGi121 0 NAAL 652 SSY-STR IINO FORCE-MAC 86 Nb W.0 H12 V1 b iA 0 00o REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
(RC0026 0 HAAL 652 SSY-STR ING FORCE-NAC SS N W10 MtI V5 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 35590 INCHES 
XNRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRP 0 0n0 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 540 INCHES 




COMPONENT BUILDUP WITH FAIRED FUSELAGE 89 BETA 0.0 DEG
 










0.2 _ __ 
_ 
-0.0 7T ,__ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
 
DATA SET 5VmSool CCQFIOURATICW DESCRIPTIJ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEPENCE INFORMATION 
(RCG0OT1 0 NAAL G39 SSY-STR NINO rotC-'nC a9 BET,. G Do:; REFS a 1790 SO FT 
tnCODBZ E3 NAAL 03- SS"'-STf WING FORCE-NAC 89 /IS REFL I5 7370 INCHES 
2,C077P0 NAAL 632 $SJ-ST WING FOCE-NAC P9 W10 H12 REFS i1 3390 INCHES 
(RCGO17l A AAL 032 SSV-STR WIrG fORCE-NAC 89 1G10 H12 VS XmRP 9 8400 INCHES 
dRCGOT7) t NAAL 059 SSV-STfi WING FORCE-NAC 89 NZ W10 HIZ VS YHRP 0 0000 INCHES 
Z7PF - 0 3840 INCHES 
4ACA 0.259 SCALE 0.007 SCALE
 
PAGE 265 







.. i~1 ___ .........
 
°4 2 a 2 4 Sin 12 14 le is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEPENCE INFORMATION 
Incous?) 0 HAAL 63Z SSV-STH WIN FORC-MAC 39 BE-. a0 9 EFS 0 1790 so FT 
(RCGD521 13 NAAL 632 SSV-$T. WIN& FOICE-MA C 9 W1D REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3590 INCHESI RC09T) 19 HAAL 63Z SSV-$TIR WIN* FORCE-MAC 89 WIG H12 1AC6067) a AAL 632 SSV-$%TR HIM& FORCE-NAC 89 WID H12 V5 X4RP 9 8400 INCHES 
IRCOD?Z) & NAAL 63Z SSV-STR WING FORE-NAC 89 HE U10 HIZ VS YMRF a DODD INCHES 
ZNRF - 0 $840 INCHES 
MACH 1) 23S SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 266
 














ANGLE OF ATTACK9 ALPHA. DEGREES 





HAAL 032 SSV-STR WING FCOC-WAC e9 
WAAL 532 SSV-STR WIN FCRE£-NC 89 lil0 










HAL 632 SSJ-STW WING FCC-NAC 89 WID H12 NAAL 632 33V SIP III FORCE-MAC B9 HID H12 V5 










ZMRF - 3840 INCHES 
C 5 S AL, a OD0 SCALE 
PAGE 2G7 








a 4 - 0 6 a t 12 14 16 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK- ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SY CONFIGURATION V53CRIPTICN FARAMErRIC VALUES REFERENCE I HFOR4A TI ON 
CQCG0871 0 NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FMCE-RAC 09 BETA il.v30 R EFS 0 1790 So FT',( acGovez 0 tAAL 3 Z v-S T n I NJGF OCE _HAC09 WI D REFL 15 737 0 I CHE -
Incoo77) NAAL 032 SS STq WIM0 FORCi-MAC 99 MID "12 REFB 11 3390 IN Cties
 IRCGGST) I AAL 63Z BSS-ST- WING FCRCE-MAC 99 W10 H12 V5 XMRF 9 0400 INCHES 
9RC6072) b, NAAL 63Z SSV-STR WINr FORCE-MAC 89 HE MID HIE VS YMPP a 0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - a 3810 INCHZS 














-o - - 2 0 p 4 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK9 
OATA SET 5YMnL COCFI&URATIQN DESCRIPTION 
(Cfol08) 0 HAAL 632 SSV-bT? WINO ",CEaCr.- 22 UETA 
ccOaa) '0 HAMAL 632 SSV-STR WING FC*ZCE-HAC 69 W 0 
1C0077) N0AL. 653 SSV-STR WING FORCE-HAC 89 LIS In? 
IRCGOGT1 A AAL 6532 SSV-STR WING FRCE-NAC 89 WIG H12 VS 
(RC&072) MNA4L 632 SSV-STR WINO FORCE-JAC 89 HZ W1IG HI? VS 





12 14 6 is 
REFERENCE INFOR14ATION 
REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XNRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP a S000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 289 











0.6 -4 4 6 a IV l 14 16 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATa SET SYMBO CONFIOURTION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES EPEPENCE INFORMATION 
(Rcovs?) 0 HAAL 632 5SY-87h tufM F(--C .C B -.Z A 9.009 PEFS 0 1790 $0 FT 
1ACGO02) 13 t,4AL 63SSU -STR WINS FCQCE-MAC OJ WIG REFL 15 7370 INCAES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHS
I RO77) lp NAAL 63Z S5i-STR WINS FCRCE-44C 99 WIG HLZ IRCGV*7, A AAL 03Z $SS-STa WINS FORE-HAC 89 WIG H12 VS XNRP 9 8409 INCHES 
,RC007?) t WAAL 6Z SSV-STR WINS FCCE-NAC 9 H2WIG HIZV5 YHRF 00008 INCHES 
EHPF - 0 3840 INCHES 












- - - - -
- - 4 - 0 2 4 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. 
DATA SET SYM1OL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTIO 
(CC60S73 Q WAAL 632 SSV-Slq WI;G FORCE-., C 89 E'(1CG002) NAAL 632 SSV-3TR WING FORO-nC Su iEO (RC 77) WHAAL G32 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 89 1I0 H12WGV67S 8AAL 63? 8 V-STR WING rCRCE-NAC 89 WID HI2 VS (RCG072 I NMAL 632 SSd-STR WING FORCE-NAC 89 M2 1410 lR2 VS 





12 14 16 18 
REFERENCE INFORIATION 
REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 5390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YRP 0 U00U INCHES 
ZfRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 271 
















-' .5 .4 .3 .2 .1 .0 =.1 -. 2 =.3 -. 4 = 5 -
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT CLM
 
DATA SET S CONFIGU'ATION PARAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION0 DESCRIPTION 
1gCGO8?) 0 WAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FOPCE-NAC 69 SgyA 0 02 REFS 0.1790 SO FT (RC D03 E7 NAAL 632 S54-3TR WING FORCE-NAC 89 WIO REFL 15 7370 INCH4ESt(RCGV7 ) IAAL G32 SSV-STR WING FORCE-tNAC 09 W10 H12 REFS 1 390 INCHES 
IRCGUSF) a NAAL 632 SSV-STP 4I1G FORCE-IAC 89 W10 HI V5 XNRP 9 eioo INCHESRCG721 t WAAL 632 SSV-STR WIND FORCE-NAC 89 N Z410 812 V5 YRRP 0 000 INCHES 
ZR4RP - 3840 INCHES 
MACH D°Z59 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 272
 













-0. %. 3v3 o -. 20 -. 15 10 05 O .05-. -. .10 
FOREBOOY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CAF
 
DATA SL.T $¥Y"S% Co ffIGUqATI DE.SCRIPTIO-N PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(Rcoa: yl 0 MAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-HAC @9 SLVA 01000 REFS a i790 SQ.FT 
1RC6082) E3 HAAL 032 $'-STR WINS FOPCE-NAC 89 11 REFL 15 7370] INCHES IRCGOr7) 4? tAAL 632 SSW-!TR WINHGFCRCE-SAC B9 HID HIE REFS 11 3a9o INCHES 
IRC0067; a WAAL 632 SSV-5*T- WING FCRCE-fNAC S9 WID HIZ V5 XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
Incou72) t NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING F01CE-HAC 89 H2 W41O HIZ V5 YMRP 0 0000 INHNES 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHES
 
HACHJ 239 




COMPONENT BUILDUP WITH FAIRED FUSELAGE B9 BETA 0.0 DEG
 
1.8 ,r -r-r1--- rrrr- rrrrl -r-j---r-r-- , ** * , * , • • *, 
1.6 r r-r--~rrrr rrr 
1 4 
.... __ ______ 
_____1.2 
0° 
I . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __._ _ _i-i 0 
-0.2
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
PARAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE NFORATION[
DATA SET ST MB'L COFIGURTION DECRIPTION4 
PE F S 0 1 190 SINCHESG F TN AAL 6 .S-, M- 9¢- BE T A D],a no R L is73702 T R C G 0 7 3 0; 59 MIDS S-STR W140FORE i-NA Z
(RCG 0 12 
REFB 11 3390 INCHES 
,RC60f771 632 X HJRP 9 400 INCHES0 HAAL SSY-$TR WING FORCE-NAC 89 WID HIZ (R€ &DO72 ) NAAL 632 SSY-STR W/INGF RCE- AC 99W O 12 V 5 
(R C.G072 ) 3 N AAL 52 S V - TR W N G F 0CE-tA C 9 H Z WIG0H 12 V5 0 840 INCHESYHRF 0 0 0 0 I CH E S Z0RP -
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
MACH N 259 
PAGE 274
 










C)Id~~~ ft _ _ 1_ .__ _ 
.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.5 0 6 0.7 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFrCIENT0 
DATA SET SYSOOL COPF$1URATCN DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
(RCG47#) C) NAAL 632 SSY-STR WIN* FORCC-NAC B3 aETn a 000 
(tlcRte;, 3 tAiL 032 5SV-STR WIN& FCRCE-,fAC 89 410 
(RCSVT7) C nHAL 832 SSV-STR 140 FORCE-NAC 09 W10 H12 
IRC A0) NAAL 032 SSV-STR W4 G FqCE-NAC 89 1110 HI2 V5 
(RCQO72) h NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING F(CYCE-?NAC 09 NZ W0 H12 V5 
ACH a 259 
COF 
0.8 0.9 1.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 5Q FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YRF 0 0000) INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3840 INCHES 




COMPONENT BUILDUP WITH FAIRED FUSELAGE B9 BETA 5.0 DEG
 
j a -r-r-t 11- rrr 1r , r ,'- , , ' m , rI rrr 
161 
_ _ _ _ _ 















a: 0.2 4___ -2 1 1 11 I 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET ST1HOL CNFIGU ATIC0 DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RCG0&8) C NAAL 632 $SV-STR WING FCRCE-NAC 09 BEIA 5 00 REPS 0 1790 SO FTIRCGOOS3 0 HAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FMCE-NAC 0o 010 RCFL 15 Tarn INCHES 
CRCGO7O) 4 WAAL 632 CSV-STR WING FCRCE-NAC 89 WIO HI rEFB 11 3390 INCHESIRCO06S) a NAML 632 SSV-STR WING FCRCE-NAC B9 WID 112 V5 XNRP 9 8400 INCHES
RCO075J b NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 89 NZ HID "12 V5 YHRP a 00o INCHES 
ZHPP - 0 3840 INCHES 
MACH 0.259 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 276
 
COMPONENT BUILDUP WITH FAIRED FUSELAGE B9 
-. 5 , 
BETA 5.0 DEG 





z __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
r 4 in 12 14 is 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET STMC 





C wFI&UFATICM DESCRIPTI O 
WJAAL 633 SSY-STR WING FCC-MAC 8> 
WAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-HAC 59 WIG 
HAL 632 SSV-STR WING FCQCE-NAC 119 410 IWZWAAL O OSV-* F WIN FRCE-NAC 09 WIG HIZ VS 





REFS 0 1790 80 FT 
REFL 15 7370 IMCHES 
REFO 11 3390 114CHES 
XMPF 9 640 O HCS 
YHEP 0 0000 INChES 
2HMRP - 384a INCHESSCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 277 












n _ 1 I I i l I * [ 1 I [ l _ _ _ 
-6 - 4 -2 0 4 6i 12 14 16 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK9 ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SFT SYOI. CCWFIGkATIC44 DESCRIPTION FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOPHATIOM 
(RCGO$) 0 NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC eq BETA 5 c0 REFS 0 1790 S FT 
(RC0GVOj I UAAL 632 SSY-STR WING FORCE-lAC B9 W10 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
(CO0?6o 9 HAAL 632 SSV-STA WING r0RCE-NAC B9 WI 1f1 REF8 11 3390 INCHES 
ARC606;JAAL 652 S$V-STR WING FGRCE-N4C 89 WIC N12 VS XMRP 9.Si00 INCHES 
SRCU73 MID H12 VS 0 0000 INCHESNAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FDOCE-NAC B9 HZ YMRP 
ZHRP - 0 38-0 INCHES 
MACH 0 259 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 278
 
COMPONENT BUILDUP WITH FAIRED FUSEL5AGE S BETA 5.0 DEG
 
xt 
-4 W ta 6 12 14 16-is 






"AL WNG ORE-AN 9G 1O1ATTAFS AL1A DEGREECHE
1 ROV9132S5-ST 
IRCGBO) Ia 632 SIV-STR WIN G rDRcE-N* ¢ V5 RHF2 737D9 INCHESNAAL 89 WIO 40
(RGO073} H.AAL 0,32 ,$13*-STR 'I.'NG FORCE-N1AC 19 HE WIG H123 V5 IMRF 0O 000 INCHES 
ZMRF - 0 3840 INCHES-














w 0.4 ___ ___ 
u 
LL. 0.2 
it _________t__ I i l li i t 
-0o - s -I 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCGO8S 1 NAAL 632 SSV-STt WIN& F4tE-NAC 59 5 o00 REFS 0.1790 SO FT 
(RCOQBSJ 0 NAAL 632 SSV-STR WJING FPCE-NAC 89 1I REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
,RCG078) NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FOACE-NAC 89 WI0 HI REFB 11.3390 INCHES
2 
CR.C086, HAA. 632 SSV-TR WING FCRCE-UAC 89 W1 HIZ V5 XHRF 9 8400 INCHES 
(nC&0?3) D NAAL 632 SSV-STR WM114 FORCE-NAC 89 N2 W10 HI? VS YHRP 0 0OO0 INCHES 
ZNF? - D 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE
 



















o -.4 9! a 4 
-o0 - 4 -R 02 46t 
 e 1 6 1
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
-ETzTA Sm, C-.rtF,{,.r-"zT CESCRIPTIcf. PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEPENCE INFORMATION
 
fCUC0S39) Q WAAL 032 SSV-STR WING FOnCC-NAC 9 BETA 5 000 REFS a 1790 So FT(RC40O3) 0 NAAL 032 8V-STR WING FOQCE-NAC 69 WIG REFL 15 7370 INCHESRCqOOFi NAAL. 632 SSY-$TR WING FORCE-NAC 09 WIG 012 REFB 11 3390 INCHESIR GO S NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC S9 WID HI V5 XHRP 9 8400 INCHES(RC4073) . &AA. 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-'AC 99 M2 WIG 1IE VS YNRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 5840 
 INCHES
 




1QPQNET BUILDUP WITH FAIWO FUSELAGE 83 BETA 5-0 DEG
 
ArTACK-NGL OaPe ALPHA, DE14EN4.0, S',-f U rOcJ9 f2CIS7r*
63ARAv' 
 ac .orR VALUCS 
tNE 

























O . o3 .2 .1 0 - .1 -. 2 3 4 -.6 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
DATA 5ZT S74SOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RCGO66) 0 WAAL 632 SSY-STR WING FURC-NAC 89 
IRC6005 3 NAAL 632 5SV-STR WIM rORCE-HAC 89 W1D 
I RC40701 NAAL 632 SSY-STR WING FORCE-NAC B9 WID H12 IRC0*681 I NAAL 63Z SSV-- R WIN& FOPCE-nAC 09 MIS NIE V5 
(R aOT33 b NAAL 63 ' TR WING FORCE-MAC 89 H? WID M12 VS 




VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
REEL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
Y14RF a GOOD INCHES 
ZHRF - D 384D INCHES 
SCALE U 0a76 SCALE 
PAGE 283 
_____ 


















0.i4 "'"  
FOREBODY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CAF
 
DATA SET SYH"OL CMFPIGOUATION DESCRIPTIa.i PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
fRCO00$' C) NAAL 632 3SV-S'R WING FORCE-AC 09 BETA S.000 REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
CRCG-0S3 r0 JAAL G32 SSV-STR WON FORCE-MAC B9 W1G REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
€RCC07 9) HAAL 632 SSV-STR WIHO FORCE-NAC 09 WIO H12 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
(nCo)3 a HA.L £32 SSV-STR WING FORCE-MAC 69 I MI2 VS XNRP 9 8400 INCHE&­
'RC073) &- NAAL 632 SSV-STR WI G F0RCE-NAC 09 NZ W1G H12 V5 YNPP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALEMACH 259 
PAGE 284
 
COMPONENT BUILDUP WITH FAIRED FUSELAGE B9 BETA 5.0 DEG
 
1 4 






..4 3 .2 1 - 4 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
DATA SET S* OO- CQFTCVRTICH DEBCPIPTICM 
(Rco3ss) 0) HAAL 632 B3V-STR NINO FORCE-MAC 60 
facosa3) E3 NAAL "2! BBV-STR WING FOCE-HAC 89 N4IS 
I pCovio) NAAL 632 $BY-STR WIM FORCE-dAC 9 HIS B112IRCOO0) ' HAAL.63Z SSV-STR W/ING FOPZCE-NAC 139 NIS H12 VS 
incau733 N: NAAL 632 SS9-STR W4INO FORCE-NAC 09 MR NIS H12 VS 





REFS 0 17910 SO FT 
REFL 15 737a INCHES 
REFS it 3390 INCHES 
XMRF 9 8400 INCHES 
THIN, a 0000 INCHES 
- 0 3840 INCHESSCALEL 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 285 









____ _ __ __ _ 
..- I 
u 
LL 0.0 ! 
0.0. 0.2 0, .4 0.5 me 0 7 018 0.9 1 0
 
1FORE0(00Y DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
 
DATA -IT $.-NBc¢ CON'FICUR4TION, OLS.$RIrTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RC0038) C) WAAL 632 SSV-3tR WING FCEG-MAC 59 BETA 5.000 REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
(RCGOU3) 0' NAAL 632 $$V-$TR WI]ND FOICE-MA-¢ 59 WIO REFL is 7370 INCHES 
. 
 REFB 11 3390 INCHES 
,.Coosa) Za WAAL 032 S~V-Tr WING FORCE-NAC B9 MID0 H12 V3 XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
IPCGO73) I WJAAL.632 SS¥-STq WIJNG FORCE-HAC DO NZ MID} HL2 V5 YM'RP 0 DODO INCHES' 
IRC00781 I? WAAL 63Z SS-TR WING FORCE-MAC 09 W10 H12 
Z-RP - 0 3840 INCHES
 




ELEVATOR EFFaCTIVENESS WITH NACELLES
 










ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHIA° DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL C JFIOVRATICN DE$CIIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
fucElso- 0 NAAL 632 SS-STO WIM FCRE-HAC S6NV1JI0Hi EV5 BETA 0 909 HOR 0 000 REFS 1) 1790 SQ FT
 
CRCGlaTJ NAAL 632 5SV-STR WING rCRCE-MAC S911 WlrrI2EI2V5 ELEVTR - 10 000 REFL 15 7370 INCHES
 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES
 
X14RP 9 8400 INCHES
 
YHRP 0 0000 INCHES
 
Z"Pp - 0 3840 INCHES
 




ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH NACELLES
 
-. 4 




z  ___ _ _ __ 
LA 
1-- .0 
_ __ _ 
LoJ 
210 12 14 10 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DJATA SET SYBORL CCNFZGUP'ATION DESCRZPTI(:N PARAMETRIC VALUES RE.-ERENCE IhFORHATION 
NAAL 632 SSV-S¥R WING FOCF-NAC FTA coo
IRCGIO) aI VEBzGIE'R: 0 BOB HOR 0 PEFS El.t7so SR FT 
(RCO29T) 13 NAAL 632 BSS-STP WING FORCE-MAC SOfN VI10yIZS ELEVTR - 10 000 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRF 9 8400 I NCHESC 
YHRP a BUBB INCHES
ZNR- - 0.3840 INCHES 




ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH NACELLES
 
- 05 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
It~ 




.521 1 I I I Ii 0I n 1 1 4 I s Is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA -ZT51ADL CDVWIGURATI DESCRIFTI J 
CRCV2063 0 NA.L 032 SSY-319 WIAG F CZ-C a6l%6-113diElV5 









REFS a 1790 SQ FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
R EFS 11 3390 INCHES XNRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRP 0 0000 INCHES
ZHR-- 0 84U INC ES 
HAH g29SCALE a 0016 SCALE 
PAGE 289 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH NACELLES 








a - 4 2 a 4 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK., ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBO L CCWFIrURATIC" CESCRIFTIC" FARANETRIC VALUES 
RC& 06.1 Q HAAL 632 SSY-5tP WIN FORCE-.AC 0.0002ECV 40OOOP (C 1075 13 HAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FMCE-MAC a5m Wl0HI2EI2V5 ELEVTR - 10 000 




1 4 1 6 i s 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 S a rT 
REFL 15 7370 NHHS 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRF 9 8409 INCHES 
YHRF 0 0000 INCHES 
ZMRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE a097O6 SCALE 
PAGE 290 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH NACELLES
 







-2 a 4 6 10a2 le4 	 16 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
VATA SET SYMBOL CO$''ICURATION D SCRIFTION 	 PARAHEIRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
CR&S4P$AAL032 SSV-STR WING 'RCE-NAC a6flWid.d,2i2V3 SET. G.003 HOR 0 000 REFS 	 0 1790 SO.FT
LflCG±If3' [3 *AAL G32 SSV-STE WING FCCE-HC 852 WlOAIZAI2VS ELEVTR - I1 000 	 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
PEFS] 11 3390 INCHES 
XNRP 9 8400 INCHES 














ANL OFATCK LH, ERE 
R1EFSI 11 3390II INCE 
{RC 07 W;G AALG3ZSSVSTF C£-AC NOH2 IV5 LEVR -10 RPF 10 0000 INCHES 
ZNRP -SCALE 384D0 0076 INCHESSCAL  
PAGE 292 
12 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH NACELLES
 
Is 
6 _._____ ______ 
4/ 
0 4 2 6 a 10 12 14 is Is 
ANGLE OP ATTACK9 ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET ZVMBO CONFIOUATICN DESCRIPTIO 
(RCCI0G) 0 WAAL 632 SSV-319 WING FCRE-.AC xZ M 
taccic"'1 1 NAAL 632 $BY-SIR WINO FORE-HAC BON WlOHl2E2V5 





- 10 000 
0 Dan 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS a 1790 SO FT 
REFL 13 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 IN CHES 
XHRP 9 $400 INCHES 
Ympp a0000O INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3SAO INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 293 



















PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DA A ET SYM90L CONIGURATION DESCRIFTI ON PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(""lo0 HAA 03Z SSSTX WIN % TA 006HP 0,000 PEFS a 1790 SO FT 
tpcolo" 13 -AAL 632 SSV-STR WING FMCE-MAC G6H WIVHZE12VVS ELCVTR - IS 000 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
RESB 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 $400 INCHES 
YMRF 0 000D INCHES 
ZMRF -SCALE 9 3a400 0076 INCHESSCALE 
PAGE 294
 















~o . $-. -o1 -. 0 0o0 .05 .1D 
FOREBOOY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CAF
 


















- 10 000 








REFO 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRPYHRF 9 84000 BODO INCHESINCHES 
7mRP - 0 3640 INCHES 





ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH NACELLES
 









0.0 1-0.2 _ _ _ _ 
- . . . .0 -.1 -.2 .3 -.4 6 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SytBOL CONFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION PARAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORATION 
tacOljs) 0 NAAL 63 SSV-STa VINC ¢C-C fl6 tSW19H02E.2V5 2ETA 0-90 FOR 0 DO REPS a 1790 SO FT 
£RC6107, E NAAL 03Z SSV-STq WING FCRCE-NAC rg WIOIHi2EIZVS ELEVTR - 10 000 RFL 15 7370 INC ES 
PEFS 11 3390 1NCHE& 
XMRF 9.8400 INCHES 
YNRP u 0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
0.259 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 296
 









O. . 0 . 4 0.5 0.6 917 0 8a9 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, COF
 




WAAL 632 SSI-STk Wi-4r FC-CE-h.C b H 1A 





- 10 ;00 
a 0os 
REFEPENCE INFORMATION 
PEFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YWRF a .ouna INCHES 
ZHR' - 0 3840 INCHES 
























C- . - 2
0.0 2 6 _ ________ 2 
-U.4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAo DEGREES
 
$ylSO ELEVTR FAPA4ETIC VALUES REFERENCE NFORHATION 
0 - 1.oo #ACM 0.239 OETA 0 000 REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
O 10.000 FM 0.000 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 









REFERENCE FILE HAAL 032 UA-70-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BEN IlOH12E12V5 CRCG107) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 298 









°2 a 2 1 6 8 in 12 14 1 6 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELEVTR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-10 DOD HACH OodSv BEF. a aoG REFS 0 1790 50 FT 
to ova FOR 0 Duo REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 I NCHES 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRP a 0000 INCHES 
ZMRP- 0 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE HA4L 632 NA-70-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BGN WIOH12El2V5 CRC61071 02 NOV 70 PAGE 299
 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH NACELLES
 









ha1-. 10 I____ I I I . _ _ _____ __ __ 
- 0 O -4 - U 2 4 a toI 12 14 16 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACgo ALPHA, DEGREES
 
StH£Lt RPARA4TTRIC VALUES REFEPENCE INFORMATION 
10I.000 HACH O.239 BETA 0.000 REPS 0.1790 SQ.FT 
10.900 HC2 0.000 REFL 15 7 70 INCHES 
REFS 1 3390 INCHES 







REFEREUCC FILE HlAAL 632 NA-70-73 SCALE a0 076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86N WlOH12El2V5 (RCG!07) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 300 











2.3 - 4 413 6 a 12 14 16 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELCVTa FARA,4ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION Q 19.000 RACH 0 259 BETA 0 OUD REFS 0 1790 $0 FT 
13 10.000 HCJZ 0 . 90 REFL 25.7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRPIMRPZR0 -
9 84Da 
0 00000 3840 
I HCHES 
1INCHESINCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 HA-70-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BGN WlOH12El2V5 [RCGI07) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 301 














-0.4 a 2 a 2 a _3 a a 12 14 16 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMOO ELEVIR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 0.000 MACH a Z59 SET. a 0ra -EFS a 1799 SO FT 
laI.oua NOR 0 000 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REPO 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRPY"RP 90 8400 o 0 INCHESI CHE S 
ZNRP - 0 3640 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 63Z MA-70-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BGN WIOHI2EI2V5 CRCG1073 02 NOV 70 PAGE 302
 














C ___ ___ ___ ___ 
CDr 
-0 - 2 a 2 4 G a 19 12 14 i6 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 

















fEcr 11 3390 INCHES 
XNRP 9 0400 INCHES 
YNRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 032 NIA-TO-fl SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BGN W1OH12E12V5 CRCG1073 02 NOV 70 PAGE 303
 






-- G 012 14 is 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
STMOC ELE"TR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0*29I.00 0 1790 SO FT0 - ETAHEH 0 00REFS 

1 00o MCH0259 BTov 
 F L  RE 15 7370 INCHES10.Og HR000REFB II 339a INCHES 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRP a DODD INCHES 
ZURP - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 63Z NA-70-73 CL 07 CL
 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WIlNG FORCE-NAC 86N WlOH12El2V5 CRCGIO7) 02 NOV 70 PAGE :304
 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH NACELLES








04 .. .3 .2 .1 .0 -. 1 -. 2 3 -. 4 -. 5 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT* CLM
 
STHBKX ELEVTR PARAMETRIC VALLES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - IV 00 MACH 0.259 BETA Q Poo REFS 0 1790 60 FT 
13 10:000 FOR 0 000 REFL 15 7370 1INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRF 0 a0Do0 INCHES 
ZMRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 632 NA-70-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL G32 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC SN W10HI2EI2V5 CRCG107) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 305
 














FOREBODY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CAF
 
Sy bL ELEVTR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - 10.o0 HACH 0.259 scy 031, Rr s 0 1790 SO FT 
13 10.000 NOR 0.000 REFL 15 7570 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XHAP 9 8400, INCHES 
YMRP a0 quo0 INMCHESZ.RP - 0.840 INCHES
 
REFERENC FILE AAL 632 0-73 -- SCALE 0 0076 SCALE
 
SSv-STR WING FORCE-NAC BGN WAIH12E 2V5 02 NOV 70
NAAL E32 RC107 PAGE 306
 













"0 .2 I -D -,1____ _-.5o___ -.4 -
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT CLM
 
SYPMA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- MO°o 0.N50 0 uml REFS 0 1790 SQ FTtAC" BETA 
10.000 NfOR 0.00 REFL is 7370 INCHESREFS 11.3390 INCHES 
XHRF 9,84DO INCHES YMRF 0000 INCHES
 
ZMRF - a 3840 INCHES
 
SCALE a 0076 SCALE
REVSPENCE FILE *JAAL 632 NA-70-73 

NAAL 632 SSV-STR IING FORCE-NAC EGN W1OHI2E12V5 CRCG107) 02 NOV 70 PAGE 307
 







1U 0. 00F0 _.__a_ U.6 u 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
 
SYNSM .E.lR -A-A-ETRIC V t.U:;, REFMPENCE INFORHATI04 
a - 10 Duo MACH 0.259 BETA 0.009 REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
13 10O 000 HCA .90 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XNRF 9 8400 11NCHES 
YMRp a coOa INCHES 
ZNRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL $32 MA-70-73 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC BGN WIOH12EI2V5 CRC61073 02 NCIV 70 PAGE 308 










SIDE SLIP ANGLE, GETA° DEGREES 
DATA SET STMOCL CONFIGURATI n DESCRIF il;v PARAETRTC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(REOD46 
caral0t33 
13 WAAL 632 33V-STR WINO FCC-HAC 86 1410 VS 
WANAL 632 6SS-STft IND F¢.iCC-.AC 66 XG H!Z 








lac 003) H;AA 63Z 6Sa-STR w'Wc FGcncf-NAC Do WID MIR V3 REFS It 3390 INCHES 
(OC6600) 0 AAL 632 SSY-919 WZ4 FCRE-HAC 86 NZ WIG 412 V5 XMRF 9 $400 INCHES 
7HRF 0 DODO INC14ES 
ZHIIP - 0 3040 INHES 
MACH 0,259 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
PAGE 309 













-~~~ aOl.. 5 3 : 1 2 5 4 5 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMB4OL COA0 10UPATrION DESCRIPTION', PARAMETRIC VALUES 
IRCOO&PI NA-L 6-2 .S5V-STR WING,FORCE-4IAC 86-WID0 V3 ALPHA 0.000 
iRC60 33 I" NAAL 632 SSV-STR LJJN FORCE-MAC 06 MID 4]? 
I RC,003) NAAL 632 S5V-STR WINO. FCRCE-HAC 86 WID.812 V5 MOO~DS) a NAAL 632 SSY-3TR W IhD FCRCE.-MAC 86 NZ8 MISO HNI V5 
/AN o ;SC(A 
6 7 0 9 1 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS,, 0 1790 SQ FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 33so INCHES 
XMRP 9 $400 IN CHE.S 
THRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 3840 IC HE$ 
LE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 310 






.1 1 ' 4 5 - a 9 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMISOL CNFIGCURATION DESCRIPTICS PARAMETRIC VALUES 
CCG402 C) NAAL On2 $SV-STR WING ORCE-'1AC 86 1410 Us ALPHA I) Goo{(MC¢n33) J3 HAAL 632 aSV-,STR t .ArFCRCE-24AC 96 WID HIE-
1RC&O) 0 WAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FO CE-AC 66 WIO H12 V5IRC"09) NAA L 632 SV-STR WING 9CRCE-MAC 06 N2 WIC H12 VS 
j C 2 9SCALE 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1795 SO FT 
REFL is 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRP 0 8400 INCH-ES 
YMRP 0 0DO INCHES 
Z14RF _ 0 3840 INCHES 
0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 3!11 
















-.G 9 - 1 2 o4 5 7_a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMSIX CGIFIGUPATJ0J DESCRIPTION PAPAHNTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CTCGOJI 0 NAAL 632 aSV-STR WI* FRCE-NAC 86 1ID VS ALPHA 0 000 REFS 0 1790 S3 FT 
(TC4055) E NAAL 632 $SV-SM WIH FORE-,AC S6 InO HIZ REFL 1 7370 INCHES 
(TC400o, I NAA 632 $sV-STP IN& PCP CE-NAC 06 1I0 HI2 VS RrFs 1 3390 INCHES 
tTCOOB)' NAAL 632 551-STR WING F r-MAC 88 11 141 112 15 XHRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRF 0 0000 INCHES 
ZHRF - 0 3640 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE


















o-.0 - - - - ____ 3 8 12 5 9 
2 3.2 5 a l 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SZT S/MI C 4FIGU4ATICH DESCRIPTI04 PARAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORKATION 
(7C0Q489 0 UAAL 532 SSd-STR WING FCM-NAC 86 WIG VS ALPHA 0 000 PEFS 0 1790 so FT 
(TCO33) 0 NAAL 632 SSV-STR WI4 rOaCE-AC S6 NU hit PEFL 15 7370 INCHES 
INI WAAL 632 SSV-STR WIN& FORCE-AC £8 Wig H±2 VS REFB 11 3390 INCHES 
IT&OSB) a JAL 032 55V-STR WI JG FORCE-'JAC 86 N2 WIO HI V5 XHRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 0000 INCHES
 
21RP - 0 3840 INCHES 
NACH a.Z59 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 313
 










.5 4__ p 3 4 6 7 9 1 
-. 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETAP DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBL CON IGURATICU DE$CRIPTIC14 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
INC0049. NAiL 03a S$V-STR WHOG FWRC5-HC 06 HID V5 ALPHA 6 ago 
(RCOU34) NAAL 63Z $$V-STR WI P6 FORCE-MAC. 86 t'D HIV 
"C0604) H AAL 032 SSV-3TR MING FORCE-NAC 56 MID HIE VS 1.0G031 a AAL, 632 3SV-TR WIUS FrCQC-UAC 006 Na b/O HIE V3 
PACK a 259 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES, 
REFB 11 3190, INCHES 
XHRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRP 0 0800 INCHES" 
ZMRF - 0 3640 INCHES 
SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 31,4 
COMPONENT BUILD UP 
oiSl , Fa I4J ' 
ALPHA = 6.0 DEG 









-5 - -3 -2 - 1 2 3 4 5 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETAo DEGREES 
DATA SL, ST SM 
€CWFI UATICN 0ESCRI YIIW PARAMETRIC VALUES 
(RCO049) 0 WAAL 632 SSV-SFR WhG FOCE7"A S* 10 S A -4 S 00C 
Rcncoo (3 WAAL 032 SSV-3T 41NO FOCE--IAC Sb 1410 HIE 
aRCGoova 9 NAAL 632 55V-STR WZNG F qCE-NAC 86 WIO M22 V5 
aRG} WAAL 032 s$V-STA WINQ FOR€e-HC 56 HE HID HIE V$ 
MACH 0.259 
C F 9 1 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
PEFS a 1790 SG.FT. 
PEFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFB 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRp 9 0400 INCHES 
yMRF a GOOD INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 315 
COMPONENT BUILD UP ALPHA &.0DEG 














--. 3 j- JI2 3 , 5 6 7 g
1 	 9
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA GET SYMB.OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIOJ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRC0049) 0 fAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FOCE-NAC 86 WX V5 ALPHA 6.o1 REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
CRC&G0343 t NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 85 1I HIE REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
CRCGO041 0 NAAL 632 SSI-STR WING FORCE-MAC J6 1W1G H12 V5 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
CSCGOO) a NAAL 032 SSV-Th WING FORCE-NAC 16 N2 WIO H1E VS 	 XMPP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 0o0 INCH S 
ZM9F - 0 3840 INCHES 
NACH 0 239 
























. . ...1.. .. . 
__ 
I 
_.... . . . . . . . .. .  . ..,. . 
t.-..-.3 5 - 4.4 LJt tL- LtL.AAL J..t. ±4J5 .L4. J 6.J1L0IC .CLIIl 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET _-Iam 
(TC004,) 0 
CONC;GilATIa, DESCRIPTION 




REFS 0 1790 50 FT 
(TC0034) 0 WAAL 632 SS7-TR-WING FGQCE-NAC D6 WIO H12 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
(TC4C04) 1 NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 66 WIC HI2 V REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
(TC000) HWAML 632 SSV-STR WING FGeE-NAC 86 NZ W1I H12 V5 XNPP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRF 0 O0o INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
MACH 0.259 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 317 











_ _ _ _ _ _ 
ATA S--T 
TC G.4 9 ) 
fTC 034 ) 
( TC GCOJ 













-3 -2 - 1 2 
3 4 
SIDE SLiP ANGLE BETA. DEGREES 
P'I]b n :'' E C t T ARA ETR I[CVALU-S 
3 2 S V- STR I C F OC - A C 6 W10O 5 A LP HA 6 Duo 
3 2 S V-S TR I#J a F C -NAC 0:6 Wl SO 12 
6 3 2 S5" Y- STR WN OF RC :- AC 86 W10DH I Z V S 
6 32 SS V- STR W1 1.9GF CC E A C8 6 NZ;U10HI SV S 
2 9 
6. 7 8 9 l 
REFERENC E INFOR AT ION 
EF S 0 1 79 0 S O F T 
RE E'L 15 73 7D I CH S 
REF S: 1 1 39 0 NCH S 
X R F 9 8 4 0 0 IHI E S 
YMRP GODD INCHESZ-RF - 00 3840 N  
SCALE 0 OD6 SCAL E 
PAGE 318 















-4 - -2 -1 u 1 2 3 4 5 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
CONFIGURATIONf 07SCRIPTIVIJ PARAETRIC VALUES 
MAIL 
f 
632 SSV-STR W ING} rORCE-HAC AS IG VS ALPHA 12 Ono 
NAAL 032 SSV-STR W/ING FOCEC-hAC 88 W10 H12 
NAAL G6 SSV-3TR WING FORCE-?JAtC as WIG tFlz V5 
N.AAL 632 SSV'-S TR WING F 'CC-MAC B6 Nd2 WIG H12 Vs 
/ H 629SCALE 
6 7 a 9 in 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS a 179n SQ PT 
PEFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRF 9 840a} INCHES 
YHRP a GOOD INCHES$Z-RP - 0 3640 INCHES 
0 a076 SCA-LE 
PAGE 319 








-. 010 _ _ 
0 
- .015 ___ 
-.025. - 02 ______7 __9 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETAO DEGREES
 
DATA SET SfYkEO CONF1OWATICN DCSCRIFTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(RcoosO) 0 JA.AL632 5SV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 06 WIG V5 ALPHA 12 ova PEFS" 0 1790 SG FT 
(RCV033, 03 NIA. 032 SV5-TR WING FOPCE-HAC B6 L419 HE2 REFL 15 74r0 INCHES 
(pCGOD5 , HlA. 632 SSV-ST WING FORCE-NAC B6 410 HIE VS REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
19cooo 11 NAAL 632 SSVS-R WiNG FOICE-NAC 8O HE WIG HIE V5 X,4RF 9 8400 INCHES 
YmRp 0 0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
nACII 0259 SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 320
 

















-.2 tt. JL .L.. L.t.-.-2 SL L ±..A WAI±tL.SLLL .tW4..LL4 4± i4J 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SZT Srv' COAFIGURATIej DESCRIPTION FARA4ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(PC40501 0 nAAL 683 3SY-STR WING FORCE-NAC U6 W$O VS AIHA 12 000 REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
(RCG055) 0 HAAL 632 SSV3STR WING FCRCE-NAC 86 WIG HI2 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
(OCG0G5) NAAL 652 5SV-STR WING FORCE-SAC B6 WIG HIZ 5 REF9 11 3390 INCHES
 
flCGoul) a NAAL 632 SSV-STP WING FORCC-NAC 86 NZ WIG H12 VS XdRF 9 8400 INCES
 
YNRP 0 0000 INCHES
 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHES
 




COMPONENT BUILD UP ALPHA = 12.0 DEG
 









0Z -. 0105 
vz 
- -4 S -2' - 0 1E 2 3 4 5 G6 9 inSIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SE T S MS-OL C-'FIGWRATICV DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(1*CGSJ 0 ~sAL G32 SSV-STR WING FOCC-NAC Wig0 VS ALPHA ODD a3 1793
N  eS 12 REFS SO FT 
ITCG035) ' NAAL 632 SSY-STR W/ING FORCE-MAC S6 WID HJ2 REFL i.s 7370 INCHES 
C6005$ MpAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORICE-NAC 86 MID0 H12 VS REFS 11 3390 INCH-ES 
IT¢GDIOI aD AAL 632 SSV-5TA ),IN& FO3RCE-MAC 06 N2 Wig[ HIZ VS XNRP 9 6400 INCHES 
YNRP 0 0000 INCHES
Z±RP - 0 3840 INCHES 
NACH D.ZS9 A LALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 322
 











DATA SET sVneOL C¢N 
(TCSOt') 0 WAAL 632 
(TCG0351 ANAL 032 
(TGUOSI 0 NAIL 632 
ATcoula)NAIL 032 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE9 BETA9 DEGREES 
AIaUTIO OESCPISTICN FARAHETRIC VALUES 
SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC B6 'itO ' 5 ALPHA 12 00 
55V7-SR WING FORCE-4AC 06 WIG H12 
SSV-STR WING FORCE-JAC 86 WI0 HI: VS 
SSV.-7R MING FORCE-NAC 86 112 Wl H12 V5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REPS a 1790 SO FT 
REFL lb 7370 INCHES 
REFB. 11 3390 INCHES 
XNRF 9 8400 INCHES 
TMRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZHRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
L0.259SCAE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 323 
EFFECT OF NACELLE LOCATION(UNPLUGGED) ALPHA 0.0 DEG 















SIDE SLIP ANGLE- BETA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFICURATICH DESCRI-TZOM PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 WAAL 63? SEV-STR ING FORCE-NAC 96 N WID HIE V5 ALPHA 0.000 
a] WAAL 632 SSV-STq WING FORCE-HAC 86 ME WID H12 V5 
0 WAAL 632 SSV-STR WlNa FMEE-MAC 86 N4 U16 HIZ VS 
9SCALE 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS O.1790 SO FT 
REFL Is 7370 INCHES 
PEFB 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRF 9 8400 INCHES 
THRP 0 O00O T4CHES
ZMPF - 3640 INCHES 
a G76 SCALE 
PAGE 324 









a 4 5 6 ? 8 9 111 
SIDE SL-IP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA ST SYMBOL COWIGUU TION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUZES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0ROD WAAL 632 SSV-STR UINO 007KC-:RC 86 h 4 O HIZ VS ALF, 0 300 REFS a 1790 SO FT 
fRcsom) C) NAAL 632 $SV-ST- WING rCCE-NAC BG HE HID HIZ VS REFL Is 7370 INCHES 









ZHRP - 0 3 840 INCHES 
MACH a 259 SCALE a 80T6 SCALE 
PAGE 325 





9 4 4 a0 
-. 2 
.... ...
L . 0 
.00P 9*- 840 INCHES 
-. 15 - - __-_- _0 ___5 _7__ 1 
I-i~ ___ 0340 INHE 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE0 BETA. DEGREES
 
0A A SET Stf5lSi COIdFI0URA7ZI 4 OESCRIPWV PARA$ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATXON 
(RC00201 0 NAAL 852 SSV-TR WIG FOflCE-NAC 6 N WID H12 VS ALrIIA 0.000 REFS 0 1790SO5 Fr. 
12C00081 0 NAt!. 032 SYSTR WING FOCE-NAC 00 $2 WV0 H12 VS REFL 15 7570 INCHES 
(RC4OZSJ 0 NAAL 032 SSW-STR WING FO'CE-WPAC 5S $4 140 $12 VS REFO 11 3590 INCHES 
9HP8400 INCHES 
YNRP 0 0000 INCHES 
Z14RP - 0 3040 INCHES 
0 SAH 0 0076 SCALE5 CALE 
0 25 PGACH 
PAGE 326
 










DA S T S" 
(T50018) 
(7csovo0) 
I Tc' 024J) 
0 
" 
C'FIC IRA 'ZCN PZ-KR=IF-1 
" 
NA-L 63Z SSV-STR WING FGRCE-NAC 86 V WIO HIE V5 
HAtL 03Z SSV-STR WING-FORCE-NAC 86 HJ2 U10 H12 V5 




R EMIENCE INFORMATION 
PEF5 0, -790 SQ FT 
REFL is 7370 INCHES 
REFB 11 339C INCHES 
"MRp 9 8400 INCHES 
¥HRP 0 O000 INCHES5ZZRF a 1840 tINCHES 
SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 327 









. -. 03 
S1
 
0 -. -1 a 1 2 3 ___a_1 




ITC6098) 0 WAAL 632 55Y-SYR WINO FORCE-4AC UC- H WJQ HIL V5 ALPHA 0 goo REFS 0 1790 SQ Fr'
 D A SET SYNAOL CCF!VRTICH 
DESCRIPTION FARAMETPIC VAUESI__
(TC&OO) 13 WAAL 632 S$V-STR WINSG FCCE-4AC 86 NZ WID M1Z V5 PEFL is 7370 INCHES
-.030 
__ 
v(TCO023) * WAAL 632 RSS-STR WJNG FORCE-NAC 86 N4 HIS H12 VS REFS 11 3390 INCHES
 
XMRP 9 84DO INCHES
 
YHRP 0 SOSO INCHES
ZCR- - 381a INCHES-


















- - - 3 4 7 
SIDE SLIP ANGLEo BETA. DEGREES 




CC"I vRTZC OZSCnIFTICW 
HAAL G32 SSY-07R UMX FCPE-?A 06 N WIG H12 VS 
NAAL 632 SSV-$T2 WMG FORCE-NIAC 38 02 WIG H! V5 
HAL 052 554-STR WIN FORCE-NAC B6 H4 WIG HIE V5 




VALUES REFERENCE INrORMATION 
R£Ft, 0 1790 SO FT 
REFL IS 7370 INChes 
REPS 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 840D INCHES 
YNRPp aO 000 NC E5ZNRF - 0 384a INCHES 
0 0 U76 SCALE 
PAGE 329 






























. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . ..... .... . I . .. . .. 
-4 '- - 2 -1 a ± 2 3 4 5 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
CONFIURATICH DESCRIPTION FARAMETRIC VALUES 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING PuCE-A C B6 ftr 1,G H12 q5 ALF.,. 6 agO 
HAAL G52 53/-STR 1WING FORCE-UAC SS NZ WIG HI- V5 




.. . .LLZ . . 
7 a 9 la 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS It 5390 INCHES 
XHRP 9.8400 INCHES 
YNRP 0OOD0 INCHES 
ZNRF - 0 3S40 I4C1ES 
CS ALE 0 D076 SCALE 
PAGE 330 













SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CFIGURAT1N 0E$CRIPTIC FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(faCOoo29S 0 -AAL 63? OSV-fil WIMG FrPOcE-C a9 N 016s N:2 V5 AFni 6 000 REFS a 1790 SO FT 
(RC&VD0Q 1 HAML 632 SSV-STR WIN, FOR¢Z-AC 0 HZ W10 N12 VS REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
(C0424 0 UAAL 0S9 $$Y-379 WINO FO*Ce-NAC On N4 Win MIR V5 REFS 1I 3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 84CO INCHES 
YNRP a soo INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE C 00?6 SCALE 




EFFECT OF NACELE LOCATIONCUNPLUGGEO) ALPHA = 6.O0 DEG 
I 1* 











IU47A SET 37NEOM CO-FIOURATION# DZSCRIFTICHJ PARAMETRIC VALUES REr'ERENC INFORMATION 
(TCGAZ9) a HAAs, 03 SBY-STR WING FORCE-24AC Se N W/10 M12 VS ALPHA 6 ago} REFS a3 1790 SQ.FT{vTC&G,gg E3 NAAL 632- SSV-,ITP W]ING FORCE-NAC B6 Y?2 WIG M12 V5 REFL. 15 7370 INCHES 
(TC00243 * NAAL* G32 SSV-STR WJING FORCE-NAC 86 N4 U10 HIZ VS neFS 11 3390 INCHES5 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 DO00a NCHESZU-P - 0 3840 INHES
 






























SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
CNFIGURATIaI DESCRIPTICN PARAMETRIC VALUES 
HAAL 032 SSV-STR WING FtR -AC 8N Wibu HI2 V5 ALflA 6 000 
HAAL 632 SSV-STI WING FORCE-NAC BE ME W10 H12 V3 
*AAL 03Z 5$V-S7R WING FCRC-NAC 18 N4 bLQ HIE VS 
REFERENCE INFO9HATION 
REFS 0 1790 50 FT 
REFL 25 7370 INCHES 
REFE 21 339D INCHES 
XhRP 9 8400 INCHES 






















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYM4BOL CCWFI£GURAT] 0H DESCF']FTICC4 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERFNCE INFOT HATION 
(:RC0030) Q NAAL 632Z $$V-STq WlNG POR'E -NAC 86 h' Win Hi.g V5 *LF.,A 12 003 REFS 0 1790 SQ.F'T 
(Rconiol E3 MAAL 632 SSY,-STR WliN FCq CE-HAC 156 M2 Win HIZ V5 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
(RCOOZ351 0 NAAL 6.2 SSV-STR INC FM CE-NAC S9 N4 WIG0 H12 V-- REFS 11 339D INCHES 
XNRP 9 $400 I NCHES£ 
YHRP 0 O000 INHCHES 
ZMRP - 0 384D INCHES 




EFFECT OF NACELLE LOCATION(UNPLUGGED) ALPHA = 12.0 DEG
 


















- -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO CONFIGUqATION DESCRIPTI O PAPAXETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
acaq300 MAAL G3 SSV-STR IN FORCE-,AC 86 N 410 HIE VS ALPHA 12.000 REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
(RCGOIDO [ NAAiL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-.JAC 16 Z WIG H12 V5 REFL 15,7370 INCHES 
(RC00251 0 HAAL 632 SSV-STR WINCG FORCE-NAC 86 N4 W10 Hi2 V5 REPS 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3840 INCHES 








Lz- .f15 __ 
t 
w 









SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUqATIC DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUZS 
CRCO3OI 0 UAAL 632 SSV-3TR WINS FORCE-NAC 86 N WIG H12 VY AL 
0 A 12 00 
.PCSoD. C; .AL. 63 SS-STP 'INC FnCE-AC UG M W14 HIE12V5 
'RC"o25J D, NAAL 032 SSV-ST, WIG FORCE-fAC SS ? 4 WID 1412 V5 
MACH .oZ59 
7 0 o 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11,3390 INCHES 
XNRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 0000 1NCHES 
ZNRP - 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 33S 














SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 







63L SSY-STR WIN* FOPCE-N49 
6. Z S$V-STR WING FCRCE-'4AC 







W10 HIE V5 
WIG HIE V5 













XmRF 9 a400 INCHES 
YHRP O 0000a INCHES 
ZMRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
SAE 09ALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 337
 









-- 005 4 3 -2 2 3 4 5 a 7 a 9 le 





SYMS Z0FIGURATIO DESCRIPTI O 
0 NAAL 63Z SSV-STR WINO FORCE-HiC 
E3 HAAL 932 SSV-STR WING FORCC-N 
* NAAL 632 SSV-STP W;)HG FORCE-NAC 
MACH 0o259 
B6 N VI0 HIZ V5 
86 h96 W D HIZ V5 




VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS a 1790 50 FT 
REFL 15 T370 INCHES 
REFB 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRF 9 840O INCHES 
YHRP a BUDD INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE a 00"6 SCALE 
PAGE 338 










. -0 0 1 2 3 4- 6 7 a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLEo BETA9 DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO DESCRIPTIO FARA4ETRIC VALUES RfEFERENCE INFORMATION 
(Rc oop) 0 HA-L f32 5SSTR wino Fo~rE-mAc ss nzE wie Hx2 v5 ALPHA a goo REFS a 1790 SQ FT 





63Z 5SV-STR WINO FCC-NAC B6 04 W10 H12 VS 











0 00005840 INCHESINCHES 
"Az1 0 59 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 339
 
EFFECT OF PLUGGING NACELLES 




II. .. I. .. . .. 1 
.9Q20 










_ ___ _ __ _ _ _ 
am 
-. 0 4 
1 7 .IItII I I[I II II II1IfII[I 
a 1- .-. 2 3 4 5 
SIDE SLIP ANGLEO BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIURATJO4 DESCRIPTIc PARAMETRIC VALUES 
IPCGOOB' ' -A-_ 632 SSv-STR WING FGPCE-NAC 86 H2 WID $12 VS ALPHA a ODD 
tRCGO13) Cl tAAL 632 55V-3TR WING FOPCE-MAC B86 43 W3 HIE V5 
(RCGOZ3) 0 4AL 632 SS,-STR WING FORCE-'IAC 86 $4 W410 12 V5 
cRCGO1oj & NIAAL 63Z SSV-3TR WING FORCE-NAC B6 N5 WIO H12 V5 
MACH 0 259 
6 7 8 9 10 
REFERENCE IN-OR4ATION 
REFS 0 1790 GO Fr 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
X14RP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRF 0 0000 INCHES 
ZMRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 007s SCALE 
PAGE 340 










- -4 -3 - -1 3 4 u 6 7 a 9 111 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYNSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CRCGODD6 Q HAAL 632 SSJ-$Tn WINO FMCE-NAC 06 WE W10 P12 V5 
(905013) 13 WAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-lAt B8 N3 Wlr J 9V5 
(RC 0231 0 WAAL 032 SSV-STR WING FCC-NAC SO N4 WIC HIZ V5 






REFS a L7 0 $0 FT 
REFL is 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRF 0 Coco INCHES 
ZNRP - 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 341 












Z -. 010 - -3 	 _ _ _9_ 
z 
o -. 020 	
_ __ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFION PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CTC&0081 a MAAt Ol SSV-STR WINO FORCE-MAC 86 MZ WIO H12 V5 ALFdA O.000 REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
ITCGDS3) C WAAL 032 SSV-S5R WIN& FORCE'-NAC S N3 WIG H12 V5 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
ITCGOZ3) 0 NAAL 632 SSV-SIR U1HO FORCC-MAC B6 H4 WIG H12 VS 	 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
(TCGDIO) A HAAL 632 SSV-SWR WIN' FORCE-MAC g6 N5 WIG 812 VS 	 XNRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHPP a 0000 INCHES 
ZmRP - 0 3640 INCHES 




EFFECT OF PLUGGING NACELLES 

















InI ___ ___ _ 
-. 040 4 -3 a - 1 0 1 2 a 4 3 6 7 a 9 in 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET 5"190L CGNFIGU ATIO4 DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ercoga 0 4AA- a z ssu-sr T OG FOC-MAC 96 N2 Wig H12 VS ALPHA 0.000 REFS a 1790 SO PT 
4it;O]3) CI MARL 032 SSV-SIR W.NO F(ACE-NAC 06 Q3 WIG H12 V5 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
I IC00233IT¢0018) 11Al MAL 63Z SSVSTR WINS FORCE-MAC 06 N4 WIU HIZ 
V5 







YHRPZ.R.0- a Doan0 3840 INCHESINCHES 
HACH a 259 SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 343 











- L 2 1 a I a a 4 5 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYN OL CCNFIGURATION DESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
(CC4VOs) 0 hAA- 632 SS,-ST' WIN'O--CE-"-C B6 ME WIO 412 VS AICHf 6,000
I COOIA) 0 NWAAL632 SSV-STR WING r CZ-PJAC SC N3 WI0 H12 VS 
(RCG024) 0 HAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 N4 WIG H12 V5 
(1C&0191 A NAAL 632 3SVTR WING FCCE-HAC 85 NS W10 H12 VS 
WACH 0.239 
6 7 a 9 10 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
REFL. 15 7370 INCHES 
REF8 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRF 0 0000 INCHES 
Z'RF - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 344 
EFFECT OF PLUGGING NACELLES ALPHA 6.0 DEG
 
.023_ 	
_ ___ _ 








SID SLPANL . EADGRE
 
DATA S-ET SYMBOL CONFIfUR ITION DESCRIPTION/ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(PCGo0g) c "AL 652 5SI-STR WING FORCE-24AC 86 HZ W10 H12 VS ALPHA 6 000 REFS 0.1790 SQ FT (RCGUE4) 13l NAAL 632 SSV-STR WiNG FORCE-NAC 64 H3 W;a H12 V5 REFL is 73570 INCHES 
1 RC6Cz4j 9 NAAL 632 SStV-STR WING FORCE-MAC B6 NI WID HJZ V5 	 REF13 11 3390 INCHES IRCOVO) a AAL 63Z SSV-STR WIZNG FORCE-HAC 8O N5 W10 H12 V3 	 XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
Y-RP . 0000 INCHES 
ZCRP - 0 .840 INCHES 
MACH 0°259 
















.i u% . 
i-I.. 
-. 313 - 1 0 2 2 4 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET 519,00L CC"FIGURATIOM DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
1 C4009) ej NAAL.032 SSV-STP wIxvG roRCE-NAC 86 HE W10 H12 V5 ALPHA 6 ODD IC4G14) 93 NAAL 632 SSV-S/q WIN' FOCC-R AC 00 NS 1110 H12 Vb 
IOCG0241 0 WAAL 63Z SSV-STR WING FCE-NAt 96 N4 WJlD HIE V5 ¢RCOU191 A WAAL.632 S5V-STR WING FORCE-NAC B6 N5 ID8 HIE VS 
M4ACH a a59 
REFERENCE INFORHfTIO-N 
REPS 0 1790 5(iFT 
REFL Is 7370 INCHES 
PEFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRF 9.840D INCHES 
YM P a0 0f}0 INCHESZig - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 00G76 SCALE 
PAGE 346 







U zt .005 4____9 5 I 
U -. 0101 
___ 




SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA DEGREES
 
DATA SET 57MPSOL COCVIGUiATIO" DSCRIPTION PARA14ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CTCGSO59 0 "AAL 419 $GY-STR MING FCgRCE-NAC SO NE W10 HIE V5 ALPHA 6 5005 REFS 0 179a SO FT 
9TC6014) D HAAL 632 SS -3TR WIN5 FOPE- AC Or N3 HIS H12 V5 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
I TCG24P 4? HAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FOCE-WAC Ob H4 WI0 HIZ V3 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
ITC00191 a NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FONCE-NAC 86 N5 W10 HI? V5 XNPP 9 9400 INCHES 
YHRP - U 384 INCHES 
.5RP a -080 INCHES 

























-. 031)- -- __ __ 
-. 035 
-. 4­
-2 - 0 1 2 3 4 5 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA0 DEGREES 
DATA SET 5YMBOL CONFIGURATIO' DESCRIFrC PARAMETRIC VALUES 
'(TCG09) 0 AAL $32 SS&V-STR WING FORCE- AC 26 H2 WIO H12 YE ALFA 6 000 
(TC&0143 tWAAL 032 5$V-STR WItC F=CE-NAC 56 V3 W i H12 V3 
Y7CG0C4) WHAAL 632 SSV-3Tq WIfSG FOCCE-MAC 00 ,4 Hj M1 V3; 
CTCPO05 a WAAL 632 SSY-37R WING FORCE-HAC 86 N5 W10 HI? V3 
MACH 0.259 
6 7 8 9 i0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
X*lRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRP a0000D INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 007G SCALE 
PAGE 348 















SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYBL CCUFIGURATION DESCPIPTION FARAHETPIC VALUES REFERENICE INFORMATION 
facG olo C0 rAAL G3Z SSV-STR WING FORCE-MAC B6 NZ W10 HIZ V5 ALPHA 12.00D REFS a 1790 SO FT-Jl (Rcovs5} 0 NAAL 032 SSV-$Th WING F~iC-m4d 86 H5 WZQ HIE VS REFL 15 7370 INCHES
 
inCG9251 0 HAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-MC 86 H4 HIDf H12 VS REFS 11 339a INCHES (RCGDZO) A NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING F02CE-NAC 86 S HID1 H1_- V5 XMRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRP a 0O0O INCHES 




EFFECT OF PLUGGING NACELLES ALPHA 12.0 DEG





















s~ -4 -3 -2 -a 1 a 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYIBSC COUFIGURATI DESCRIFTIO4 FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENICE INFORHATIO4
 
CRCOOD') 0 UAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FQPCE-4AC 66 N2 W10 H12 V5 ALFrl 12 00n REFS a 1790 Se FT
frC015 ) 1 NAAL 63Z Ss3-STR WINS V5 86 f.3 H-12 PEFL 7370FQC-%.C "1 V5 15 INCHES 
SRCGO2S) I MJAL 352 SSV-STR WI4G FCQCE-AC 9 N4 WIV 912 V5 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
MCMVZ0) b MAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FO CE-AC 88 N15WIG Hf V5 XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZHRF - 0 38,0 INCHES 
ACH 0.259 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 350
 















-. 55 -4 -A 1 0 1 2 a A 4 S ' 6 7 a 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 





CcONFIGURATIOA DESCRIPTI N 
I4AAL 632 SSV-STR I4INO FORCE-NAC B6E 
NL 632 sst-STP WI0 FCCE-tJSC 86 t, 
NAAL 032 SSV-STR WIN* FORCE-MAC 85 %4 
HAAL 632 SSV-STR WINO FOCE-NAC 86 NS 
W8I HIE V1 
/0 Ht V5 
WIG HIE V5 





REFS a 1790 S.FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFE 11 3390 INCHES 
XNRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRF 0 OOD INCHES 
ZNRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
MACH o.z39 SCALE 0 0D76 SCALE 
PAGE 351 
EFFECT OF PLUGGING NACELLES ALPHA 12.O DEG
 
x 	 .015 _ _ _ _ 
x 
C 	 .O10 _ _ _ _ _ 
m 
mo 	 .005 -- ~- ­
z 








- 5 - 3 2 1 1 p 3 4 5 6 9 in 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA9 DEGREES 
UATA ST SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTI[N 
(CCG0±0)c NAAL 032 SSV-STR lIN4 FORCE-NAC 86 N2 WIO HIE V5 
(TCO015) WfAAL 03t S6V-STR IIHZ r=t'lE-4AC 56 N3 WIt .12 V5 
(TCO0R5 NAAL 03Z SSV-SlT WING F09CE-NAC 8. H4 WIG H12 VS 






REFS 0 17O SQ FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFB 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRP 0 0o0 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 352 









S-DE SLIP ANGLE, BETA9 DEGREES
 
DATA SET STDO CCFI GU IOA DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
iTC6030) J3 NAAL 032 35¥-STR WIMO FCR€C-%IC BE MI P122 V3 ALPHA 12.000 REFS 0 1790 sa FT 
ITC1911) 0 qAAL 032 35V-STR WlNr FORIX-NAC 86 r3 V110 H12 V3 REFL ,=.7370 INCHES 
REF3 11.3390 INCHES
 














COMPONENT BUILD UP WITH NACELLES INUPPER FWD POSITION ALPHA 0.0 DEC
 
. 








DATA SE T SYMBOL 
(a¢Gova) 0 
CaCGO33; Z3 
CRCGO 3) * 
-4 3 1 a 1 2 3 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FAAMTRIC VALUES 
HAAL 032 SSV-STR WINC FOCC-MAC SO NZ W10 HIZ V5 ALPHA 0.000 
N 652 SY-ST WINr FO.-NAC es Np_ win HIZ 
N4AAL 632 SSV-STr WJN FORCE-MAC 06 ME Wig V5 
C . 
REFERECE INFORMATIO'I 
REFS a 1790 SO FT 
REFL is 7370 INCHES 
REFS Il 3390 INCHES 
XmRF 9 8400 INCHESYMR. a 00 a a INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE a OU76 SCALE 
PAGE 354 






o .025_ ___ _ 
w.o 
-. 0 0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
OATA SET SYMBO 






1790 SQ FT 
(RC0030) H AAL 6$2 SSV-STR W G FCRC- - GO he WIG HIZ REEL 15 7370 INCHES 
mc¢0053) HAAL 6U$ $SV-STR WING FORCE-MAC S6 He 1410 V3 REFS 11 339a INCHES 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHR P 0 a, 0 INCHES 
ZMRP - 6 3840 INCHES 
AH g2 SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 355 













SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL CCOFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 fAAL 632 S5S-STR WING FCRCE-NAC 06 N2 WIG HIZ V5 ALrHA .00O 
0 MiAL 632 SV-STR WING FUcE-NAI Bb QA W40 PiJt 
0 NAAL .S2.55V-aTT WING FO$CE-fAC 86 N? WIG VS 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS a 1790 S FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
yNRP 0 .000 INCHES 
ZHRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0070 SCALE 
PAGE 356 





___. -. . 
1­
-J 
- -4 - - 0 :, 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNIBOM COM4FICURATMI DESCRIFTICHi PAPANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
(TC6009) 0 NAAL 632 SSV-STR WINS FOCE¢-NAC 8B6 HE WIG HIZ vs ALPpi a 00 REFS a l7go SQ FT 
(TC*038) [] AAL 632 ,SSV-S;TR WINS FCRZf-t 6 H2 WI HIE REFL 15 7370 INCHESR 
(Tcrosa) UA 632 WIlNS FORCF-'AC D36 HZ ULU0 VS REFB 11 5390N L 5SSV-STR INCHES 
XHRP 9 6400 INCHES
 
YRRP 0 0000 INCHES
 
ZWJRP a 3840a NCHES 
PAGE 35*7
 







.J -. 003 
z 










SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SIT 37400t C0UFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFErENCE INFORMATION 
(TCOOOI 0 $4AAL 632 SSV-STR WU*& FOCE-NAC 86 NZ WIG NI? V5 -PHA 0 000 PEFS a i790 S0 FT 
ITZ3) 0 MaAL 65a SSV-Sfl hINc llCEJtC B6 p2 MIG $12 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
irC6O531 0 HAAL 632 35V-SIR WIN( FORCE-MAC 06N WGV REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
$400 INCHESNNRF
YMRP U900 INCHES 
















SIDE SLIP ANGL.E BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SyflSC CONFIGURATION S3CPIPTICH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE THF09HATION 
{RC0009) NAAL 632 5SV-STq WINO FCRCE-NAC 86 ME MID "12 VS ALPHA 6.000 REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
"IaV3 .AA, 63Z S V-STR WIN6G C C--C BE NZ LID 432 R6FL 15 r5r0 INCHES3 
fnCG0541 0 HAAL 632 S3i-STR MING FCC-NAC VC n2 MID V5 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHES
YR4RP 0 0600 INCHES
 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
HA CK 0.Z59 SCALE 0 076 SCALE 
PAGE 359
 
___ ____ ___ 
COMPONENT BUILD UP WITH NACELLES INUPPER FWD POSITION ALPHA ± 6.O DEG 
G3s
 









fl ..01O) NAAL_ 63 6N WnfI V LH 00RF ____HM__E-A1 OF 
-. 00 8_INE 
PAGE036
 
YHRP 0 0000 INCHES
Z-RP - _ _840 INCHES 
NAH 0R9SCALE 




COMPONENT BUILD UP WITH NACELLES INUPPER FWD POSITION ALPHA = B. DEG 











SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SfT SYMBOL COflFIGUqATICN DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES PEFERENCE INFORMATION
 
Dog rtlf, 8AAL 632 SSV-STR WINO FCQCE-NAC 85 M2 WE WI VS ALPNA 6.000 REFS 0,1700 SQFT 
(RC6O39) 0 'AAL. 032 533-ZTR WIN F0PCE4IAC 06 NZ 14I0 H12 REFL 15,7370 INCHES 
(RCO54? 0 NAA. 632 SSV-STR WINO FCRCE-NAC 96 h2 WO VS REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XURP 9 8400 INCHES
YHRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3840 INCHES 












SIDE SLIP ANGLEo BETA, DEGREES
 
OATA Sty SYBOL CCUPIOUATICU DESCRIPTICNITC0009) 13 NAA $39 SSV-STR NINO PCt-MAC 8 Ng WIO MIR V5CTCO039i 13 NAAL 632 SOV-SR NINO FCR{-rJAC 00 HE W10 MIR




VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIORN 
REFS 0.1790 SQFT
REFL 1373?0 INCHES 
REFS 11 3330 INCH&$ 
XMRP 9,8400 INCHES-










COMPONENT BUILD UP WITH NACELLES INUPPER FWD POSITION ALPHA &60DEG
 
CIIn 





DATA f SYN<>vx CCNFICURATI3 DESCRIPTION 
, C*009) 0 IHAAL 032 SSY-$TR WINr FORC-NAC 
SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VAWUS 
66 PIZ 611 H12 VS A -HA 6 Ono 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS a 1790 SQ FT 










MACH 259 SCALE 0 0076 S CALE 
PAGE 3G3 
COMPONENT BUILD UP WITH NACELLES INUPPER FWD POSITION ALPHA = 12.0 DEG
 
'' 020 











-. on0 a___ 1 
____ ____ ______ 9 1 





SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
COMF U ATIO J DESCRIPTI PARAMETPIC VALUES 
RAA 63Z SS;-STP VKga OOC- AC W-NE WI HIE V5 ALPM4 12 LOS 
HAAL 039 S$Y-STR WINO rORCE-NAC 86 HE HIS HIE 
"AAL 632 SSV-STP WINO FCC-'JC 86 42 WIO V5 
D.Z59 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0,1790. SQ FT 
REFL 15 73?0 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMPP 9 8400 INCHES 
YMPF 01.0000 INCHES 
ZHPF - U.3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 3G4 

















-SU 4 3z -p 1 0 1 2 a 4 3 0 7 a 9 in 
SIDE SLIP ANGLEo BETA. DEGREES
 
DAAGE YfDOL CCNFIOU-AICN DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REREnCNCC INFORMATION (ACOO01J 0 NAAL 63k SSV-31Z WINO coCrCEnAC 06 NZ 010 HIB VS 41FAA 12 Una REP'S 0,I17fl S0.FT. 
ftC6O403 CI NAAL 052 SOY-SIR WINO tOCC NAC SO ME WID MIR REFL 15.7370 INCHES 
gcC*35I 0 MAIL. 133 $51-St WHnO FORCUflAC 80 HE WID V3 RES 11 339a INCHES 
XNRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YNR? 0 DODD I NCHES 
DInP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0,0076 SCALEPic" 0.239 
PAGE 3G5
 





S - - 1 1 2 3 4 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CORFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IRCGIIV C) NAL 032 SV-STR WINIG FCRCE-RAC 86 NZ HID M12 VS ALPHA IS ur REFS a 1790 SQ FT (RCGOVD) El MAAL 632 SSV-STP biING FORCE-NAC q6 ME HIS 812 REFL 15 737a INCHES 
fpCGvss) * NAAL 632 SSV-STR WJH FORCE-NAC 06 HE HIS V5 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 840D INCHES 
YMRP a0 000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHES 












o -,., ,,.,.____ 
- 02 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SZT SYMBOL CCHFIGURATIN OESCRIPTICN PARA4ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORATION 
(Tco0I00 0 NA4L 032 SSV-sTR WING FVCE--AC as H2 win "12 Vs ALPHA 12.00G REFS 0 1790 S0 FT 
(TCOV40' 0 "AAL 63B 5SV-STR 4I1G F0Cf4AC 25 9Z '41NXS2 RSFL 15 7370 INCHES 
CTCS033, 0 JAAL 832 SSY-STR WING FVACE-NAC 86 h2 WIG V5 REFB 11 35390 INCHES 
XNRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 0000 INCHES
 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE
















, U4 2 9 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 a 1 2 3 4 9 6 7 a 9 a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETAP DEGREES 
01 TA ZT SYMBL, CCWIGORATION DESCRZPT104 
tTCGOADY NA4iL 632 SSV-STR WINS FORCE-MAC 
(TC0040) ' AAL 632 S3-STR UING FORCE-MAC 















VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
PEFS 0 1790 $Q FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
9 $40V INCHES 
YMPP a 0000 INCHESZHRP - 0 84D INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 368 










J -. 020 -­
-5 
f 
4 -3 2 -2 a 1 2SIDE SLIP ANGLE9 3 4 5BETA. DEGREES 0 7 a 9 
to 
DATA SE SYNO" CMFI URATICN DESCRIPTION 
taCOOZ31 H,A, 052 SSV-STR WIND FMC9-MAq 06 N4 WIG H19 V5 
(RC60451 CI NAAL 632 S5V-3TR WING FORCE-MAC SC N; WIG M12 
(nC6059) * NAAL 63Z SSV-STR VING FORCE-VAC 86 PSI WIG VS 




VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS a 1790 50 FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRF 9 0400 INHCS 
YMRP 0 a CHI INCHES 
Z5RP - 0 3840 INCHES 



















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COMFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFEPENCE INFORHATION 
(RC223 0 NAAL 632 SSY-STR WING CrCE-NAC 86 14 WIG fil V5 A.nF. 003 REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
(RC04 ) E NAAL 052 SSV-STR WING FORCE-fAC 80 N4 WIG HI1 REFL 15 7370 INCHES
cPCGP9O) 0 HAAL 63Z SSV-STR W IG FORCE-NAC 06 N4 W10 V5 REFB 11 3390 INCHESXNRF 
 9 84DO INCHES 
YHRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZlRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
MACH 0 259 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 370
 








-1 -A -2t Di 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYlOt CCfFG-URATIO, DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(Rc002) a WAAL 032 fV-SfT WIUG FORCE-nn U1 ;., WIG d12 W5 A rA 0 000 PEF$ a 1790 S0 FT 
CRC4043) H 652 WIMG NA WIG REFL INCHESNAAL SSV-STR r0CE-AC 86 H12 15 7370 (ACGosO 0 NAAL .32 SSV-STR ING FCqC-NAC 86 N4 WIG V5 REFB 11 5390 INCHES 
XNRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRP 0 0OO INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
RCH 0.259 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 371
 
















-. 01 S - 14 _az 
-J 
o -. 020 - __ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SY4MBO CGNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOPMATION 
(TCGO23) 0 U'AL 632 SSV-STR WINO FlCE-tIAC S5 N4 WIG HI2 Vs ALa-A 0.000 RErS 0 1790 So FT (TC043) E HAMA 632 SSJ-STR WING F CE-NAC BZ N4 WI1 H12 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
(TCGOSGJ 0 NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 86 N14 W10 VS REFB 11 3390 INCHES 
XNRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 0000 INCHES
 
ZHRP - 0.3840 INCHES 




COMPONENT BUILD UP WITH NACELLES INUPPER AFT POSITION ALPHA =.0 DEG
 












-.. 0 0 - . 
4 5 (; 7 4 0 
o ~ SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETAvDEGREES __ _ ___ 
n S oFTREFS 179V S ALPHA a oau 
TC 9Q3) AH L 632 S-.TR till FCR-A C bb 4 W la H1 REFL i 7370 I CHES
 
TC 043) " 3 I F O..- NC 6 4 I H la REFB 1 3 INCHES
fAAL S V-STR W 90 
















COMPONENT BUILD UP WITH NACELLES INUPPER AFT POSITION ALPHA d.0 DEG

.030 I J,-t ,tr, rrr, {rrrr,-r,-, nn-r r,-r ,rr-r -i-, rrrr -rrt ,-,-rr Jlil 
.025 -____-__ 
"' 020-









I.-.00 1__ a 4 I _23 0 1 
.D
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA CET SMBO CCnFIGURATION DESCRIPTIW FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INOQHATION 
'tRC0024) HAAL 632 SSY-S WING F CC-NAC tANW1 DOE) 0 1790 FTSG WIG 12 AH.. REPS SG 
(RCGO44) NAAL 032 SSV-STR WING FOPCE-NAC w0 N4 WI0 H12 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
12G059) 0 WAAL 632 S5 -STR WIN& "OCE-HAC 864 W0 VS REFB 11 3390 .NCHES 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP a 0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0,3840 INCHES 























-. 04 5 - 4 - 3 - 2 -1 a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7? 8 9' 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET 5ym CCVFjGATICW DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REP XENCE INFORMATION 
ZRC6024) 0 NAAL 632 SSV-STR MIMS FMCE- AC DO h4 610 HIZ V5 ALF A 6 cifi REFC 0 1790 SQ FT 
I RC0044$ 0 HAAL 63Z SS-STR KING FORCE-NAC B6 N4 MID HIE REFI 15 7370 INCHESIRC6059) * NAAL 632 SSV-STR WINC, FORCE-NAC 86 N4 MID VS REFB 11 3390 iqCHES 
SXMRF 9 8400 INCHES 
Y R P 0 O0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3840 INCHES
 
M4CH D.Z9 




COMPONENI BUILD UP WITH NACELLES INUPPER AFT POSITION ALPHA =G6O DEG
 




SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET GYMS CONFIGUPATI ONESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFePENCE INFORMATION 
CRCGO24) C N.A 63E ZSV-STR WING FORC-MAC 86 N4 Wig HIZ V5 ALPHA 61000 REFS a 1790 SO FT 
CRCG044) 13 NAAL 05Z SSi-STR WING FORCE-NAC 8 44 WIG N12 REFL 15.7370 INCHES 
(acousgl * HAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-MAC 86 H4 W10 VS REFB 11 3390 1NCHES 
XMRP 9 $400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 Saco INCHES
 
ZHRP 0 3840 INCHES
 











Z -. 025 
-. o3D 
....... . 





SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
YNTOOI. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PAPAMETRIC VALUESf NAAU 632 5SV-ST5 WING FCCE-FAC 06 N4 WIn H12 V3 AIPHA 6.000 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-MAC O 44 WIG H12 
0 NUAL 632 SSV-STR WING FOaCE-NAC 86 M4 WI0 VS 
NACH O.S9 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFB !1 3390 'NCHES 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZMRF - 0 5840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 377 

















-4 -3 -2 -1 1 a 4 5 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FAPAHETRIC VALUES 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WZNa FCRCE-NAC 8e N94 WIG HIE V5 ,ALPHA 6;COS 
NAAL 632 $SS-ST.* WIN&] F'OR-N-AC i36 U4 W16; HIE 
NAAL 032 SSV-STR W INC FORCE-NAC D6 N4 IS V5 
0 .;59 
G 7 a 9 IS 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
RE L 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INICHES 
XmRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRP 0 UQUO INCHES 
ZMRP 0 384U INCHES 
SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 378 
COMPONENJ BUILD UP WITH NACELLES INUPPER AFT POSITION 
















5 2 1 0 1 2 a 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUESNAAL 03Z SSV-STR WING FZEE-AC 86 N4 WIG HI? 
AAL 632 S-STR WIN FORCE-NAC 86 N4 W10 V5 
6 a 9 to 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFL 15 737U INCHES 
REF8 it 3390 INCHES 
XMRF 9 8400 INCHESYHRP a00000 INCHES 












c -).010 	 ___ 
-. 00 -­z -. 015 
z 
o -. 010 	 _ __< 
t I
 






 . I . .. ..L . .L ±. l ±l - E..L L L.11 . .-L tL LJ4 t
-. 040 s 4 - 3 1 a 2 3 4 5 7 a 9 IV 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION ­
nccoo) Z a t3 SSY-ST7 WING FQ;Cg-N$C 86 N4 WAG HI? VS ALPHA 12 coo REFS 0 1790 So FT 
(RCG45) 0 NAAL 032 SSV-STP WTINGFORCE-NAC 56 N4 WIG H12 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
(RCGOSD* 0 NAAL 632 SSV-STR WIN' FCE-NAC Si N4 WIO V5 	 REFB 11 3390 INCHES' 
XHRP 9 B400 INCHES 
YmRP ODD INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
MACH 0 Z59 
PAGE 380
 
COMPONENE BUILD UP WITH NACELLES INUPPER AFT POSITION ALPHA = 12.0 DEG 
.20 ___ ___ 








- - 4 -3 -E -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 







6 32 t$-STP WING FC EH-AC 66 N4 W10 H12 V5 
632 SSV-sTR WIaM FaR C-MdAC a' N4 I4 O H12 












YIRP 0 0DOD INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
MACH 0.259 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 381 















- -4 -I 1 2 5 6 7 8 9 10-

SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FARA4ETEIC VALUES REFEPENCE INFORMATION 
(TC0025) 0 NAA, 632 SSV-5 A Wl ; FCRE-N C 96 I'd WIG "12 VS A.--- I2.V-- PEFS 0°1790 SQ FT 
CTC0045) 13 HAAL 63Z SSV-STR WIND FORCE-NAC 8 ff. wIO H12 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
(TC60OV) * NAAL S32 SSV-STR WING FORCE-MAC B6 N4 WID V3 REFS 11 339 0 INCHES 
XMRp 9 6400 )INCHES
 
YMRF a aOu3 INCHES
 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHES
 












-. 0 . .. 2 3 _____-_0 e 9 l 
va 
o-.4ma 
-. 1. 4 2 
_ I a 6 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SY4NSL COF1GURATION DESCRIFPTIN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
-AJ:A 12 DOG REFS 0 1790 SO FTCTCADAS? 0 NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 0 h. 110 Hh2 REFL 15 7370 INCHESTCGOOSo) * JAAL 632 SSV-STR WINO FRCE-AC 96 N4 WIO V5 REFS 11 3390 .NCHES 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRP a 0ODD INCHES 
ZMRF - 0 3840 INCHES 










.015 ___ _ -






2-ID -. 013 
ILT 
-.0 5 r 5 - 4 2 - 1 a 1 a 3 4 5 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET sy"SOL ComIJFGURATIOY DESCRIPTION PARAMFTPIC VALUES 
IRG1)0 WAA 63 S T WN S- 10 H12 VS AL. a 09 
(RCGO2v) E3 NAAL 632 SSV-STR WINO FCRCi-NAC 66 - W10 Hl.- V5 
MACH 01259 
6 7 8 9 1 0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
PEtS 0 1790 SQ.FT 
REFL is 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 339D INCHES 
XHRP 9 8490 INCHES 
IMRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 38,40 INCHES 
SCALE a 0076 SCALE 
PACE 38-T 
EFFECT OF PLUGGED NACELLES INLOWER POSITION 




.J.,.,t . , . . 
0.0 DEG 











-_; 5 - 4 - 3 -R - 1 0l 2 0 4 5SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
6 7 a 9 10 
DATA SET SYNOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 




WC H1Z JS 





RE $ 0.1790 Sa FT 
REFL is 7370 INCHES 
REFa 11 3390 INCHES 
X14RP 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP a flooo INCHESZoRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SC&LVE 
PAGE 385 



















- 4 5- -=i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET sr a t. catrFURATZal DESCRIPTION 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(RCGIOS' C UAAL 632 SSV-STR WI G FORCE-MAC 85 H6 1.0 1412 VS ALPHA 0.000 	 PCFS 0 1790 59 FT 
(riiGozs a nA±L 55 SSV-STH WING FORCE-flAt 08 n a ma V5 	 REFL 15 7370 SNCNE$ 
RCFB I1 3390 INCHES . 
XRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YRRP 0 0009 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHES 














-.030 L 	 . . . . . . ., . . .. .
........ 

- -- 3 2- 1 	 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 1GSIDE SIIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA ,ET SymSOL CCNFI USATIOM DESCPIPTION 	 PARAHETPIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IT GOOZO) CY WAAL "Z SSV-STR WING- FORCZ:-NAC 06 " WIG PIZ VS 	 REFL 15.73TO INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 PICHE$ 
XMRF 9 94aD INCHES 
YMRP a OODO INCHES 
Z.Rp -0 340 NCHES
 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE








.00- ___ ___ 
00 
m 














OATA sET sy5e0. 
tTCGI03) 0 
(TCGOZ0) C 
- 4 3 -e - 0 1 2 3 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
NAAL 652 SSV-STR 17N' -CE-*C6H W6YIO HIE " PP.a Q,300 
HAAL 63Z SSV-STi WING FORCE-NAC ;G I WIO M12 V5 
259 
6 a 9 10 
REFERENCE INFORMATrON 
REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFB 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP a 0oo INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAE0 
PAGE 388 
EFFECT OF FAIRED FUSELAGE B9 INCOMPONENT BUILD UP ALPHA = 000 DEG
 
*030 , ,, -.. r- n-. .. .1-r,. . .. . . . . ... . .. . . .. . . . . . . . ... . . .j 
r, .020 









-5 - - - 1 
_ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETAv DEGREES
 
DATA .. ET SYMIN COFIGURATIOA DESCRIFTIOM FARAMETPIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AC4009 ) ) WNAAL 6>Z S -STR .1.4 FOR'- So 2 REFS 0 1790 SQ FTAc aL ls 

(RC61$41 E3 NlAAL 632 S-STR WIND FORR M-C r win 
 REFL 15 7370 INCHES (Rca?9) I NAAL 532 SSY-STA WIN& FORE-HAC 89 WIG HIE REFS 11 3390 NCHES 
12CGVS ; NAhL 63Z S$V-STR WING FORCE-MAC 89 WIO M12 VS XNRP 9 8400 INCHES (RC0974 NAAL 632 S5V-STR WING FOICE-2AC 89 NZ Wig HIZ VS YNRP a DODD INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3$40 INCHES 
MACH I).ZS9 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 389
 
EFFECT OF FAIRED FUSELAGE B9 INCOMPONENT BUILD UP ALPHA = 0.0 DEG
 





w .003 3 a 
WAA '----Gvs) . .. 63 T WIN FOC-A B9 W20 RE1 15 737 INCHES 
tacS079) HAAL e32 SSV-STR WING FORCr.-HA.C 89 W10 HI * DCREFB 11 3390 INCHES 
CRC6069) WAAL 632 SSV-SIR ING FORCE-4AC B9 W1lR HIZ VS XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
(RC407, "/AAL e3Z SSV-STP ING FORCE-NAC 89 NZ W10O H12 V5 YRRF 0 GOOD INCHES 




EFFECT OF FAIRED FUSELAGE B9 INCOMPONENT BUILD UP ALPHA = 0.0 DEG 
.2 -
-.2 






LL -,5 4 1 a i z a 4 5 •6 7 8 9 I 




HyAAL 03Z 3SV-TR W) CING TOCERANCT89 WIGUIE 
NAAL. 632 SSV-z WING FORCE-NAC SO WID H12 VS 
W:AAL 63Z SSV-STR WJING FORCE-4IAC B9 N2 WIGO M12 V5 
.,AH a129 
REF ERENCE If39 RAINE 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCA LE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 391 











Z -.on LJJ 
.-j 
-ojZ 
S-.04 3 2 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
IO
 DATA SET 3"tL Ca.FIC A'l M DrSCRIFTICN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(TCGODPI 0 NAAL 652 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 89 ALPHA a D00 REFS a 1790 5Q FT 
(TC60843 t NAAL 632 SSV-3TR lUNG FaC=E-NAC 59 WIG REFL 15 7570 ItCHES (TC-?9J) 0 WAAL 63Z S5V-STR WING FORCE-MAC 89 W1 H12 REFB 11 3390 INCHES 
CTC0S19) HAA. eSa.355V-STR WING FORCE-AC 89 WIG H1f Y5 XMRP 9.8400 INCHES 
tTCGQ74) b. NAAI. 632 5SV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 9 N 2 WIG M12 V5 YXRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
HACH 0.259 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 392
 





-. 020 I 
, 
'-S 
SIDE SLIP ANLE BETA DEGREES 
OATP SET SVISOL. C 'FI&VRATIH DC-SCrIFTION 
(TCOO89) 0' NAAL 632 45SV-SIR WING FORCE-MAC -D9 
(IC6084) 13 HAAL 032 SSV-619 WING FOCE-NAC 09 WIO 
(T.C0079) * NAAL 63? SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC S9 WIG 412 
ITCG09) A NAAL G3Z S6V-STR WING FORCE-NtAC 69 1110 912 VS 





VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS a 1790 SQ FT 
REFL 15 7370 IVCHES 
REFS 11 339D INHlES 
XNRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRF D 0O00 INCHES 
ZMRPF - 0 3840 ]INCHES 
a 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 393 




















0- 5 4 2 a 3 $6 9- . - -3 1 1 4 7 a 1 0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE., BETA., DEGREES
 
rDATA SFT S;YMBOL. CONFIrUnATION'DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(FCOGS9J0, Q k.L 652 SSV-STR VI'NG FO CE-W E19 Alpm. 6 000 REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
(1CGOO05) ["3 MAAL 03Z SSV-STR7 WING FOCC-HAE US WID REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
IRC.SD;,- .a NAAL 632 SSV-STR WJING FOXEE-,JAC 89 H1ID H12 VS XMRP 9 8490 INCHES 
IRCG075) , L NAAL e32 SSV-STR WJING FOCEC-NAC 69 N2 ID HIZ VS YMRP 0 0000 INCHES 
I PCroov) Q NAAL 632 SV-STR WING FORE-MAC 89 W10 H12 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHES
 




_ __ _ _ _ 











-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 a 1 a 3 4 5 6 t o 
SIOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DAT5T SYNSCL COtNFIGUPATIONJ OESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(REG090) 0 N/AA- 632 Say-STR WIr, Fi RCC-N C 89 ALF A 6 Boo REFS a 1 
 90 SO FTinCGO85) 13 HAAL G3Z SSY-STff 41NO FCQRCE-NAC O NIS41 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
I aco]so) 4p NAAL 632 SSVSTR WJ; G FO2RCE-MAC 9 MISO H12 REFS i1 3390 INCHES 
IRC,070) a NAAL 63Z 55V-STR WING FORCE-N AC 59 WIC M12 VS XMRF 9 8400 INCHES(Rccors) b, HAAL 63Z SSV-STR I l FORCE-HAC 89 M2 MIS H12 VS YMRP 0 DODO INCHES 
ZMRF - 0 3640 INCHES 
MACHI O.R59 SCALE a 007'6 SCALE 
PAGE 395
 





SIDE-SLIP ANGLE, BETAv DEGREES 







632 SSV-S R WIG FOREF-MAC 69 
6 '2 SSV-STR WIN& FORCE-HAC 52 WID 

















IRC0075) 4 WAAL OaZ! SSV-STR WINC, FORC-NAC 89 N2 W10 HIZ VS YMRP 00 oa INCHES 
HACH 01259 
ZR=PSCALE 
- 0 384a 




EFFECT OF FAIRED FUSELAGE B9 INCOMPONENT BUILD UP ALPHA 6.O DEG
 












4 a S 4.t~ 5 6 7 a 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 





NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FRCE-NAC 89 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FCRCE-NAC 89 WI0 








IcrC0uoo N44 632 SSV-STR WING FCCC-NAC 89 W10 H12 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
LTCGIU70) HAAL 632 SVY WING FORCE-NAC 89 U10 H12 VS XNRf 9 8400 INCHES 
(TC4075) NAAL 632 SSV-STR WIll FORCE-NAC 9 H2 U0 H12 V5 YMRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZNRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
NACH Z59 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 397 














"1 3- 3 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA %IT SYMSQ CONFIGURATION DESCPIPTIOM 
, €G"90) a NAAL 632 SS-STi WING FORCE-MAC S9 
(TC6031) E3 HAAL 632 $SV-STR WING FORE-MAC S9 HID 
1 TC Dav) HAAL 632 SSV- TR WING FOPCE-AC 09 HID HIE ITCGOD) MAAL G32 S5V-3TR WING FORCE_ AC 09 W10 Hia V5 
CTCGO7$) H AAL 93Z SSV-STR WING FORCE-MAC B9 NZ HIS H12 Vs 




VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 so 
REEL 15.7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 84[N) INCHES 
YHRP a 0000 INCHES
ZORP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE a C076 SCALE 
PAGE 39,8 













.000_ _ ___ _ _ 
-J -1 -
--J 200 a 3 4 5 
.aC6091)0 * WAA L 032 SSV-STR WING F_ 9 Aph- 12.000 _-A_ REFS 0.1790 S__FT 
tR{ooo s) [3 NAAL 03Z SSY-STR W/INO FORCE-HJAC 09 U10 
1C60011) 2 1 NAAL.G32 351-87TR WIMC FORCE-HAC 69 U/10 Hla 
"c",ol t AM,L 'S' S-V-STR WIN(S rOPCE-NqAC 89 V10 "12 V5 





















EFFECT OF FAIRED FUSELAGE B9 INCOMPONENT BUILD UP 
















-. 00___ ______ 
-°0 
-. 039 
-S a 4 -3 - - 4 5 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 





HAL Ob2 SV-STR dl-J 
NAAL .32 SSV-ST9 WIM 
4'e-'AC 99 
F0?¢E-NAC S 610 








"'CroallIRCGVOll 9 a 'AAL 632 SSV-SP WIN' FOXCE-NAC 
89 W20l HIZ 









(RC00760 MAAL, 63Z SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 89 HE MID HlZ VS YNRP 
Z.RP -
0.O000 0 384D INCHES INCHES 























-. 50 -4 6 79
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA "T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION $ESCPIPTIOM PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCG0M} Q NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING CE-'-C 9- ALP' 12.000 REFS a 1790 SQ FT 
cRCQVo6) E3 NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FVRCE-NAC a5 JI1 REFL 15 7370 INCHES (RCGOGS± 0 NAAI. 032 SSV-STR WING FORCE-MAC 89 W 0 12 REFS 11 3390 IlCHES 
(UCGVVZ) A NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FRCE-NAC 69 WIG HIZ V3 XNRP 9 8400 INCHES 
(RC&07IS b, NAAL 632 SSY-STR dING rORCE-NAC 69 NZ WIG H12 V5 YNRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - a 3840 INCHES
 




EFFECT OF FAIRED FUSELAGE B9 INCOMPONENT BUILD UP ALPHA 12.0 DEG
 












- - a 2 4-' .... I. . .8 . 9 10,6
-I 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA S T SYt1O4 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1tCGo-i 4--AL 63' SSV-STR WIND5 FORCE-NAC S9 ALPHA 12 a0 REFS a 1790 SQ FT 
CTCGQ$63 fl NAAL G3 SSV-STR WING FC2CE-lAC 8 r W10 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
ITCG0IBl NAAL 63a SSV-STR WIND FO CE-NAC 99 W I H12 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
ITCOTI) A HA.L 032 SSV-ST2 WING FORCE-HAC 09 1419 H12 VS XNRP 9 8400 INCHES 
(TcGO76) HNAAL632 5SV-STR WING FORCE-NAC 89 H2 WIG H12 V5 YHRP 0 DO0 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
HACH a 259 SCALE 0 076 SCALE 
PAGE 402
 











-. 010 [_1 3 








I l t t I 1 I I 
'' I£CITC 



















[ ¢G rNAL6 SV T JNG SIDE5 SLIP ANGLE. 
0 NCAAL Gfl 594-$TR 141M FCRCE-NAC 89 1410 112 
A tUAAL 0J2 5W-STR WING FORCE-AC 89 WIG H12 VS 
IJ |.AL 632 SSV-STR WING FalCE-NAC 89 idE WIG tUE VS 







11 3i90 INCHES 
S 8400 INCHES 
0 00005 INCHES 
- 0 3840 INCHES 
0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 403 












M -. 010 ____ __ ____
,J 
z 
rj -. 020 __ 
-G-5 - -- -2 - 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 la 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
VA TA SET SYMBU.. CCKFI URATIG DZSCRIFTION PAPAKETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRCG1043 0 WAAL 032 SSV-STR WIn* FORE-&AC ?6 NS WIG 012E V-- AL=- 6 000 =E S 0.1790 SQ FT 
(RCc-vZ9) NAAL 632 S54-STR WINO FORCE-NAC S. N WIG HL2 V5 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
toREFS 11 3390 IVCHES
X-RP 9 $400 INCHES
 
YHRF 0 aOO0 INCHES
 
ZHRF - 3840 INCHES
SCALE 0 A076 SCALE
 
MACH 9 1 0 
PAGE 404
 








w .00D _4aa 
DATA SET SYMBOL i UMFICURATIO DESCRIPTION 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEPENCE INFORMATION 
(QC0029) 13 
HACH 
NAAL 632 SSV-STR 
0 29 































-.30 5 _ 3 - - I a 1 2 3 4 _ 5 6 r a 9 1a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 




&.A SZE3 SSV-STP HNO FCC-NAC 86 N6 
NAAL 02 SSV-STR WIZa F01TCE-VAC S5 Y 
WIQ "12 VS 





REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 












EFFECT OF PLUGGED NACELLES INLOWER POSITION ALPHA 6.0 DEG
 
o30 -,-,-rr-l -n-i-i -J ,-----rr v-i--rr rrrr rrrrJ ri-ri--rr, r -r-t-r-- --- F-i -,-i-, -ri 
.025 
X .0±5 











-1 2 4 9 _10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(TOG;;* nA, 3Z SSV-STR WING FV Cf-CAC 03 N6 6IQ MIR V5 ALPHA 6.00 REFS a 1790 SO FT (TCGOZ9) 0 NAAL 63Z SSV-STR WING FOqCE-NAC 96 N WI1 H12 V3 REFL ±5 7l7U INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XNRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRP 0 000 INCHES 
ZRRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
















LI -. 035 
U. .01.__. _ . . . ..Ga 
- a 4 1 1. a 4 5 7 a 9 1a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DlATA SET sysm,- CCFIGURATICH VESCRIFTION PARAVtTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIO4 
(TC61041 a h.AL 652 SSV'ST9 iFS C--4A B6 FR Wig H1Z Y4 41FPHA 6 Qua REPS a 1790 SQ.FT 
iTC6029) 13 HAAL 032 SSV-SIR WING FORCE-M4C SO Nl WIG M12 V5 REFL 15 T370 INCHES 
REFS 11 $390 INCHES
 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES
 
YMRPp 0 000 INCHES
 
ZHRP - 0 384D INCHES
 
OACH 0.259 



















-3 -. 005 
-~~~ -~~ - ~~ 2 5 4 5 6 7 8 O 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA GET $YHgot COHI URATICN DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IRC:030) El NAAL 632 SSV-STR WIN' FORE-MAC 36 N9 410 H12 V5 ALPHA 27-000 REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
(RGS AL62 SSV-STR WIN5 FORCE-NAC S6 N WI0 HIZ V5 REFL is 7370 Il¢HES 
REFS 11 339a INCHES
 




ZRP 0 38540 INCHE S
 
MAC" 0 Z59 




EFFECT OF PLUGGED NACELLES INLOWER POSITION ALPHA =12.0 DEG



















- 3 - 4 - 3 -2 -14 J. 1 2 3 4 5 0 70 a -9 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICH DESCRIPTION PARA4ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
fuCG1Ol) Q NAAL 632 SSV-STR WING FORCE-NAC Q6 N6 WID HI? VS ALPHA 12 000 REPS a 1790 SO FT 
(RC6D30) 1 NAAL 632 SSV-STU WING FORCE-NAC 86 N 10 H12 V5 REFL 15 7370 tNCHES 
REFS It 3390 INCHES 
XHRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YHp 0 0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHES 

























V 6 SCALE 
411 
EFFECT OF PLUGGED NACELLES INLOWER POSITION ALPHA =12.0 DEG 
025 
.020 










- 5 - 4 - 3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 a 4 5 6 7 a 9 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE- BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CMFZGURATl4 DESCRIPTION 
(TC&105) rj HAAL 6 2 5SV-STR UIIHC OPE-_-C 96 96 WID Hl? 5 






PEF$ 0 1790 SQ FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REF S 1 339 0 N ESXMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRP O ouno INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 340 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 412 
- - -
EFFECT OF PLUGGED NACELLES INLOWER POSITION ALPHA =12.0 DEG



















- - - - Z -1 4 5 6 7 a 9 x0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
0ATA SET 5Y$OL CCNFIGUATION DESCRIPTIOH FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I4FORNATION 
(TlU05' 0 HAAL 603 569-JR WING OC-NAC 0 NG W19 HIZ VJ ALFA 1 UOR REFS 0.1790 SQ FT 
ITU30 1 NAAL 6S SSV-STR WING FO'CE.-NAC 66 N WI0 H2 VS REFL 15 7170 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
xnRr 9 640a IUCHES
 
YHRF 1 0000 INCHES
 
ZNRP - D 3840 INCHES
 
HACH U.299 






















ao -4 0 2 4 G a IV 12 14 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET 5YNBOM CCNFIOURATION DESCRIFT104 FARA4ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(SEGS01} HAAL632 S#- TR WIH 56-.C612 54' SZ-%0 0.0011 REFS 0 1790 SQ'FTBT 

(sEGS02) HAALS2 SSV-STR WIH BSWVIZVSH2 (N=Of-N=OFF) REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
CBCGGD03 HAAL63Z SSV-STR WINO BSWIOH12VSN3 (N-ON-N=OFF) REFS 11 3390 ImqCHES 
XHRF 9 8400 1NCHES 
YRP 0 ODD INCHES
 
ZMRFp 
 0 3840 INCHES
 AH D29SCALE 0 0076 SCALE
 
PAGE 414 














- 4 a__a le 14 IS 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAvDOEGREES
 
Dq-TASET YNBOL CONFIGURITION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
facGova) 0 HAAL632 SSY-STR WING SbWZDHlV5Hl (N:C -4=OF) BEI. 0.000 REFS 0 1790 SO FT. 
(SC6092) E3 MAAL632 SSY-STR WING SSWICHIZVSN2 (N=CK-H=O F REF is 7370 INCHES 
I BCG003 0 "AAL632 Ss-$TR WING SG IVH12V5N3 (N=0N-N=OF) PEFS 11 3390 IACHES 
XMRP 9 6400 1INCHES 
YMRP 0 DODO INCHE 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHES 




INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF NACELLES 























- a a 2 4 6 a la 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA -SETISOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PAPAMETRIC VALUES 
IOCGDOI) 0 NAAL632 SSV-STP WING SSWIDHIZVSW i(=C"-N=OPF) bt'. v OD 
tBscD21 13 NAAL632 SSV-STR WING O6WIOHj2V5N2 fNM-;N=OFF) 
(SCGOO3) 0 NAAL632 SSV-STR WING B6WIGHI2VSN3 (N=OM-N=OFF) 
MACH 01259 
14 is 18 20 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS a 1790 SO FT 
SEFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS it 339U *NCHES 
XMRp 9 84DO INCHES 
YHRP a DODO INCHES 
Z4RP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 007e SCALE 
,PAGE 416 
__________ 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF NACELLES
 






2 -. 04 
*an 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
OATA SCT SYBO CMFIGURATION DZSRIFTION PAPAHETPIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I COCOS) C3 HAAL632 $31-STR WHOG 8O;IQHj2VSN5 ( .OM-H=OFF3 REFL 15 7370 INfCHES 
( @D} 0 NAALS32 SSV-$TR WING B6WlOH1ZV5N6 (N=: -H=OF REPO it 3390 1 ICHES 
X"RP 9 840U INCHES 
YNRP a ODO INCHES 
ZMPF - 3840 INCHES 
HACHJ 0 299 SCALE OV76 5 CALE 
PAGE 417 




















,0a - -2 a 	 10 12 14 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET ST"SOL CONFIGURATION DZSCRIPTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFEPENCE INFORMATION 
(scoU04 ) 0 WAAL 32 SSV-STR WING d6wzfMLaV h4 enO-=OFETA O D022 REFS 0.1790 SO FT 
(SCOODS) H AL:32 SSV-STR WING B6WJVHlZVSt45 (H ON-N=OFFI REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
(sc ovoo NAAL03Z SSV-STR WING BSWIDNIZV54S (N=ON-N=OFF) 	 REFB 11 3390 *NCHES 
XNRP 9 84VO INCHES 
YHRF a ar000 IN;CHES 
ZHRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
MACH 0.259 
 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 418 















- -4 2 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 is 20 










HAAL632 SSV-5TR WING B6= 2245,44 
..L63, SV- STR tilHG 86 11112VSH5 







ViLUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
EFS. a 1790 SQ FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS It 3390 INCHES 























a) --4 4 G a 11 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAo DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMOCI CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENICE ZNFOPHATION 
(SCGOO0T 0 HAAL03Z SqV-sT? WING BGWIDHIZVINI M-C-H=OFF) ftlA 5 000 REFS a 1790 $a FT. 
faccooo) C 'AAL032 , 9V-$TR W N SW 1 (H¢-H F) REFL 15 7370 INCHESOH2VSMZ 
(SC000%) * HAAL632 $SY-STR W=N 13621132VM/3 ()N-H-DFF) REFS 11 3390 INICHES
XHR0 9 8400 INCHES
 
YHRP a Dono INCHES 
ZMRP - a 38'a INCHES-

























- - 4 -2 c 2 4 10 12 14 16q8 IS a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA° DEGREES
 
CAT- GET S, BS-- COPPICURATION DESCRIPTIO PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, 0CO671 C NAAL632 SSV-STR WING B6WIDNI2 541 CM=CW-M:oFF) BETA 5 Ono REFS a 1790 SG FT 
tocou0s) [ NAALG32 SSV-STR NIN BOWIU IZY5NZ (N=ON-N=OFF) REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
1 SCOV09)1 NAAL632 SSV-STR WING 8SdIQH12V5N3 (N=ON-N=OrF) REFB 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRp 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP a000a0a INCHES 
ZNR a-3840 INCHES 
MACH O.Z59 SCALE a a0076 SCALE 
PAGE 421
 





















0 a- - 4 -- a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 is E 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
" 
DATA SET S-M- C, R-15'URATZM CESRIPTIO PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CBCG O7) HAARL632 SS-STR WING BOW10I0HIES -=0N-N=OFF) BETA 5 000 REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
tocGova) H AAL632 SSV-STR WING B6WIDHlZV5"Z (H=CN-N CFF) RZFL 15 r3fa ]ACHES
(BCGU09) HANAL632 SSi-StA WING 8601SHIOVH3 {N=OM-N=OFF) REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRP a DODD INCHES 
ZHRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
AH 0S5 




















Z4.04 a____ 2____ 4___ a ID 12 4 t 2 
U C 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA rET 5 
1 0 'Dig) 





HAALBZ SSV-STR WIND B6Wl0HI2V5N-







REFS 0 1790 Se FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 





0 OOOO0 3840 
0 0076 
N CHE$1[NC  
SCALE 
PAGE 423 















a. 4 -2 2 4 6 a 110 12 14 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK9 ALPHA. DEGREES 
DAA SET yva CONFIGURATION DSCOIPT104 PARAMERC VLUES REFEECE INFORMATION 
(Scool C3 HAAL632 SSV-STR WING 86WlUHlZV5M5 (N CN-N:OFF) REFL is 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 .8400 INCHES 
THRP a o00 INHES 
Z14RP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE v 0076 SCALE 
MACH Do 59 
PAGE 424 


























-4_ -9a 46aW ___ OF_DG 0 2__ __ _ 4isis2 _ 
-J 
-°"0 -4 - 0 2 4 8 8 10 2* 14 18 10 20 
ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET symfOi C4F16UATIC DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(BCVIDO) rj NAAL65 55V-STR .12N1 2614104±2Y544 (NION-NUOFF) BETA 5.000 REFS 0 1790 SQFT
1CGOII 0 NAALOS2 SSV37? WING 86WIWN22VSN5 (NO--N=OFF, REFL 5.7370 INCHES 
PEF 11.3390 INCHES
 
XNAP 9 a40O INCHES
YHRP a 0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3040 INCHES 




INCRENENTAL EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL AS A FUNCTION OF NACELLE CONFIG,

* 20 . tr.. ,, t1i rJr-, ,r-r 







4 -aa 0 a 14 1 l 
-10 A0-_ aa1 S 




lsc 014y C NAAL05Z SSV-STR WING B6WlHI2V5MZ (Vz -V=OFF) REFL X5 7370 INCHES(Sc0u5) 0 NAALE3 SSV-STR WINJG 86WI 2VSN4 (VIO-V=OPF| REFO 11 3390 INCHES
 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES
 
YMRF a ao0O INCHES
 
ZHRF - B 3840 INCHES
 
MAC" G.Z59 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE
 
PG­






 ._ . .









C-)w -. 25 
-J 




SA HG E 9S 



























z an ____________ _____ _____ ___ 9V. 
L i. a4 ,- 9 a 20Bt2 14 Is 18 !25 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA GET SyNOL CONFIGURATION D5SCRIrTICW PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEPENCE INFORMATION 
10CGO14) H AAL63Z $"V-SIR WING B5WICHIZV542 (4=CN-V=OFF) REFL 15 7370 INCHES
 




lHRF 0 OBOO INCHES 
ZHFF - 0 Z840 INCHES 
AH *Z9SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
PAGE 428
 




















. 0 6- - 4 2_ao1_1 
LU
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(IscooI() Q NAALi32 SSV-STR 
' 
14ING B6WIUHl2V5 (=N'--OFF) BETA a coo REFS a 1790 So FT 
(CC;olr' 13 HAAL.632 S3S-T. W]hG Bi;. 55 .2,SV2 (A-zV,-H O'FF, REFL 15 7370( INCHES 








yNRF a , Goo INCHES 
Z14HP - 0 384-0 INCHES 
MJACH U.239 SCALE a 0976 SCALE 
PAGE ,429
 


















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SyARO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(Dc I ~ 0 A LG3Z SS-STR WING BWIU~lPVS (H=O4-H=OFF} BETA a goo REFS a 1790 se FT 
lvc 017) NAAL03Z SSV-31R WING DOW10AUM2N (M=--=OF) RFFL 15 7370 INCHES 
loclao)O HAAL63Z SSV-STR WING B6WlOH12V5H4 ("=Oh-H=OFr) REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
NCHES
9 8400XHRP
YNRP a Doo0 £NCHES
ZORF - 0 384- INCHES
 






















a' - 4 -2 a a 10 12 14 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SE7 SYNBOL CONFIGUATICH DZSCRIPTION FPAN-TRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFO9HATrON 
(SCG026) 3 N#iLC-32 SSV-STR WING BGSll3Hl2Y5 01=CN-0=0F) 5E.TA a 000 REFS a 179D 50 FT. 
(scroll) NAAL052 35V-STR WING B6WlOHJZVSNF fH=CN- J=OF) REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
@caccals HANAL632 SSV-STR WIN& 861IME N4 ("=ON-H=OFF) REF8 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 840a INCHES 
YHRP a DODO INCHES 
ZNRF - 0 3840 INCHES 










< -.02 ______ ___ _I-O 
w 










C -. 050 
Lu 
-. 05 
o -. 05 ______ 
-.070
 
-. 1 -0 4 a 40 0 10 L 14 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA e.T SYMSOL COFIGURATIOa DESCRIFTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
fOacC0.9 H.,6. 2 SS.-5TP WIG BS641 RgFS C 170 SQ FT 
(fCovD20 3 NAALS32 SSV-ST WING S6WIVS REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
*BCOORI)NAAL63Z SSV-SR WING 8GWUHIZ1V REFS 11 3390 NCHE' 
(vCG92? a HAAL 32 SS-STR WING 06WHIZVSNZ XHR? 9 8400 INCHES 
YHP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3840 INCHES 

















--.av-- -4 - 0 2 4 6 a 1a 12 14 is is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA ST SYMBOL CFICUUTIH D9SCRIFTICJ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ISCGV20) N AALS32 SSV-SIR WING BOWIOVS REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
taCGUZI) NAAL632 SSV-STi WING 136WIgqlZVS REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
(acovz?) a AAL632 SSV-STR WING S6YIDHIZV54Z XMRF 9 8400 INCHES 
yHR 0.000 INCHS
 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHES
 
















i -4 4 GI to1i12 ls 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL C FIGURATICN DESCRIPTION 
isC015, 0 .. aL5Z SSV-STR WINO OGWIVIE 
facGoaza E3 NAAL632 SSV-STR MIMS BOW10YS 
I OCGVZIp 4? PAAL032 SSVSTQ WINO,DSWIOHZVS Isc60azz a AALG3Z S$V-STR WINC savlvH12VSN2 
MAC" 0.25" 
ll 4l is To( l I1 l 
REFEFENCE INFOPNATION 
REFS 0 1790 $Q FT 
REFL Is 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 $400 INCHES 
YNRF a OODO INCHES 
ZNRP 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 434 
COMPONENT BUILD-UP 
















Z c .00. .__ 
wI 
- 0 4 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 IS0 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAo DEGREES 
DATA SET srmsoL CdFIGUPATICN DgSCRIPTIrN PEFEPENCE INFORMATION 
I scoal9" I 032 SSY-STO WING SeGlaile REFS 0 1790 SO FT 
fScoozo) HtAAL032 S0V-STR WING DS2095 REFL is 7370 INCHES 
BC0O21) H IALG32 SSV-STR Wl r Suw OnI2v5 REFS 11 3390 1NCHES 
IBCGDZZ) a AAL632 S0V-STR WING S6WIOdIZV5NZ XmRP 9 840 INCHE8 
> ZNRPCALE - 0 3840 a 0076 INCHESSCALE 
PAGE 435 
COMPONENT BUILD-UP 


















___ ___ _ __ 
- Ga ¢6 - a 2 4 6 a it) 12 14 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNOCL CONFIGURATION DESCPIPTICN REFERENCE INFORMATION 
locGoolo 13 NAAL63Z t-V-Sr 11M 0S-Cl; REFS a 1790 SO T 
(ccoozo 13 NAAL632 SSV-STR WIN* BSOV REFL 15 1370 INCHES 
V - T O H v 5 
 REFU 11 3390 INCHES
 
'! C.Oz 9 NAALGZ 5S $ HO vD jz
,-CO022I a AAL632 SSVSTP wl No OG IOHIEV5Hz XHPP 9 $400 INCHES 
YHRP a 0000 INCHE6
 
ZHRF - 0 34O NCHES
 









- 013 ..... 
_ __ __ _ 
- cis 
< -. 020 ... 
-. Gas 
Lii 















- 0 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(8CGOZ3, 1 NAAL632 53i-STS IIG U-4.014.2-5 REFS 0 1790 30 FT8
(QCOO21J 0 IAAL632 SSV-SW WIND B6WIOHX2VHE REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
(aCGoZ) NAAL632 SSVST WIHG 66W10H12V5N3 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
4Bc$ozo. SSV-STR WING BOGW1II2VSN4 XHRF 9 8400 INCHESNAALG32 
LOC40271 L NAALS32 SSV-STR WING BSWIOHI2VSN5 YNRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
















" - 2 0 2 Is 6 9 X0 12 14 16 is 29 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO CCWFIGURPTION DESCnIFTION REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(DC40231 0 MAALO32 SSV-STR WING S6WIUM1ZV$Nl REFO 0 1790 so FT
 
(ScGoZ4) NAAL63Z SSV-STR WING uGwlHlzV5N2 	 REFL 15 1370 INCHES 
REFB 11 3$90 NCHFSIOCOO25) HAAL652 SSV-STR WING SGGHIZH V5 3I IC696) a NAAL632 SSV-S q WING SGW108I2V5N4 X14RF 9 $400 INCHCS 
faCCOZ I & nAAL.62 SSV-STR WING B6W1GM12V5N5 YMRP a 00DO INCHas 
ZNRP - 0 3840 INCHES 













ANGLE OF ATTACKS ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SU-O 





CCPFIC U$ATION DESCRIPTION 
AAL632 SSV-STR WMN 0SWIVH 24 NI 
AL032 SSV-STR WINC- OGWIGH12VSNZ 
AAL032 SSY-STR WIN' 6GW1OMIZV5"3 AAL632 SSV.STR WINSG 06WI041V344 
HAAL632 SSV-STR WIK 06WIVH12V5N5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1190 sQ rr 
REFL is 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3s90 INCHES 
XNRp 9 Slan INCHES 
YNRF 0 O0090 INCHES 
ZoRP - 0 340 INCHES 






.008 Tj1fl -rr-r -r,-1 .rr-,-f------ ,,, rlr -vr ,,r,-r- I-I 
J .005 























o -. " 
- a 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 1a 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
(BCGD233 C NAAL632 SSV-STR WIfiN 
 REFS a 1790 SQ FT(BC4024) 13 NAALS32 65V-STR WING 94W1HIVSNf REFL 15 737D INCHES
CBCGOZS3 0 NAAL632 SSJ-STR WING SSW10H1ZV5N REFS 11 3390 INCrESCsCG OV0 NAAL032 SSY-STR WING 86410HIV5M4 XHNP 9 8400 INCHESCBCGOZT) NAAL032 5SY-STR WING SSWIOHI2V5HN YMRF 0 0000 INCHESZNRF - 0 3840 INCHES 

















DATA SET SYMBO 





- 2 s 8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA 
COMFIOURATICH DESC91FTION 
NAAL632 53Y-STR WIG BGJIUHIZV541 
HAA L632 $SV-$TR MIMS 86WIE)AZV5'19 
HAALe Z 33V- Tg WING s6wlQ"t2v5N3 
HAL63Z 534 , SR WIN , aBEilOH12sN 
HAAL32 $SV-STR WINO 96V10HIZVSH3 
10 1 
DEGREES 
14 IS is 20 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REPS 0 1790 SO FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
RzF5 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRP 0 cona INCHES 






















< -. 003 
I-




. a 4 4 __ 10 24 16 is 20 
z r ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA., DEGREES 
DATA SET SYNBO CONFIOURATI0I DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFOPATION 
CecovV-A..632 £N=ON-N=OFF)a SSY-STa WING V6WIDHIZVSNI REFS 0 1790 so FT(SC402) 0 NAAL632 SSV-STR WING B66W1H012V5r2 N= O-d=OFF) REFL 15 7370 INCHES
C6CGU30 * NAALG32 SSV-STR WING 85310nhZVSH3 (N=O-N=OFF) REFS 11 3390 TNCHES 
XMRP 9 8400 INCHES -
YHRP 0 OOR INCHES 
Z4RP - 0 3840 INCHES 
MACH 0 239 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 442
 

















a. -4a e a Va 21 4~ 6l 
z ANGLE OF ATTACK 
DATA SET SYMBOL CaSIOURATION DESCRIPTION 
fBc~vZo) NAALS32 SSV-STR Winry 56WUOMVSNMiNt-;F 
COG09) HAAL632 5SY-STq WIMO BLFIDMI24 NZ JN: M-HOFF) 




1i 6i Isg 2ie$ 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 1790 SQ FT 
REFL IS 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZMRF - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 443 































S -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 io 12 14 16 is 20 
z ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 




NAAL632 S$V SYR WINC 
NAALG32 flY-STR WI 









































VATA S 5 18V nt CCFC 4 IQ"DECRPTO I # l 
I 
REFERENCE|Il INFORMA 




















(cvc 93) * NAAL632 $SS-STR WING BSWI0HI2V5N3 (UN -N=O:FF REFB 11 3390 
XMIRP 9 S400 
YMRP 0 0O00 
ZMRF - 0 3840 




















INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF NACELLES 















z - 0 -4 - 2 0 2 4 a 8 IV IS 
z ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET Sy"-30C CCNFIOUPATIC VESCRIFTICH 
(sCGVZSj 0 A L03Z 5SY-STA WING aG 10.12;5h' - OF 
(OCGV29) C NAAL03,? S$Y-STR WIG S0WIU0JZVjN2 {M=Cf-M=OFF) 
(SCOV01 * NAAL632 SSV-STR WING B6VIHI2Y5M3 (H=0N-N=0FF) 
MAC" O.Z39 
14 Is IS 2 
REFERENCE INFOR14ATION 
REFS a 1790 SO FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCPES 
REFS 11 5390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 $400 INCHES 
YNRP a 000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3649 INCHES-
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 446 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF NACELLES
 
fl .014 















LA -. Ooz 
Z 
0 4 - 4 6 a 0G 12 14 is is 20 
z ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET STM O CONFIGUqATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 





REFa 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP a 0000 INCHES 
ZNAP - 0 3840 INCHES 
H H 0E9SCALE a007O6 S'ALE 
PAGE 447 





























_ _1_ __0 -.004 
.611 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 103 12 14 In is 20 u 
z ANGLE OP ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SETS5Y140L CQWFIOIRATIa* oESCUIPTc REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CSCGUSI) C) NAAL63Z SSY-STR UNM BO0412PN4 (N0CN-NZ0FF) REFS 0 1790 Sq FTWSCG0SZ) E3- NAAL632 554-STR WING BGWI0HIZV5lS C=NN=0rF) REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
PEFE 11.3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 0400 INCHES 
THRF a 0000 INCHES 


























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, UEGREES 
Svq tC O-'NZ LIRTIO OEOMRFTXC 
0 HAAL632 SSV-STR WtING 86WII)HIU39, 'V=0-H=0FF) 
E3 HAL632 SSV-STR WIND 86WLOH12VSN5 (H=0U-N=0FF) 
NACA a 259 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS a 1790 80 FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRp 9 8400 INCHES 
YmRp a DODD INCHES 
Z14RP - 3840 INCHES 
SCALE OD076 SCALE 
PAGE 448 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF NACELLES



























9L, .93 4 It 2 a 9 4 6 a 1a 12 14 le la an 
u 
z ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SINSOL C0,4PIOURATION DESCRIPTION! REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I SCG032 1 0 NAAL632 SSV-STq VINCI S5W4UHlZVY54 (M=OCl-N=OFF REPS a 1790 $0 FT 




XMRF 9 $400 INCHES
ynRP n Bono INCHES
 
ZMRp - 0.3840 INCHES 
MACH 259 SCALE 0 0076 $CALE 
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INCREHENTAL EFFECT OF NACELLES
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INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF HORIZONTAL STABILIZER AS A FUNCTION OF NACELLE CONFIG0
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IdMR 0 8 0 1 40-2 4 ± -6 466 2 
Z~SCL ATACALEHA aNL
GRE 007
Z ANGLE OF9 T C. ALPHA76DE E 
DATA 27 3U30L conF~uRAIC~I REEPANE IFR4ATIOIESCIPT~S 
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Ld 
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o 2 2 4 6 a 16 12 14 Is is 20 
z ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 






%.nLGSZ SSV-STR W!NS 
AALO52 SSM-STP WING 























YTRP a 0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
HACH 0 259 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
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aa a a 1 4 1 s 2a -. 0-92 3__0 _____ 
.Ij -004 HAALS3 SSV___ WI*S O___MO-HO_ E ~ 1390 tCE 
81 1 1 98 8 20HE 
ANGLE ALPADEGEEOF ATTACK 
c8C034 0 NALGZ (~O?4~ )RF 15 INCHESWNGBOWOF*2V52 SY-SR G3OD 
ZI4RPp 0 384a INHES 
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HORIZONTAL STABILIZER AS AFUNCTION 
1r1-, tT r r f,,, -i-nr, 1 
OF NACELLE CONFIG. 
















_j -. DD4 
Z 
m -.O a -4 2 0 10 12 14 is is 20 
z ANGLE OF ATTACKo 
DATA SETSYMBOL COHFJGURATICN DESCRIPTION 
ISC0033. a NA. 03- 3V-SE WIG BSw o x vS (H=Cfl-h-O F) 
(SCO034) 13 HAAL03Z SSV-STR WINS, BOW10HIZV-NZ -F=O4.,j=OFF) 




REFS a 1790 SQ FT 
REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFR 11 3390 'NCHES 
XRRP 9.8400 INCHES 
Y UP 0 0000 INCHESZHRP - - 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
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INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF HORIZONTAL STABILIZER AS A FUNCTION OF NACELLE CONFIG.
 






















- - -2 212 40 	 1 14 16 18 20 
Z 	 ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNSCL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFVCN 	 REFERENCE INFOP1ATION 
(S633 NAALSSZ bS.-ST,1 UzC 56I"12V5 (±=4=0iZFF1 REFS 0 1790 .59 FT 
SC"034 [30 NAAL632 SSV-.TR WING 86W1H1215r2 (M=O?-H=OFF) REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
c8CGO35 0 NAAL632 SSV-STR WING 80WlHI2VS4 (H:ON-HOFF) 	 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRP 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRp 0 0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0 3840 INCHES 
SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 























rz 0 ______ 
u
 
59 --.4 2 a 2 A 6 a la 12 14 la 18 20 
z ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DA TA SET 8 CCW4/ 0UAATICN UE$CRIPTIMI REFERENCE INFORNATIOJ 
48CO036) 0 HAAL632 S$V-STR WING S5 l8qlpV5 C.=OH-V=OFF) REFS 0 1790 50 FT 
(OCOU57) 13 HAAL63Z $SS-SAT WING 96WIOHI ZY5NZ (V=ON-V=OFF) REEL 15 7370 I CriES 
($¢S030) * NAAL63Z S$V-SRT WIN 85WIOHlZV5N4 (V=CON-V=OFF) REF8 11 3390 INCHES 
XHRR 9 8400 INCHES 
YHRP a DOUG INCHES 
ZNRF a 3840 INCHES 
MACH 0 259 




INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL AS A FUNCTION OF NACELLE CONFIG.
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z ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
ATA S ET ST-SL c cF .4 T o o S RIPT O NJ REFERENCE INFOR ATIO N 
CDC036 0 NAALS32 SSV-STR WING (__-OqF) _6_10,412V5 PEFS 0 1790 SO FT 
(BCS1137) 13 HAALS32 SSY-SRT WING 06Wl0HIZY5HNZ (V=ON-V:CFF) REFL 15 7370 INCHES 







zipp - a DODO0 -840 INCHESINCHES 
MACK 0.259 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
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Z 	 ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
I-covGs 0 NAAL632 SSV-STR WNG 06WIOH12VS (V=ON-V=OFF) 	 REFS a 1790 SO FT 
(SC&037) 0 HAAL632 SSW-SRT WING B6Wl0Ml2V5M2 (Il=CN-V=OFF) 	 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
SCOG 33) 0 NAAL63Z SSY-SRT WING 851410142115N4 (V=ONI-V=OFeF) 	 REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRp a Gum0 rNcHEs 
ZMRF - 0 3840 INCHES
-0 - 241 	 1SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
PAGE 4G0
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DATA SET 5 -OOL 
(OC60363 0 
(O a37) t3 
facco3a) 0 
_ _ 
_ _ _ 
-	 ____8 1 _141_ 
_ _ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
C0NFICVRxT OESCPI T! -=
-MN 

WAAL632 $5-STR WING 86WICHIMV t{mCH-V=0FF)

NAAL63Z SSV-SRT WING BSWI04I2YSH (V=(N-V=OFF)







REFS a 1790 SO FT 
REFL 15 737a NCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRF 9 84n0 INCHES 
YHRFZ-RP - a 00000 384- INCHESINCHES 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 





NAIZS32 SSV-SqT WING SSWIUmIEvS-z 
NAAL632 SSY-3RT W14G 06WIDMIZVSN4 
t4T-la -H=D.) 
(H=-10 -H=U-) 








REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YMRP a000O0 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 384D INCHES 
"ACH D.E59 SCALE 0 0076 SCALE 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET St. 13FIOU.TION DESRBIFTIO 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
COC6039) 0 NAAL03Z S~d-SRT WlING BGWI0HI2V5HZ (.- *:) BETA 0 000 	 REFS 0 1790 So FT 
(catG06) LI HAAL6i32 SSV-SRT WING 86WICNIZW5N4 (H=-10 -H=E) ) 	 REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
NHRF 9 6400 INCHES 
YHRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZAtRP - 0 840 IN#CHES 




EFFECT OF NACELLE POSITION ON HORIZONTAL STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS 




















11 3390 INClHElSl 
9F INCHESGEE 
a GOOD INCHES. 
= 0 3840 INCHES 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SY-80%- CUiFIOUR4TIONe D ECRI-TIC- PARAMETRIC VALUE$ REFERENCE INFO {HATION 
, SC0041) 13 HAAL032 SSV-SRT ING B6141412EZEV IE=-10] -E=0 I BETA 0 1309 REFS G 1790 SO FT 
40CGOAZE. [] HAAL632 SBSV-1 WING BEEWIO]l.Z IZY3 (E=-20 -E=D) I REFL is 7370 iNCHES 
€cscli431 0 NAAL"Z SS-SRT IN* B6WJ0M12El2V5 fE=-30.-E'=D1I REFB 11 3390 INCHES 
X"RP 9 8400 INCHES 
TMRFP O ac{ INHCHES 
ZNRF - 13'4v INCHES 












(C6 3 * 
HAC 
LLI 
-_ __ - _ _ ___41 
OF ATTACKALPHA__DEGREE 
__LFT $__PC UR 
Z.E -. 9 
ANGL OF ATTCK ALPHA. OOG7 EEAL 
HASZSUSTUM 61M2$V5(r1 EVI BT .0 
AL3 S-R I&8WC1E SI-Z.ED)RF 
AA6ZS -3TiI SU012 RV (E 30 Eg 
oH~ -. 
a25 
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.07 CL 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SXMDM. ¢CFIOUR.TIO DESCRIPTC FAI -ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(SCO041) 0 NAAL632 SSV-SRT WING B6WlBHl2El2VS (E=-IG.-E=O I BETA a 009 REFS 0 179D SO FT 
ISCGO4) 13 NAAL632 SSV-SRT WING B6lHI2El2V5 (E=-20 -E=D ) REFL 15 7370 14CHES 
CBCGD43) * NAAL632 SSV-SqT WING BOWIGHIEZV5 (E=-30 -E=D I REFS 11 3390 INCHES 
XMRF 9 8400 INCHES 
'HIRF 0D090 INCHESZ'RF - 0 36to INCHES
 














u -. 20U5 
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-4-6 - 4 - 2 0 a 4 a 10 la 14 16 IS 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYNSBL C04FIGURATION DESCPIFTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(BCG0441facj045) Q0 NAAL632NAAL632 SSY-SPTSSV-SRT WJHWINO SGUIDNZEI2V5 (E=10 -E=OE=Z0,-E=0 IJ BETA u coo REFS___D__lI__REFL 0 179015 7370 S FTINCHES 
REFS 11.339D INCHES 
XNRF 9 8400 INCHES 
YNRF 9 0000 INCHES 
ZNRF - 0 384a INCHES 
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- -4 - 4 a la1 12 14 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA ST SYMBOL C04FIOURATION DESCRIPTIOP PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ISC0044) C) NAAL632 SSV-SAT WING B5WlGHI2ZlV5 (E=10 -E=o ) BETA 13 000 REFS 0 1790 QF 
focGols) E3 NAIL632 SSV-SRT WING 86WLGH1 n12V5 4E=20 -Z 0 ) REFL is 7370 INCHESRF S 11 3 90 INCHES
 
XMRF 9 8400 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHES
 





































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COHFIOURATION DESCRIPTIONM FARANETRIC VALUES REFEPENCE INFORMATION 
(BCGO44) 0 NAAL632 5SV-SQT WING B6Wl~hLIEZV5 (E=I0.-E=0 I BETA a 000 REFS a 1790 SQ FT 
iSCIR345 CI HAAL652 SSV-SMT WING O6WIDMIZE12V5 ({2.E0)REFL 15 7370 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INC1HES 
XHRF 9 8490 INCHES 
YMRF 0 aono INCHES 
ZHRP - 0 3040 INCHES 
029SCALE 0 oars SCALE 
PAGE 4' 0 
















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA OET SYMBO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIC" PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(ac6aJ53 0 HAALS32 SS -SQY WINS; SSWI~DA1E12V5 (E=-11) -E=D I BETA a Og REFS G 1790 SO FT. 
(0004r) 13 UAALO3 SOY-SAT HIPS B6WI0AI lI2V5 (E *EO)REFL IS 177 INCHES 
REFS 11 3390 INCHES1OCOD40) q KAAL632 S -5 RTWXN B G S IV J f =- , E IOCOO491 a AALS2 OSJ-SRT W106SIH2 ESJ.E-DED XURP 9 84CO INCHES 
iscGvsaj h. UAAL032 SSV-SR7 W H SION6EVN(= £ YMRP D 0000 INCHES 




















ao_ - 4 a 2 4 6 8 1n 12 14 16 le an 
ANGLE OF ATTACK- ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNBOL CCNF GURATICN DESCRfIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORATION
 
REFS a 1790 SQ FT
1 OC046) 0 AALG3Z SSV-SRT WING B9601MMWV (E=-IO -E=El) BETA a Goo IOC404F) 0 NAALG3Z SSV-SRT WING BSBl0HlElV5 (E:Ig -E=O )REFL 15 7310 INCHES 
CDCG0431 0 NAALE32 SSV-SRT WING B H2EV 5=-Q-: REFS 11 3390 I-NCHE$ 
(BEG049) A HAAL632 $SV-SRT WING S6WIOH1EE12V5NI{E-1O,-Z=0) XMRP 9 8400 INCHES 
(BEGOG) & HAAL032 SSV-SRT WING S6Wl04lZEI?V3NI(E:lD -E=O) YMRF a DOUG INCHES 
ZMRP - 0 3840 INCHES 






















AN13E OF ATTACW, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET ZYMBOL CONFIOURATICM DESCRIFTIO FARAMETRIC VALUE S REFERENCE INFORMtTION 
( MOB ) Q HAAL632 SSV-SRT WtING BBMBIUM12612 (E=-10 -9=0.) BETA 0 DUO REFS a 1790 SO Fr 
1 BC00d0 0 NAAL632 SS-SRT WIN* SBW10HIZ9 2VE=-10 -E=U) REFS 11- 3390 INCHES13CO09) A NAAL032 SSV-SRT WINO S6B 04IZ912V5N(E=-I0 -E=O) XmRP 9 840a INCHES 
fucevaa tl r'AL63Z 35V'3RT wIMO B B; ZV (= -E=D) 00 NCHCSYHRF oo 

ZMRP - a_840 IfN_ ES 
NA . 9SCALE a 9076i S LF 
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